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ABSTRACT 

French immersion programs are typically housed hi either an immersion centre, where 

immersion is the sole program accommodated, or a dual-track setting, where both French and 

Erxglish programs are irnpkmented in the same facility. The educational validity of these two 

contrasting settings has been studied with conflicting results. In British Columbia, there exists a 

very large majority of dual-track schools. This study was undertaken with the objective of better 

understanding that educational setting. 

This study investigates teacher beliefs about the role of the principal in the implementation of 

- srrpl=rvisim of instruction and in the promotion of staff collegiality in the dual-track school. 

Addressed, as well, is the effixt of the principal's French language skills in five areas: supervision 

Sixteen teachers and four principals, representing four elementary schools in two districts in 

British Columbia, were interviewed, Zn each school the four teachers interviewed represented the 

following categories: primary English, primary French immersion, intermediate English and 

itmrn~ediate French immersion. Participants were mailed a questionnaire prior to the interview 

seeking personal background information and demographic statistics about the school. 

Results indicate a discrepancy between principal and teacher beliefs about the administrator's 

sapei?iision p-racGces, IT! tlbe area of staff collegiality, principal md teacher beliefs proved to br: 

ntclre similar: however, signs of underlying tensions, particularly on the part of English track 

teachers, were app~mnt. Administrators did not appear to be completely aware of these tensions. 



i v 

There is evidence in this study that the bilingualism of the principrtj. has some effecl on reacher 

beliefs in the wcas of supervision of insmction and staff development. A positive arGtaife and 

 over^ support for the immersion p r o g m  emerge as more importarit to the clinme of the dual-track 

school than the principal's French language skills. Excellent interpersonal skills and a coxnmitmcnt 

to staff paftieipatory decision-making by the school leader are reaffirmed as critical for effecdvt. 

schools. Recommendations include the district's leadership role in supporting the dual-track 

French immersion principal. 
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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In Canada, where English and French are declared to be the two official languages of the 

federal government and adminiswation (Official Languages Act, 1969), it is essential to continunlly 

investigate the processes by which students best learn a second ofEcial language, Research has 

corifi ied that the most effective educational method for achieving the god of functional 

bilingualism is that of immersion (McGillivray, 1983; Nagy & Klaiman, 1986; Olson & Bums, 

1981). French immersion is an education2 program which was conceptualized by a small group 

of mglophone parents in St. Lambert, Quebec in the early 1960's who were dedicated t ~ ,  the 

principle of bilingualism. Because of their determination to achieve that goal for their c hildrcn, an 

educational movement whose scope is unprecedented in North American second language 

tiated. Following two years of pressure by these parents on their school board, 

mental French immersion program was implemented in 1965 at St. Lambert 

School in St. Lambert, an English speaking suburb of Montreal (Ganricliar~ Education 

Until recently, researchers and educators of French immersion progmms have c primarily 

concerned with comparisons of immersion students with frmcophones, with regular English 

program students and with pupils in traditional French as a second language programs. A 

substantial amount of research has consistently demonstcited no loss of English skills and a 

favourable degree of French language competency by the immersion students (Lambert & 'I'ucker, 

1972; Lambert, Tucker, & d'Anglejan, 1974; Lapkin, Andrew, Harley, Swain, & Karnir-i, 1% 1 j. 

A shift in emphasis to improving French language competency and to developing a better 

understanding of the immersion experience has instigated research into variables that might affect 

secondlanguage learning in immersion schools. Such variables include the immersion setting 

(housing), the role of the principal, the administrator's degree of bilingualism, design of the 



2 

;rragram, instructional techniques, exmcurricular experiences, percentage of French language 

irrstruction, entry point and student chmcteristics. Educators and researchers (Burns, 1986 

Skapson, 1988; Tardif & Weber, f 987) are cognizant of the need to understand these factors better 

if French imersion is to achieve its potential as a second language education program and to 

realize the educational conditions which will produce optimal student outcomes. 

The Problem Statement 

This study examines the role of the principal in the dual-track French immersion school, 

using on both principal beliefs and practices and on teacher beliefs about these practices. The 

following research questions were developed based on the literature on school effectiveness and on 
- - 

the author's experience teaching in and administering dual-track schools, 

1) Frorn the author's experience, the use of the French language among immersion teachers, 

particttizuly in the staff-, is a predominant issue in dual-track schools. Is this indeed a 

gertinent question in dual-track schools? K so, are there differences in perceptions between 

French immersion a d  English track teachers regarding this question? Is the dual-track 

principal aware of this potentid source of conflict and does the administfator emphasize this 

question of language use pmactivdy with staff members? 

2) Diffe~nces in beIiefs between immersion and English track teachers regarding issues such 

as language, educariond prompuns, sharing of materials, school organizational factors, 

expectations for stdents and staff development are a potential source of tension in dual- 

track schwls. Dr, principals take nmeasures to minimize confrontation and to promote staff 

cofiabmrion among the two tracks of teachers? If so, what types of measures are 

implemented? 



Jhincipals of dual-track schools are often unilingual English. What ;ire inarnersion reachers' 

beliefs about the unilingualism of the administrator, particularly in the area of supervision 

of instruction? How do immersion teachers' perceptions comp'm with those of their 

English colleagues and of the principal? All respondents in this study are questioned about 

the effect of the principal's French language skills on the areas under investigation. 

Research Fullan, 1982; Shoemaker & Fraser, 1981) indicates that an effective supervision 

of instruction program can positively affect student outcomes. Do principals view 

supe~s ion  of instruction as a priority? Do teachers perceive it to be a prioriry for their 

principal? What are teachers' perceptions of the principal's role in the instructianttl 

process? Comparisons between teacher and principal perceptions in the realm of 

instruction are made. 

The literature on school effectiveness underlines the importance of teacher input into the 

decision-making process in the school. Such input is thought to increase teacher 

commitment and ownership in the change process. Is the principal proactive in involving 

teachers in school decision-making? If so, what methods are used? Do teachers perceive 

themselves as an integral part of the decision-making process in the school? 

The dynamics of having both English track and French immersion parents in the dual-track 

school is a challenging aspect of the principal's role. Haw does the school-based 

administrator respond to the varying needs and demands of both groups of parents'? What 

are teachersf perceptions regarding this response by the principal? 

The above research questions were originally organized into five broad categories. They were: 

supervision of insmction, staff developmenar, staff collegiality, school organization for instruction 

and parental involvement. Because of the vast amount of data collected and the relevance of that 

data, these five categories were later redefined, as is explained in Chapter 111, 



Prubiern Rationale 

Why study the d ~ 1 - t r a c k  schooi? 

French immersion programs today are typically housed in either a dual-track school, where 

both English and French programs are implemented in the same facility, or in a single track setting 

(immersion centre), where immersion is the sole program accommodated. Typically, French 

immersion is introduced into an English language school which may be suffering from declining 

enrollment. immersion kindergarten is implemented as an alternative to the English program and 

acts as the "lead" class as the French immersion program is expanded to grade 6 or 7 in that 

school. Ideally, an enrollment balance in the English and French programs is reached and 

maintained. In reality, however, declining numbers in the English stream may warrant the 

establishment of an immersion centre housing a single French track in that school. This expansion 

in the immersion program would thus necessitate English language students being transferred to a 

nearby elementary school. The displacement of students is one of the most sensitive and emotional 

issues with which school boards must deal. 

The educational validity of these two contrastive housing situations has been studied with 

conflicting and ambiguous results. Advocates of the dual-track system cite its importance in 

promoting cultural awareness and national unity while those who espouse the single track 

phiiosopi~y emphasize enhanced achievement in the French language as a reason for its promotion. 

Reality in British Columbia (B.C.), however, is the existence of dual-track schools in the large 

majority of school districts. it is therefore essential to study the immersion experience in that 



Why study the ro!e of the dual-track orincioitl2 

The importance of the principal in the school improvement process is well dmxmented (Fullan, 

1982; Huberman & Miles, 1984; Leithwood & Montgomery, 1982; McLaughlin, 1984). These is 

no paucity of research on the indispensible contribution of the principal toward the cliirrate of the 

school. There is evidence in the research, as well, that leadership proczsses, through their 

influence on school climate, are linked to student achievement. It is logical to assume that the rnie 

of the principal in the dud-track school is no less critical than that in an English wack school, 

While there is extensive literature on the behaviour of the principal of regular English language 

programs, there is minimal research on the French immersion principal's leadership role, despite 

the fact that this second language education program has enjoyed phenomenal growth since its 

implementation over twenty years ago. 

There is evidence that French immersion is an educational program which requires special 

administrative considerations (Rideout, 2987) and that dual-track principals must deal with specific 

administrative challenges (McCillivray, 1978). Olson and Burns (198 1 ) and Guttman ( 1983) 

highly recommend further research into the specific role of the immersion principal. A berrer 

understanding of the principal's leadership role, as well as a description of his or her coping 

strategies, would be invaluable. 

Wh y study teacher beliefs about the role of the p r ~ n c u  . . 3 

Teacher beliefs and their effect on school improvement have recently become issues for 

investigation. There is growing evidence that specific factors such as teacher commi tnlenr, tcachcr 

satisfaction and teacher motivation are linked to school improvement (Fullan, 1982; G L ~ s ~ c ~ ,  

1986). Research (Blase, 198'3a) also indicates that school climate has a significant impact on 

teachers' amtudes, expectations and motivation within a school building. The influence of teacher 

beliefs oil the implementation of programs in a school has been investigated in the last decade 



(Fullan, 1982; Wuberman & Miles, 1984; Blase, 1987a). Guskey (1986) claims that teacher 

beliefs are significantly related to student outcomes. These claims warrant further investigation. 

While research has generated descriptions of what effective principals do, teacher beliefs about 

the principal's role have not been closely examined. Recent studies have indicated that the 

principal's leadership style has a significant impact on teacher beliefs and on teacher performance 

(Blase, 1987a; Blase, 1987b). What is needed to understand better the complex nature of school 

ieadership and its effects on teachers are not only descriptions of the principal's behaviours but 

also an understanding of teacher bejiefs surrounding the principal's role. 

Why coware  En- and French immersion teachers' beliefs and ~rincipal 

out the role of the principal? 

differences characterize these two groups of teachers, including the language factor, 

ounds and divergent goals. It is important for the principal to have insight into 

efs so that strategies can be used to promote collaboration amongst staff members. 

nderstanding is critical to the school improvement process. Compatibility of beliefs 

between principals and both groups of teachers would make for easier, more effective 

implementation of programs and for the supportive learning environment which is characteristic of 

effective schools (Leithwood & Montgomery, 1986). While several stildies on teacher beliefs 

about the role of the principal do exist (Blase, 1987a; Blase, 1987b), there has been no attempt to 

investigate this area in the realm of immersion. This study is intended to shed light on the 

similarities and differences existing between principal and teacher beliefs about the role of the dual- 

wick principal. 



Method 

Sixteen teachers and four principals, representing four elementary schools in two districts in 

British Columbia, were interviewed. In each school, the four teachers interviewed represented the 

following categories: 

1) primary English 

2) primary French immersion 

3) intermediate English 

4) intermediate French immersion 

The immersion programs in the schools chosen were well established, having existed for at 

least six years. The criteria for selection of principals were a minimum of two years adnlinistrativc 

experience in a dual-track school, at least one year being in their present school. Teachers were 

d to have a minimum of three years teaching experience, with at least one year in their 

cunent assignment. 

Schools, and therefore the principals, were assigned to the author by the participating districts. 

Teachers' names were selected randomly in a draw conducted by the author from the names of all 

teachers in each school who met the criteria. Participants were mailed a questionnaire prior to the 

interview seeking personal background information and demographic information for the school. 

These questionnaires and permission for conducting the interviews were collected at the time of the 

interview. Each interview was tape recorded and transcribed, with the exception of one teacher 

respondent (Teacher 8) who refused taping. The duration of the interview ranged from one to two 

hours. 

Data from the transcribed htenriews were ceder? according to significant factors fFah!eu 1 to 8) 

in the school effectiveness literature and to significant issues which were brought to light by the 

respondents, Scores are examined in detail in Chapter 1 V. 



Delimi taEiorrs/limitations of the Study 

The following are considered to be delimitations of this study: 

1, There is no attempt to cross-validate either principal or teacher beliefs with those of parents 

or students. This study focuses entirely on the beliefs of principals and teachers about the 

role of the principal. 

2. There is no attempt in this stuOy to determine the effects of either principal or teacher beliefs 

on student outcomes. Because of the paucity of research in the area of principal and teacher 

beliefs surrounding the role of the dual-track principal, student achievement results in the 

schools were not examined or compared. 

lowing is considered to be a limitation of this study: 

tions are made that the findings in this study can be generalized and applied to 

xts. Whenever analyzing data from several sites, caution must be taken not to 

nwarranted conclusions. The climate in each school is unique and dependent upon a 

ltitude of variables. The author believes, however, that the issues investigated in this 

are relevant to dual-track schools and hopes that the results will be useful to 

s in these schools, 

Thesis Outline 

Chapter 'I1 contains a review of the Literzfm. 1 s  first component is divided as fdiows: the 

dual-track vs. the single track school, the principal as instructional leader, the dual-track principal 

and teacher beliefs. Subsequently, the issue of teacher supervision of instruction is examined. 

Zncludd in this section are: the principal's role, the role of the dual-track principal, teacher 



involvement in the process, teacher beliefs about supervision and barriers to implementation of 

teacher supervision. The research on staff collegiality is then reviewed. Issues covered are: the 

role of the principal, staff involvement in decision-making and the dud-track principal's role. The 

final section of Chapter IT examines the literature on the principal's bilingualism as a factor in the 

administration of immersion schools. 

Chapter IIl describes the method of this study. Included are an explanation of the rationale, 

the sample selection, procedures, instruments used in the data collection, and the method of 

analyzing the data. Chapter IV reports in detail the analysis of the responses to the interview 

questions by teachers and principals in the three areas investigated: supervision of instruction, 

staff collegiality and the bilingualism of the principal. Chapter V offers a summilry of the findings 

of this study and recommendations for consideration. 



CHAPTER I1 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

--track vs. the s i n ~ l e  track schooI 

Prctponents of the dual-track school cite its sociocultural advantages. Carey (1984) suggests 

that immersion is a unique Canadian vehicle advancing social interaction between anglophones and 

fmncophones and that the potential of the program as a force of social change is significant. In 

their B.C. French study, Day and Shapson (1983) found that parents manifested a concern for 

developing tolerance and understanding in their children through a French immersion education. 

Nearly two-thirds of these parents indicated that they preferred the dual-track school because they 

- beliemd that it promoted cooperation and counteracted prejudice. Their belief in the promotion of 

ding of other cultures through immersion encompasses the idea of national 

re distributed to immersion students across Canada, one respondent 

eing "a true Canadian" as a reason for studying French (Lapkin, Swain & Argue, 

(1981) support the "samdness" of the dual-track school, believing this 

s a unique linkage between two cultures. Clift (1984) acknowledges a 

tudes of English-speaking Canadians towards a better understanding of the 

re. Stern (I98 1) supports the potential of the dual-track school to effect change in 

to bring its two "founding cultures" closer together. 

The immersion centre, a viable option to the dual-track school, has substantive evidence to 

support its validity. Findings by Lapkin et al. (1981) suggest that the single track setting may 

fester e~franced achievement in cenah English Fmxh Imguage skills. They found ihai 

"centre" students scored significantly higher or? two of four tests measuring receptive skills. 

Lapkin (1984) is of the opinion that the extent to which French is evident in the school does 

distinguish single and dual-nack settings and that greater exposure to a wider variety of linguistic 

md sociolinguistic contexts in immersion centres may enhance students' productive skills. Burns 



and Olson (1981) summarize clearly and succinctly the possible reasons for the findings by Lapkin 

et al. (1981). They include the significance of the bilingualism of the principal in a single track 

school, of the single track principal's ability to provide leadership with respect to curriculum goals 

and to the coordination of activities, of the single track staffs sense of sharing common objectives 

and of teachers being mutually supportive. 

Lapkin et al. (148 1) found that French immersion teachers in both settings unanimously 

preferred the single track school; mentioned by dual-track teachers was a "segregated atmosphere" 

in the dual-track environment. In a single track setting, staff can communicate in the target 

language anywhere and at any time in the school. As well, exn-a-curricular activities, school events 

and discipline are conducted in French. According to McGillivray (19781, the dual-track setting 

offers a less-than-total immersion experience compared to the totally integrated immersion centre 

where French & the regular program. Further research is needed to clarify tea~hers' beliefs about 

their housing environment. 

While research surrounding the question of the housing variable is inconclusive, the reality in  

British Columbia is that a large number of immersion programs are located in dual-track schools. 

According to the British Columbia Ministry of Education (1988), over 90% of immersion 

programs are housed in dual-track schools in B.C. These statistics reflect the housing policy 

adopted by the majority of B.C. school boards which endorse the dual-track philosophy. 

One reason for the predominance of dual-track schools is that the dual- track sys ten1 requires 

fewer administrative changes upon implementation of immersion (C.E. A,, 1983). As well, this 

option is more attractive politically as there is less chance of a need to displace English program 

students, which often occurs when an immersion centre is established. Senior administrators and 

school trustees often espouse the philosophy of cultural integration and harmony in supporting 

their choice of the dual-track school. They also argue that students can be more easily transported 
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if an equitable dismbution of immersion programs throughout a school district is established rather 

than if transportation to a single immersion centre, perhaps not one centrally located, is required 

moii.tncrraal as 
. . instructional leader 

The significance of the role of the principal in the school improvement process has been 

thoroughly investigated and substantiated. Fullan (1982) portrays the effective principal as an 

initiator and facilitator of change, someone involved in and committed to the change process. 

Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) define the change process in terms of the roles of the teacher 

and principal and their effect on valued outcomes by students. 

as a complex form of individual and 
wth. The amount and nature of 

ely by the experiences necessary 
f valued outcomes; the teacher is a central 

nces. Similarly, principal behaviours are 
itate necessary teacher growth 

ng or impinge on other factors known 

llenge for administrators is formidable since the role of the principal is becoming 

increasingly more complex as the school-based administrator must contend with a myriad of 

influences. Studies show that principals spend most of their time dealing with demands 

characterized as brief, immediate and sporadic with little time for reflective planning (Fullan, 

1982). Research by Byrne, Hines and McCleary revealed that principals are concerned about role 

overload and the increasing amount and kind of knowledge required in their job (cited in Fullan, 

1982). The fact that more and more responsibilities are being added to the principal's role, while 

none are deleted, suggests a dire need for role clarification. 

School effectiveness literature repons that principals who do respond to the challenge of being 

an instructional leader are more influential and effective. The school effects research supports the 



notion that the principal's direct involvement in instruction is significantly related to gaim in 

student achievement (Fullan 1982; Leithwood & Montgomery, 1982; Shoemaker & Ftrtser, 1981). 

In their review of well-known studies on principal effectiveness, Shoemaker and Fraser (198'1) 

report that, in the ESAA study, strength of administrative leadership was a significant factor in the 

school's success in improving student achievement. Improved achievement was found wherc 

principals felt strongly about instruction, effectively communicated their beliefs about insmlction to 

teachers and assumed a major role in the selection of instructional materials md in proaiirn 

planning. 

Fullan (1982) cites numerous studies that conclude that principals who were actively involved 

in or demonstrated a direct interest in school programs significantly affected their success. 

Leithwood and Montgomery (1986) have suggested that the coordination of instruction is a major 

contribution of effective principals to school success. They state that principals are in a position to 

offer teachers a repertoire of actions to overcome a particular problem, thus acting as im Znsmrctor 

i t ~ d  credible resource for teachers. They report the results of the Maryland Study which indicate 

that effective principals spend considerable time teaching in areas of competence. Edmonds (1979) 

emphasizes the need for principals to monitor instruction by visiting classes, by being 

knowledgeable about what is occurring in classrooms in terms of instruction and by offering 

support and feedback. While school-based administrators cannot be expected to be knowledgeable 

in all subject areas, particularly at the secondary level, they can demonstrate a commitment to 

curriculum planning and implementation. 

In her synthesis of the literature on the principal's emphasis on academic excellence, Roberts 

(1 990) states that effective administrators spend a significant proportion of their day on activities 

related to instructional improvement. She cites three critical actions by instructional leaders: 

observing in classrooms, conferencing with teachers, and verifying thn t teachers as sign 

homework. Effective principals promote the school's ac2demic emphasis by their own actions, by 



the organintionat structures they put into place and by their personal beliefs. As instructional 

leaders, they facilitate the concentration on academics in the school by developing positive models, 

generating consensus and using meaningful feedback to influence school improvement. Effective 

administrators organize their time proacdvdy so that the instructional program receives priority. 

LaRscque and Coleman (1387), in their study of leadership and commitment to change in B.C. 

school districts, found zi focus on learning and academics in successful schools. They report that, 

when the principd acts as a role model for high expectations for student achievement, teachers 

seem to believe that their own initiatives have an effect in the classroom. Rosenholtz (1985) 

stresses the importance of high expectations by principals for both staff and students in respect to 

academic achievement, 

A trait which appears to distinguish effective and ineffective principals is the setting of 

meaningful and relevant goals in the school. Shoemaker and Fraser (1981) summarize a number 

rincipal leadership. One such study, Phi Delta Kappa, revealed that effective leaders 

bjectives which support high standards of performa~ce and a productive working 

. The authors state that one of the emerging variables characterizing effective principals 

in all the studies was the establishment of both well-designed insuuctional objectives and a 

comprehensive evaluation system When achievement in their schools declined, instructional 

objectives, programs and methods changed rapidly, In high-achieving schools, these objectives 

guided the instructional programs. Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) describe the goals of the 

effective principal in terms of basic orientations toward students, teachers and the school 

community. An impomnt dimension of effective leadership is the ability to have staff members 

express their own goals; effective principds encornage st& to e)r,minP, their professional 

competence and set gods for growth, with a concentration on cuniculum planning and instnaction, 

f n addition, effective principals orient school programs to goals which arc cndorsed in the 

community, They ensure that school goals are communicated to parents and to district staff who 

an: perceived to be of vdue in achieving priority school goals. Johnson (1989), in interviews with 
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teachers and principals, found that cmrdhating the development of goals ,and publicizing and 

promoting their achievement were indicators of administrator effectiuensss. 

Berrnan and McLaughlin (1979) note that effective administrators establish norms for risk- 

mking among staff members. They encourage individual initiative and continual change, 

expressing their support for new practices related to program improvement. Leithwoad & 

Montgomery (1982) report that principals support risk-taking by encouraging staff mexnhcrs t o  

develop their own goals. A principal, interviewed in a study on principals' and teachers' 

perceptions of change as initiated by the principal (Stone, 1988), viewed change as "a risk-t;rking 

venture where individuals made meaning of the changes by taking and ultin~ately having ownership 

~f them by being directly involved in nmking them happen" (p. 81). He viewed risk-taking and 

failure as a natural part of change. Teachers perceived their principal as a risk-taker, a source of 

one who encouraged them to take responsibility and ownership of- their 

Another critical strategy used by effective principals is that of providing staff with knowledge 

and skill &eithwood & Montgomery, 1982). Leithwood and Montgomery (1952) emphasize the 

crucial role of the principal in maintaining an ongoing, effective staff development program, 

believing &at the staff continually requires new skills a d  knowledge in order to achieve and 

sustain excelfence in educational programs. These leaders organize carefully srructured 

professional development in the school, in  which they encourage teachers to participate. They 

foster ~ r s o n a l  enthusiasm for improvement and a desire for ongoing professional development; 

they also serve as a role model for teachers in their own professional growth (Johnson, 1989), 

Effective principals work directly and indirectly with teachers on issues related to instruction which 

they have observed in the classmm, providing individual in-service in an area in which the 

administrator has expertise- Guskey (2986) emphasizes the need for continual teacher support and 

encouragement and for ongoing credible feedback during he staff development process. Effective 
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princir>ais are sensitive to the needs of new teachers, providing them with a broader orientation to 

lrhe school and hrniliarizing them with school programs, materials and methods. 

Effective principals provide nsxmes for teachers to grow professionally, They collect and 

distribute infomtion a b u t  new teaching practices and discuss professional issues with other 

efieientiji, by pmiidit7g pfmt7iiir7g rime w ~ k k  &e instructional day and by using the budget 

cnzadvely, As well, they provide reitchen with needed curricular materials and seek out and 

p ~ o m t e  innovative ideas, materials and methods. Fullan (1982) concIudes that, for successful 

change to occrur, teachers musr frwe &e opportunity to interact, share ideas and help each other, 

with the assismnee of the principal- The results of the Rand Change Agent Study underline the 

impmwce of this colle@ inre~tion a d  of g d  working relationships among staff members to 

the .w~essfuJ impleme~tation of change @fcLaugMin & Marsh, 1979). 

Tfre effective s c h d  principd mnitors student progress very closety (Leithwood & 

Montgomv, 39232)- This is accompliishexi by reviewing test results and investigating possible 

problems with teachers. In the ESAA stud5 improved student achievement was noted when the 

principaf was invdved in reacher evaluation fLeithwOOd & Montgomery, 1982). 

Another c o m a  t n i r  of effective principals seems to be the abiliry to actualize an 

arganimtianat vision while m&trtining stability in the school. Sergiovanni (1984), in his review 

aP leadexsfrip and exetfence in schools, cites Bennis' belief that a compelling vision is the key 

in_tf~p:&znt that distinguishes feadership in excellent organizations. Vision is defined as the capacity 

to ~x-e;ttf: and communica~ a picture ofthe desired state of affairs that induces commitment among 

tnemkrs of the organization (cited in  Sergicfvmni, 1984). Sergiovanni (1984) contends that 

successful scfimls have a vision of excellence aligned with a strong and functional culture which 



orients people in a common direction and provides both a set of norms iz~d meaning for staff 

members. Weick (1982) believes that principals must spend considerable time with individud staff 

members reminding people of centnl visions and assisting them in applying this vision to their 

own activities. In this way, the administrator is teaching staff to interpret the vision in a com~non 

language, Peters and Waterman (19821, in their studies of excellent organizations, also cite the 

presence of a dominant culture and clear sense of purpose which provides a common thrust for its 

Stiggins (1986) found that the administrator's constructive feedback to teachers in a "growth- 

oriented system of evaluation had a positive effect on teaching performance. Both teachers and 

principals perceived instructional leadership to be a critical role of the principal, although teachers 

viewed principals as giving priority to management duties rather than to instructional functions 

1981). Seifert and Beck (1981) report that typical principals refrain from 

elves directly in instructional improvement in tenns of visiting classrooms and 

conferencing with teachers. While there is no literature, to the author's knowledge, specifically on 

the dual-track principal's approach to supervision, it seems feasible to assume that anglophone 

principals would withdraw &om instruction even more. This thesis investigates that question. 

The dual-track p r i n c i a  

There is a scarcity of research on the role of the principal in the French immersion schtml, in 

either housing setting. The literature that does exist espouses the assumption that the 

adminismtion of dual-track schools merits special considerations (McGillivray, 1978; Rideout, 

f 987)- Despite the phenomenal growth of immersion programs in British Columbia, there appears 

to be no specid t l g  available to administrators of immersion scho~.>fs (Rideou t, i 987). Olson 

and Bunts (1981) and Guttman (1983) stress that the lack of in-service for immersion principals 

resplfts in their assuming a passive rather than a leadership role in the instructional proccss. Olson 



and Burns (1981) emphatically state their concern over this apparent lack of pre-service and in- 

service for immersion administrators, suggesting that this leadership role has been neglected. 

McGilfivray is a leading figure in the literature surrounding the administration of immersion 

programs. He addresses the administrative problems associated with the immersion dual-track 

school (McGillivray, 1978). He suggests that the supervisory load facing principals is excessive. 

A~nist-rarors of immersion schools must be familiar with immersion teaching strategies, which 

differ considerably from those used in the English stream, as well as with immersion 

methodology. Principals of immersion schools should also be familiar with criteria for evaluating 

immersion students. They must be sensitive to the fragile working relationship of English program 

and immersion staff members. In addition, principals face the daily challenge of reassuring parents 

of both English and French streams concerning the quality of programs and their children's 

progress, Lernire (1989) offers the following perspective on the administration of the dual-track 

school. 

"The demands and expectations placed upon these men and woman (anglophone 
principals of French immersion programs) appear unrealistically high considering 
their lack of training and initial lack of knowledge in the area of French immersion." 
fp.4) 

If unity and cooperation are to be developed and sustained in the dual-track school, the 

principal must operate the school as one entity, not as two separate units. Lebrun (1981), an 

experienced dud-track principal, contends that both languages must be heard throughout the school 

md pupils must be provided services in both languages. He states: 

"The school will strive to have its pupils acknowledge and appreciate h e  peaceful 
coexistence of two dominant languages and cultures (French and English) in their 
school community. However, no one group will be considered over the other." 
(12-?! 

OTp&cular concern for the dual-track principal in promoting cooperation is the perception of 

teachers that both programs are treated equitably. Immersion principals interviewed in Lamarre's 

f 1989) study revealed that balancing programs was a major challenge, with the potential for 
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conflict a constant factor to consider. Anglophone principals in her study discussed the importance 

of a focus on one school, uniting staff and students through common goals and integstive 

activities. Calabrese (1988) advocates the concept of ethical leadership where staff members ;tn: 

committed to equality and fairness. This style of leadership pronlstes equal distribution of 

resources, tolerance of divergent opinions and cultures, respect for dl members of the school 

community and a balance in the rights of all groups. The concept of fairness emerged most 

frequently as a characteristic of effective principals in interviews with teachers in ti study by 

Richarclson and Barbe (1987). 

In order for the dual-track school to be a successful vehicle for promoting empathy and 

understanding between the French and English cultures, integration of both "streams" of staff and 

students is necessary. Research on the measures taken by principals in integrating immersion and 

students is scarce. In their B.C. French Study, Day and Shapson (1983) report that 

immersion prhdpds indicated that they take measures to integrate the two progmms; 

integration was primarily in the area of school activities, such as field trips and 

assemblies. They contend that, while these efforts at integration are beneficial, considemtian to 

other important areas, such as staff collaboration, parental cooperation and development of school 

policies, must be given. Day and Shapson (1983) report that integration is mentioned in very few 

school policies; less than 10% of principals reported that integration of the two programs was 

addressed in school policy. Often two parent groups exist and joint collaboration on committees 

and in school activities is minimal. 

Rideout (1987) suggests that student integration is ideally characterized by three conditions. 

Staff members must reach consensus on operating the school as one unit, a viewpoint to be 

nurtured by the principal, either formally through policy or informally. Joint instructional and 

extra-curricular activities must be offered, with both languages of instruction maintained. As well, 

both languages should be highlighted equitably at school functions (Rideout, 1987). Rideoutk 



C1987) research revealed that, of 16 principals, two fulfilled these conditions. A slight majority 

(56%) were relatively successful at reaching these objectives. Obviously, the size of the 

immersion program will have an impact on integration; however, the goal of integrating students 

must be an important consideration in the mind of the dual-track principal. 

In addition to the nun~erous chalienges in administering a dual-track school, principals may 

also have to be aware of a negative amtude on the part of their colleagues toward immersion. Nagy 

and Klairnan (1986) interviewed 29 immersion and non-immersion principals. When questioned 

about their colleagues' opinion of the immersion program, the majority of participants stated that 

many principals perceive problems with immersion in terms of program dislocation, loss to 

English student enrollment and issues associated with the decline of the neighbowhood school. 

Although principals generally claimed &at they themselves were supportive of French programs, 

they commented that a number of their peers had negative attitudes towards French. 

82) contends that "educational change depends on what teachers do and think" and 

that a change must be meaningful for teachers if it is to be successfully implemented. Heckman 

(1987) postulates that people behave in ways which reflect their value systems; before substantial 

change in classroom practice can occur, teachers must engage in constructive dialogue about their 

beliefs. Teachers will only implement changes that make sense to them; only then do they actively 

seek change- Wnen the underlying concepts of innavations are internalized by teachers into their 

personal belief systems, these innovations will make sense and change can then occur (Heckman, 

1987). 

Unfoftunately, teachers' beliefs are seldom examined since teachers, on the whole, work in 

isolation in their classrooms with little opportunity to discuss instructional practice. Lieberman & 

Rosenhultz (1 987) underline the role of the principal in breaking down teacher isolation. They 



argue that effective principals design meetings for discussion of curriculur matters and leave the 

administrivia for later. In this way, the principal's actions reflect hisfher beliefs and values and 

serve as a model for teachers. Lieberman and Rosenholtz (1987) encourage educators to mobilize 

schcml jmprovement efforts in order to move from isolation to an open and misting collegial ttiocie. 

This can be accomplished by encouraging shared responsibilities, by providing resources, rewards 

and incentives and by establishing regular opportunitites for teacher interaction (Sarason, 197 1). 

Research (Guskey, 1986; Fullan, 1982) indicates that there is a strong link between reacher 

commitment and meaningful change. Teacher commitment, a prerequisite for change, reflec is the 

individual's personal, professional and societal beliefs and experiences in each of those roles. 

Guskey (1986) maintains that the user's idiosyncratic commitment to an innovation must be 

understood and addressed by the initiator before any meaningful change can be expected. 

Commitment, as well, must be viewed in a context of continual modification as the individual 

reacts to ongoing change. Guskey (1986) also suggests that teacher beliefs will only be 

substantially altered if the teacher anticipates improved student outcomes. We proposes that teacher 

self-improvement and professional satisfaction are prime motivators in commitment to change, 

Other researchers have linked commitment to change to the complexity and clarity of the innovation 

(Fullan, 1982; Huberman & Miles, 1984), to the tsacher's "initial size-up" of the change and 

personal costs (Huberman & Miles, 1984), to the congruency of the change with teacher beliefs 

(Huberman & Miles, 1984), to the teacher's past experience and repetoire of existing skills and to 

the practicality of the innovation (Doyle & Ponder, 1977178). The relation ship between teacher 

beliefs, commitment and change is complex and merits further research. The challenge fur the 

principal to understand and to react to teacher beliefs is formidable. However, exploration of these 

beliefs through discussion would help establish a trust level and a better understanding of the cffect 

of the principal's own beliefs and actions upon the teacher. 



According to Fullan (1982j, teacher commitment and meaningful teacher change result from 

continuous collegial interaction and from an effective, ongoing support system. He reviews 

studies which indicate that teachers who believe their principals to be involved, knowledgeable and 

helpful describe them as successful and effective. Blase (1987a) has examined the factors which 

teachers associate with effective principals, as well as their effect on the teachers themselves and on 

teachers' relationships with staff, students and parents. His study reveals that effective principals 

positiveIy affect specific meanings which teachers attribute to important issues, such as 

participation, equitability and autonomy. Blase (1987a) analyzed the data from interviews with 

teachers in two dimensions of leadership: task-relevant competencies and consideration factors. 

Discovered were nine task-related themes and five consideration factors. The task factors include: 

accessibility, consistency, knowledgelexpertise, clear and reasonable expectations, decisiveness, 

goals/direction, follow-through, ability to manage time and problem-solving orientation. The five 

prominent consideration factors were: support in confrontation/conflict, participation/consultation, 

f&rness/equitabiliy, recognition (praiselreward) and willingness to delegate authority. In 

summary, Blase (1987a) contends that effective school principals contribute positively to the 

development of three fundamental patterns in schools: associative (cohesive), social (behavioral), 

(values and norms). 

t to this thesis are Blase's findings that the principal's leadership style has a 

significant effect on teachers and on the sociocultural context of the school. Principals who 

modelled consistency, decisiveness and clear and reasonable expectations caused a decrease in 

teachers' sense of frustration, uncertainty and anger. Those who were accessible and who 

demonstrated knowledge and expertise appeared to be responsible for increased teacher 

confidence, satisfaction and a sense of professionalism. Principals who portrayed clear goals and 

direcaan created in teachers a sense of commitment to the school as a whole, as well as a feeling of 

optimism. Similarly, teachers who perceived their principals to be fair, supportive and consultative 

reported an increase in teacher efficacy, professionalism, commitment and self-esteem. It is 



interesting to note that the "knowledge" factor in this study refers not only to cuniculurn ru~d 

research but also to the principal's awareness of teacher and student needs. Effective principals 

were those who were believed to be productively involved in the whole school and who offset any 

forces of favoritism. Teachers who mentioned the factor "follow-through" described principals 

who conducted timely supervision of instruction and who kept teachers informed. 

In a further study on ineffective principals, Blase (1987b) lists the administrative qualities 

which impact teachers and their relationships with others in a negative way. Teachers referred to 

such principals as being unsupportive, avoiding conflict, authoritarian and failing to provide 

opportunities for teacher input. Ineffective principals exhibited favoritism, were critical, used 

intimidation to control staff members and failed to recognize teachers for their accompishments, 

Personal characteristics of ineffective principals included lacking in authenticity, lacking 

compassion, arrogant, unfriendly, manipulative, insecure, unintelligent, defensive, prejudiced, 

y, narrow-minded and pessimistic. Blase (1987b) hypothesizes from his findings 

that ineffective principals have a significant negative impact on teachers' self-esteem, morale and 

teacher co~mnitment. In addition, their behavior resulted in a polarization of the staff with 

increased competition and conflict. 

Blase (1987a, 1987b) claims that the traditional studies of leadership style have focused 

entirely on the behavior of the principal. He advocates instead a holistic conception of leadership 

in which the interrelationship of values, attitudes and behaviors are examined. Blase notes that 

qualitative descriptions of the complex nature of leadership in terms of its effects on teachers is 

scarce but essential to a meaningful understanding of the values, norms and beliefs inherent in 

school culture. The finding by Blase that teachers' attitudes and beliefs can be significanrly altered 

by the principal's leadership style merits further study. The implications of this finding for student 

outcomes suggests that research in this area is urgently needed. If teacher beliefs are intrinsically 



tied to improved student outcomes (Guskey, 1985), then it is critical that principals gain a better 

understanding of these beliefs and respond to them meaningfully. 

Supervision of Instruction 

While this study investigates the formative rather than the summative nature of teacher 

supervision, the concepts of supervision of instruction and evaluation often appear in the same 

context in the literature. According to Goens and Lange, supervision has historically meant 

evaluation (cited in MacKinnon, 1987). In interviews with both teachers and principals in this 

study, respondents inevitably referred to both processes, even when the question explicitly stated 

supervision of instruction was being investigated. Thus, the literature review and the results 

section of this thesis reflect the notion that the formative and summative processes are inextricably 

ary goal of the teacher supervisory process is to improve classroom instruction. The 

t teacher supervision can be a powerful strategy for achieving school improvement 

underlines current research in teacher evaluation. According to the school effectiveness literature, 

the principal has a vital role and responsibility in improving student outcomes through the 

processes of teacher supervision of instruction and evaluation. Principals seem to be aware of the 

importance of their role in the improvement of insmction. In a 1978 study by Byrne, Hines, and 

NlcCIeary, 77% of principals rated a course in supervision of instruction as essential to school 

administrators (cited in Fullan, 1982). It can be assumed that many principals and teachers prefer a 

supn4s35y m d e l  which promotes mmihgfd  prkicipaVrczicher interaction in a supportive climate. 

H d a n  (1  987) states hat there are specif5c superrimy behaviours which are crucial to the 

impmvement of instruction. One such behaviour is the principal's effectiveness in evaluating 

teachers. 



McLaughlin (1984) contends that teacher supervision allows the principd to fulf2ll his or her 

role of instructional leader by identifying and supporting good classroon~ practices, by integrating 

school goals and by providing regular assistance to teachers. Acheson and Smith (1986) ,are of the 

opinion that the quality of the principal's role as an instructional leader in supervision is related to 

particular strategies, such as observational techniques and effective use of feedback to teachers. 

Ellis (1985) supports the efficacy of an evaluation process which allows for sufficient abservation 

time, objectivity of data collection and thorough discussion of all findings with the teacher. In their 

review of research on effective leadership, Shoemaker and Fraser (1981) state that frequent 

informal class observations were associated with high-achieving schools, as well as attention to an 

atmosphere conducive to learning. Effective principals participated actively in instruction and had 

high expectations of themselves, teachers and students. Ln declining schools, principals appeared 

to be more permissive and to emphasize informal, congenial relationships with teachers rather than 

the school's effectiveness. Shoemaker and Fraser (1981) cite an interesting finding from the 

Philadelphia study; the more frequently the principal observed reading classes in the c1assrson-1, the 

more improved was the students' reading. Sergiovanni (1984), in his description of leadership 

forces, states that the educational leader assumes the role of "clinical practitioner" by bringing 

expert professional knowledge to the areas of clinical supervision, teaching effectiveness and 

program development. 

The importance of visibility by the principal is well documented in the literature on schwl 

effectiveness. A strategy used by administrators to monitor instruction is that of Management By 

Wandering Around (M.B.W.A.). Huntington (1984) suggests that principals make a daily brief 

visit to classrooms. He argues that this approach is effective in determining teachers' attitudes, 

kinds of teacher-student interactions, classroom environment and student-student conversations. 
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MacKinnon (1987) states that there are several assumptions to be addressed when investigating 

teacher supervision. First of all, it is assumed that the supervisor is more knowledgeable about 

teaching and can assist the teacher in improving classroom behaviour. Secondly, an effective 

model of supervision presupposes a good working relationship between the teacher and 

supervisor. A third underlying assumption is that teachers desire to improve in their instructional 

ability. These assumptions must be scrutinized when analyzing the effectiveness of teacher 

supervision. 

McLaughlin (1984) addresses the importance of teacher motivation, satisfaction and sense of 

efficacy in the teacher evaluation process. She argues that teacher motivation is highest 

immediately following an assessment; thus, the principal must have the resources to respond 

promptly to the teacher's needs. McLaughlin (1984) proposes a method of evaluation, one which 

recognizes teacher professionalism, the legitimate role of the principal as evaiuator and the 

significance of assessment in the school improvement process. According to her model, credible 

back is intrinsic to teacher motivation, satisfaction and efficacy and ultimately to 

school improvement. Through "authoritative and legitimate feedbzk" in a non-threatening 

atmosphere, she believes teachers will be satisfied and motivated towards professional 

effectiveness. The significant relationship between job satisfaction, motivation and performance 

was first revealed in the Hawthorne Studies (Gray and Starke, 1984). This notion of learning 

through implementation is congruent with Huberman and Miles' (1984) concept of commitment 

through program execution. 

Goldhammer (1959) cites a plethora of teacher supervisory approaches, many of which he 

believes are invalid and unreliable. He proposes a model of clinical supervision which advocates 

teacher self-analysis, goal-setting, feedback and assistance, a continual process which results in 

satisfaction and motivation. He believes that collegiality, characterized by honest communication 

and sound skills and knowledge, is the key to success. 



McLaughlin (1984) emphasizes the significance of establishing a conxnon professional 

language between administrators and teachers in clinical supervision. The inlportance of "shared 

referents" is stressed by Little (1982). This term refers to the establishment of a comnxon language 

between administrators and teachers in clinical supervision. It can be assumed that teacher trust 

and principal credibility are integral to the success of a clinical supervision program. 

The dual-track principd 

Dagenais (1990) outlines the monumental challenges facing dual-track principals, many of 

whom are neophytes in immersion. She contends that, without adequate competency in French 

and withno knowledge of second language pedagogy, these administrators are expected to provide 

leadership and supervision to beginning immersion teachers. As a result, many principals have 

assumed a "hands-OF' approach to the program (Dagenais, 1990). Olson and Burns (1983) have 

reported the frustration experienced by administrarors who do not have the ability to act as 

instructional leaders for immersion teachers. Whittle and Brennan (1988), both principals of dual- 

track schools, suggest that beginning linguistic ability in French be a mandatory requirement for 

principals assigned to dual-track schools. They believe that this basic knowledge of the langurige 

will ensure professional growth in teachers and credibility in the eyes of students, staff and 

parents. Whittle and Brennan (1988) argue that dual-track principals should be capable of leading 

English and French staff in the area of program implementation. 

Stanutz (1988) contends that the unilingual administrator should not feel at a disadvantage in 

supervising immersion programs. He states: 

"Supervision is simply helping a teacher to grow. Good education is based on 
good educational philosophy and practice. These transcend the language of 
communication." (p. 70) 

Stanutz maintains that teacher training can be done by the principal in English, as well as through 

peer coaching and workshops. In addition, more recently developed standardized tests can assist 



the &ministrator in evaluating the immersion program, With commitment, he believes, comes 

credibility, He argues that peer teacher assistance can be used to offset the principal's lack of 

fkcility with the French language, Much has been written about the contribution of peer coaching 

methods in bringing about positive changes in teacher performance (Joyce and Showers, 1982; 

Srnyth 1985; Manning 1986). Acheson and Smith (1986) condone separating the supervision and 

evaluation functions of the supervisory process. They advocate the training of principals in 

observation and feedback strategies for surnmative purposes and the training of teachers in peer 

observation and feedback, as part of a staff development program. 

The importance of teacher input into the supervision processes cannot be overestimated, 

Alfonso and Goldsbeny (1982) state, emphatically that teacher collaboration in the clinical 

supervision process is essential to its successful implementation and to instructional improvement. 

Gol&imrner (1969) argues that the teacher should have a participatory role in establishing the 

purpose of supervision and guidelines for the process. He emphasizes the sharing of 

res?onsibility of the supervisor and teacher and the confurnation of their relationship. Teachers 

should be involved in establishing the time of observations, as well as the method of data 

coiiection, instruments used and lessons observed. Pre and post conferences are an integral part of 

Goldhammer's (1969) model. 

Direct teacher participation in the development of criteria and strategies used in assessment 

nmximizes teacher trust in and commitment to the supervisory process. Lewis (1973), in his ther! 

revolutionary "learning-centefed approach to teacher appraisal", emphasized the replacement of 

cvmp:iradve ratings of teachers with a cooperative, self-reflective program of evaluation. In a 

study by Duel1 and Davistln (1987), teachers and principals reported being more comfortable with 

evaluation programs they considered most accwrite; these involved teachers evaluating themselves. 

These self-evaluations were seen to be accurate by both teachers and principals. MacNaughton, 



Tracy and Rogers (19X4) promote a collaborative relationship between the teacher and principal in 

clinical supervision and evafuaticm; they suggest that these processes must be "individualized anti 

personalized" to be effective. In Goldhammer's (1969) model of supervision, the inreliectitalt 

autonomy of the teacher and the teacher's ability to self-analyze teaching practices rur: critical to the 

effectiveness of the process. Hanrahan (1987) cites self-evaluation as critical to an increase in  

teacher confidence and independence. 

principal% behaviour in clinical supervision. He hypothesized that the teacher's perceptions of the 

princip&s role as instructional leader were directly related to the degree to which principals 

facilitate instructional improvement through teacher evaluation. He found a signikan t difference 

achers' and principds' perceptions in regards to the purpose and the success of 

rvision, with principals being more at ease with the process. Some teachers perceived 

~ rkc ipds  to be lacking in knowledge and skills; several principals criticized the time needed to 

implement an effective program. It is also interesdng to note that teachefs in this study believed 

conferences were held less frequently than principals believed. Hanrdhan's (1 987) results ind icatc 

some hstration on the part of both teachers and principals with the supervision process. Ilc 

concludes that the processes of clinical supervision and evaluation are "antithetical" and interfere 

with the collegid nature of zhe principal's role. We recommends that principals be sensitive to 

teackrs' perceptions, attend to establishing a trusting, communicative relauonship and make the 

process teacher-centered fn a study on teachers' perceptions about their receptivity to eataluatitm 

evatuator's expertise were critical factms to the success of the process. 



Fianrahan (1 3871, in  a review of the literature on teacher supervision and evaluation, 

sun~rnarizes some of the problems associated with these processes. These include: teachers' 

attitudes and perceptions, incongruency of supervision and evaluation, lack of training of both 

teachers and principals, principals' ineffectiveness as an instructional leader, the relationship of 

teacher and principaf, subjectivity of the assessment, lack of agreement on the criteria of good 

teaching practices and disagreement OR desired student outcomes and basic procedures. 

WdcNaughton et al. (1984) report that teachers perceived supervision and evaluation as a threat 

asscxiated with contract renewal. They suggest that principals must be perceived by teachers as 

having the necessary skills and knowledge and meaningful practices must be established before a 

trusting, collegial refationship can be established Blumberg (1974) states that principals must be 

able to ckrnonsrrate to teachers that they possess the necessary expertise to be of assistance in 

probfem-solving situations. 

A further obstacle to the implementation of a successful supervision program is that of time. 

MacKinnon (1987) cites research suggesting that principals are "consumed" by their 

a&Gnistrative duties, neglecting their pedagogical responsibilitites. Reilkoff (1981) argues that 

teacher supervision is hampered by a lack of time, as well as rigidity, complacency and a lack of 

empathy in the teacher-principal relationship. Johnston (1983) claims that the success of the 

p r o g m  depends not only on this relationship, but dso on the acceptance of the process by both 

reachers and adminismtots. Wife  there is evidence that teachers resent evaluation due to its 

subjectivity and uimliabiiity (Soar, M d e y  rind Coker, 1983), there is research that indicates 

t~ LIRR % L,* zEuJ been a shifi fmm &s pmess ufevaitiation u, that of supervision, with an accompanying 

pesceptian of reachers ~f the need for the process. His review of the literature indicates that 

t r s t - h a  want ma= confefencing* obsemtions and discussion about teaching pedagogy. In his 



research on teachers' acceptance of clinical supercision, MacKinnon (1957) found that over 70% 

of ~cacbers expressed cor&dence in the piOceSs aid 51 the ability of the principal to direct thnr 

process. 

Fullan (1982) comments on the barriers between principals and teachers created by the 

principal's supervisorylevaluative role. The different perspectives between principals and teachers 

regarding this rule negatively impacts upon program change. McLaughlin (1984) argues that the: 

present evaluative system of standard checklists and brief classroom observations is futile and 

reflects the principal's individual biases rather than a consistent, meaningful set of criteria, She 

achowledges the fact that school administrators have difficulty linking assessnxnt and 

iaprovementpurgoses because evaluation creates teacher anxiety and administrative burden. 

McLaughlin (1984) arpes that principals lack the skills and confideace necessary to help 

teachers remediate. The rigorous and ongokg training in clinical and diagnostic skills which 

principals require is not avaiIable. She contends that there is a resulting absence of principal 

mdibifity in the eyes of teachers who thus lack confidence in the process. Levin (1 979) and 

Krawjewski (1976) contend that most supervisors lack the the skills and training necessary to 

effectively analyze teacher behaviours in the clinical supervision process, 

According to Sarason (197 11, principals quickly learn that they cannot legislate teacher change 

and &at insisting upon teacher change is far from effective in changing teacher beliefs and 

practices. Berman and RlcLaughh (1979) contend that ineffective principals engage in minimal 

evaluation of teachers' instruction and fail to consider the beliefs, values and emotions of reachers. 

DOW md'tmitehead (1 980) repon that only one in melve principals visited teachers on a regular 

basis =d often did not share the results of their observations with teachers, which does little for 

the. impvemerit of instruction. Firestone and Wiison (1985) contend that supervision provides 

the opdmaf opportunity to effect change but is only effective when used frequently; they cite 



evidence that this is not the case, suggesting that the majority of principals lack experience with 

rntaningfuf supervision programs. Principals can only have a significant impact upon teachers and 

upon program change with meaningful personal contact (Fullan, 1982). 

It is evident fram the research that the supervision of instruction cycle provides the principal a 

crucial opportunity to affect teacher performance and subsequently student outcomes. Teachers 

and administrators alike share the goal of improved student achievement; this commonality should 

serve as an incentive for establishing a collegial relationship based upon the honest communication 

and trust which is essential for effective teacher supervision. It is also apparent from the research 

that this area of administration offers a particular challenge for dual-track principals. This study 

investigates the supervision of instruction process from the viewpoints of both the dual-track 

(1984) maintains that schools are fundamentally interpersonal settings; therefore the 

relationship between the principal's leadership style and instruction in the school is inherent in the 

social dynamics of that school. Blase (1987a) concludes from his interviews with teachers that 

leadership factors have dramatic effects on teachers and their relationships with others. He 

believes that the principal's effect on teacher motivation, involvement and morale enhances the 

possibility of productive interactions between teachers and their colleagues. In problem-solving 

situations, the principal has the ability to confront and reduce tensions connected with interpersonal 

conflict. Teachers reported that the effective principal's process of problem-solving premoted 

sdidarity and cohesiveness in schools. Effective leaders also demonstrated fairness in decision- 

making which helped to establish staff unity and a sense of team, as well as promoting teachers' 

personal and professional identities. Individual and group efforts were recognized and 

achiexments were celebrated as a staff. Effective principals in Blase's study developed 



meaningful communication channels through which teachers were encouraged to express their 

beliefs, feelings and expertise, particularly in the realm of student discipline and school program. 

These findings are of particular significance for dual-track schools where the potential for conflict 

is ubiquitous. 

The most frequently mentioned criterion of school effectiveness, in a study by Johnson (1 9891, 

was an atmosphere of cohesiveness, cooperation and high morale. A second significant factor 

associated with effective schools was a shared expectation and desire for collaborative work with 

colleagues. Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) summarize strategies used by effective principals 

in building strong interpersonal relationships and motivating staff. These leaders involve staff, 

participate in activities with staff and are positive, cheerful and encouraging. They ensure their 

accessibility to staff and they are direct, honest and sincere in their interactions with teachers. 

ni (1984) argues that effective leaders assume the role of "human engineer"; they 

human relations and interpersonal competence and employ motivational strategies. in 

, they encourage growth opportunities and build morale through such processes as 

participatory decision-making. When disagreements on staff occur, Scan (1988) advises 

principals to do the following: focus on issues rather than people, be open and honest, establish a 

process to resolve conflicts that is fair, just and sensitive to the integrity of others, develop a sense 

of belonging through group decision-making and develop common goals. McCl ure (1 98 8) and 

Hunter (1989) advocate a model of shared leadership whereby teachers possess a sense of 

authority over their destiny and teachers' opinions and recommendations are valued. 

According to Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Ouston and Smith (19791, the principal plays a 

central role in deveioping the staff collegiality and the positive social environment in schooIs which 

promote high academic achievement, good pupil behaviour and low delinquency. Their research 

suggests that the actions of individuals in the school semng may combine to create a set of 

attitudes, values and behaviors which are characteristic of that school. Smith and Scott ( I  989) cite 



the positive effects of the principal's adoption of a collaborative and collegial management style: 

school renewal, teacher satisfaction, teacher learning and cooperation among students. 

The school effects research supports the fundamental role of the principal in developing and 

mainmining a positive school climate. In their survey of the research, Shoemaker and Fraser 

(198 1) report that the principal is instrumental to the existence of a peaceful and purposeful school 

climate. Leithwood and Montgomery (1986) argue that the creation of a positive school climate 

and the coordination of instruction are the two major contributions of principals to school success. 

Anderson (1982), in her extensive review of the research on school climate, documents evidence 

for the strong link between school climate and student outcomes. Little (1982) states that effective 

principals are active endorsers and participants in the collegial environment of the school. Her 

research supports the notion that, in successful schools, the individual improvement of a teacher 

was secondary to that of the entire school. Little's (1982) study also suggests that, as teachers 

work together, they develop a common language and understanding proportional to the practicality 

of the discussions. Collegial interaction is intrinsic to Fullan's (1982) concept of "shared reality" 

or meaning in a context of socialization. Coleman (1984) concurs with other researchers that the 

principal is the dominant force in determining school climate and that the responsibility is a joint 

one. 

Staff involvement 

The importance of involving staff in decision-making is well documented; involvement 

heightens teacher commitment (Fullan, 1982; Huberman and Miles, 1984). Leithwood and 

-Mon~gurnr:ry (1982) emphasize the mle 9f the pzh,cipal in ilflueficing staff paiicipa"uisn in school 

decisions and teacher acceptance of ~sponsibilitites. Effective principls ensulp, the selection of 

in fluenti J stnff members who are cabable of exerting strong leadership in the school. They 

disperse decision-making power and delegate authority within a central framework initiated by the 

principal. Often the principal provides the initial thrust for a project and then turns it over to staff 
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to coordinate. Effective principals continually seek staff memberdadvice on in~portcznt issues t~nct  

establish teams of teachers to address particular concerns. During the process of goal-setting, they 

solicit teachers' opinions and encourage teacher decision-making. 

In a study investigating the effect of principal behaviours on teachers, Blase (1983) reports a 

number of behaviours causing teacher stress, two of which are lack of opportunities for input and 

favoritism. He contends that principals should encourage teacher input and subsequently instiil a 

feeling of professionalism to combat teachers' sense of low self-esteem. Administrators can also 

impart knowledge to teachers so that they are well-informed and develop a sense of autonomy and 

authority. Maeroff (1988) proposes three guiding principles to teacher empowerment which have 

implications for principals: access to decision-making, status and knowledge, Ambrosie (1989) 

stresses the necessity for teacher empowerment in the form of shared decision-making. He states: 

"Teachers and principals must work closely together if schools are to succeed. 
More important, teachers must be involved, have the ability to influence, and in 
m y  instances be given the responsibility to make decisions related to learning." 
(p.57) 

Heckman (1987) views the culture of the school as a holistic entity with all parts interacting and 

dependent upon each other. He argues that substantive changes cannot be made without involving 

staff in the decision-making process. Staff cohesiveness and staff problem-solving processes are 

two characteristics he associates with self-renewing schools. Stone (1988) contends that 

cohesiveness and communication are integral to the change process; he acids that the devetoprnent 

of group dynamics takes time and corriitment. He states: 

"Teachers and principal interacting and problem-solving together is crucial in 
developing the lines of communication between principal and teachers and teachers 
and students in the overall improvement of the school organization. Developing 
and opening the lines of group communication amongst teachers will likely manifest 
itself in improved interactive and organizational behaviours of the students in the 
school, allow for greater experimentation and risk-taking and promote a healthier 
attitude toward change." (p. 1 13) 
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Coleman" (1 986) research suggests that an increase in teachers' participation in decision- 

making resulrs in a higher level of concern for the school as a whole and an improved sense of 

teacher efficacy. McPherson, Crowson and Pitner (1986) associate teacher decision-making with 

professional commitment, defined as "an opportunity to have a voice in collective decision-making, 

a sense of efficacy and personal importance communicated by one's peers, a belief that hard work 

is valued and recognized, a feefing of independence ... .a feeling of met expectations and 

involvement in the work of the organization" (p.137). 

Nidich and Nidich (1986) suggest that the ability of teachers to agree upon the priority of 

school goals is the main indicator of staff cohesiveness and teacher morale. Efforts to improve 

morale and cohesiveness must focus on principal-teacher and teacher-teacher relationships and 

interactions in the school setting. Their review of the research on teacher morale indicates that, in 

he principal is perceived by teachers as frequently involved in school functions, 

s towards work-related factors were positive; these attitudes were strongly 

to student outcomes. 

The dual-track ~ r i n c i ~ a l  

Rideout (1987) addresses the unique challenge of staff collegiality in dual-track schools where 

two distinct cultures are represented. Over the last decade, the immersion program has grown 

substantially, while enrollment in the English student population has declined. This trend has 

resulted in an increase in the hiring of francophone teachers, resulting in feelings of animosity and 

insecurity on the part of anglophone teachers. The effect of immersion on anglophone teachers has 

received a great deal of publicity, according to a 1983 national survey of school boards (C.E.A., 

1983). Trustees cited teacher opposition and layoffs as one of their most formidable challenges. 

Olson md Bums (1983) reported teachers' federations to be vocal on the issue and unsupportive of 

the immersion pro,mm, While layoffs of anglophone teachers were not as prevalent as believed 



(C.E.A., 1983), a reduction in the hiring of English program teachers, largely due to declining 

enrollment, inevitably breeds resentment and conflict. 

Nagy and Klaiman (1986) studied the impact of immersion demand on EngIish progwt~ns in  

Ontario. They discovered that only one-third of immersion teachers interviewed felt that they had 

the support of their non-French colleagues, although two-thirds of non-French teachers claimed to 

be supportive of their immersion peers. Approximately 60% of all respondents believed that staff 

morale was affected by the immersion program, with anxiety and resentment Icu-gely due t o  the 

sharing of resources. 

According to Rideout (1987), and in this author's experience, a factor which potentially 

contributes to staff conflict is the age differentiation between English program teachers, who tend 

to be older and more experienced, and immersion teachers, who are often young, inexperienced 

and energetic, This generation gap is often reflective of diverse values, beliefs and teaching styles. 

A further challenge to the principal in promoting staff collaboration is the language barrier between 

both groups of teachers. While many immersion teachers are bilingual, others cannot cornmnnicnte 

effectively in English; the possibility of misunderstandings and disagreement is evident. Other 

factors that strain relationships are the financial and human resources that are allocated to 

immersion programs and the reassignment of immersion students, who are having dl ffic ul ty 

succeeding in immersion, to English programs. 

In light of the above factors, it is obvious that the immersion principal of a dual-track schtxd 

faces a considez-able cc_h_dlenge in promotir!g staff cnkgiality. In order to create hamony on sraff', 

it is essential for the principal to not only ensure equality of programs but also to be sensitive to the 

perception of teachers regarding equitability and fairness. Lebrun (1 98 1) emphasizes the 

importance of both groups of teachers feeling as equal partners in the school, with duties and 

leadership possibilitites shared equitably. 



Principals in Lmdrre's (1989) study suggest that immersion teachers be informed about 

English teachers' fears. They emphasize the importance of encouraging all staff members' input 

open discussions and of ensuring a perception of fairness in promoting staff cohesiveness. 

Several of these administrators suggested hiring immersion teachers for compatibility on staff, 

since some lkancophone teachers tend to display "militant beliefs", are "individualistic" and 

"temperamental" and "defy authority". These teachers were viewed as causing friction on staff, 

nut only within the school but also within the immersion program. A resulting lack of team effort 

would seriously affect the climate of the school. In LaRocque's (1986) research, an individualistic 

approach is indicative of "classroom-oriented" teachers who view the school as an aggregate of 

classrooms, whereas "school-oriented" teachers tend to be collegial and flexible. 

Principals must address the need for all teachers to share in curricular activities, since the 

is identical for both programs. On the other hand, methodology and teacher strategies 

considerably, particularly in the primary program, due to the emphasis on second 

development in immersion. Professional and staff development must reflect this 

difference. The effective immersion principal must respond to the challenge of building a 

callaborative model of shared decision-making based upon open communication, trust, honesty 

and fairness. A meaningful staff development program is one way of promoting staff norms of 

coltegiality. 

Two perspectives on the use of French in the staffroom emerged in Lamarre's (1989) study. 

Several principals appreciated the need of immersion teachers to maintain their language skills and 

informed English teachers of their viewpoint, aiming for a "comfort level" on this issue. Other 

administrators had to impose a rule of English only in the staffroom to promote communication and 

mist on staff. Teacher beliefs on this topic have not been researched and are investigated in this 

thesis. 



The Bilingualism of the Principal 

A pertinent question raised in recent research on immersion programs is the relevance of the 

bilingualism of the principal in the administration of the dual-track school. Olson and Burns 

(1981) and Guttman (1983) point out that a bilingual administrative staff is crucial to the successfill 

implementation of immersion programs, Olson and Burns (198 1) claim that the leadership role nf 

the principal is jeopardized by a lack of both French language skills and knowledge of the 

program. They argue that many of the problems in areas such as budget 'and curriculum could be 

solved if special training and certification requirements for administrators were mandated by the 

government. 

Guttman (1983) criticizes the neglect of school boards to ensure trained bilingual adminismtive 

staff to supervise immersion programs. She insists that the unilingual dual-track principal cannot 

possibly assess students' oral language ability or identify student needs. Nor can these 

administrators assist teachers with teaching strategies and curriculum materials. Guttman (1 983) 

negates the concept of a dual-track school, describing it as two separate programs in  one building. 

Clinton and Talmanis (1982) concur that long term planning for immersion schools should include 

a bilingual principal. Rideout (1987) cites the finding by the Canadian Education Association, in  a 

1983 cross-Canada survey of school boards, that only 19 of 96 boards claimed immersion 

programs to be usuallv (emphasis added) administered by a bilingual administrator. Because of  the 

critical shortage of bilingual principals, many school boards in B.C. have largely ignored this 

staffing concern. 

Rideout (1987) asked dual-track principals to rate their own French language skills in  an 

attempt to relate the administrator's degree of bilingualism to the functioning sf the school in  terms 

of student integration, staff collaboration and hornelschool relations. She discovered that 



principals developed coping strategies, such as encouraging teachers to initiate activities in French, 

to compensate for their lack of language skills. Her findings indicate that the unilingual English 

principdl is able to successfu~ly establish a safe, risk-taking climate where teachers are free to 

initiate integrating activities. In addition, the principal's degree of fluency was reported to be 

unrelated to staff colLboration. Further research designed to include larger samples of bilingual 

administrators is warranted. 

Stanutz (2988), an experienced administrator of immersion schools, believes that the 

principal's role is to encourage staff members to meet the needs of students and that, although 

French language proficiency would be beneficial, it is not a pre-requisite to administering an 

in any school, the quality and success of the programs will depend greatly on 
udity of the administrator. An enthusiastic, supportive, positive-thinking 

who can motivate teachers will have success, even with very limited 
nguage skills. When the principal is enthusiastic about bilingual education 

d about his school in particular, students and teachers will also become 
. The enthusiasm will permeate the school. By supporting the teachers, 

roblems that have to be solved, and set the climate that will 
this problem solving. One does not have to be bilingual to support and 
lingualism. By praising effort, and working cooperatively to solve 
s, achievement is not far behind." (p.68) 

utz (1988) feels strongly that the unilingual principal can promote the immersion program 

in a variety of ways. He believes that immersion students should have opportunities to speak and 

listen to French, such as making daily announcements on the public address system and speaking 

at special French assemblies. Immersion principals should encourage students to share successes 

with them; at that time they can recognize achievement and promote the advantages of bilingualism. 

They can be very adept at procuing needed resources and soliciting the support of the community. 

Lamarre (1989) interviewed eight anglophone dual-track principals with little or no knowledge 

of French to investigate how they administer immersion programs while ensuring excellence in the 

school. Four mzjor categories emerged from her discussions with these administrators: 



commitment, understanding the context of immersion programs, con~rnunication and reliance on 

others. All respondents agreed that commitment to the program was a critical factor to its success 

and that they themselves had to believe in the program and the concept of second language 

instruction in order to demonstrate that commitment. A sound understanding of immersion 

philosophy and program needs, as well as a sensitivity to French culture, was felt to be essential to 

successful implementation. Excellent interpersonal skills were cited as critical in fostering a 

healthy school climate, as principals must constantly reassure all stakeholders in the progriml. A 

number of principals in the study indicated that they depended heavily on personnel, such as 

"unofficial" head teachers and coordinators, as a coping strategy to compensate for their limited 

French language skills. Lamane (1989) warns principals to rethink this strategy as it could lead rs 

teacher resentment and burnout which would affect teaching perfom6mce. As well, teachers could 

be making administrative decisions in areas such as the evaluation of language and pedagogy; this 

would be inadvisable. 

Unilingual English principals interviewed in Lamarre's (1 989) study did adtni t that their lack of 

proficiency in French affected their ability to judge student achievement, They felt unable to 

evaluate students' skills and had to rely on resource personnel in curricular areas. 

Lamarre (1989) offers some suggestions for dual-track administrators: 

1. School-based administrators must ensure that they are perceived to be committed to second 
language instruction. 

2. Principals need in-service on program implementation and time to prepare for their 
instructional role. Discussion with experienced dual-track principals would be bencficial. 

3. Principals must be flexible and open-minded as their new role will likely require 
transformations in their ideas, both personally and professionally. 

4. Dual-track administrators should keep abreast of new research in all areas of program 
implementation which may affect the school and the district. 

5. Unilinpal principals should consider upgrading their French language skills. 



3. Principals should provide release time for teachers who perform administrative duties and 
establish a network of resource people kno.&dgeable iii French pgrams.  

In conclusion, principals in Larnarre's (1989) study felt that their lack of Freach language 

proficiency did not hinder their administration of the immersion program, although they agreed 

knowledge of the language would be an asset. Lamarre (1989) suggests further research 

investigating the beliefs of reachers on this issue, a question considered in this thesis. 

that 



CHAPTER HI 

METHODOLOGY 

Rationale 

Qualitative research has gained legitimacy in the last decade as a method for investigating 

problems in an organization (@&les and Hubeman, 1984). This study is oriented toward a better 

understanding of an organization rather than to establishing statistically signiftcan:  lat ti on ships 

between variables. The interview process is one qualitative method of shedding light on such 

problems, which can then be deemed worth pursuing. Research of this kind maximizes the 

possibility of such discovery. 

Supervision of instruction and staff collegiality, two critical elements in schrxll inzprovemcnt, 

are investigated in this study. The bilingualism of the principal, a factor in research on dual-track 

schools, is examined in the context of the five areas originally investigated. The results of this 

aspect of the dual-track principal's leadership role are presented in Chapter IV. 

Sample Selection 

The following criteria were used for the selection of school districts participating in this study: 

1 .  that they be located within a reasonable travelling distance fm the research author. 

2. that they have well-established French immersion programs in dual-track schools and that 
they be interested in this study. 

3 ,  that they expres.; the ability to identify principals who would respond positively to 
participating in this research study and who met the criteria necessary to be included in the 
study. 

As a result of the above criretia, two districts were selected. The first school district chosen is 

&a& in the Fraser Vafley of British Calumbia. This district espouses the dual -track philosophy, 



with i s  immersion progrrms dl locared in dud-track schools. The immersion progams in this 

district were well established, rhe inifid program being in its tenrh year of implementation. The 

sccctnti district was is aery fxge and rapidly growing area in the Lower Mainland of British 

Columbia, T h i s  district had a welI-established early immersion program, with all schools in the 

district having immersion programs located in dud-track schmls. Immersion programs had been 

rtpcmting in this district. for twelve years, inclusive of the year in which the data was collected for 

this study. Because af the limited choice of schools available in District 1 which met the criteria, 

Districr 2 was asked to match the two schools in District 1 as cIosely as possible in tenns of school 

size, history and student popufadon (SES and gnde level distribution). 

A sample of the letter sent to each dismct confuming participation in this study is located in 

Appndix A, Two schook in each district were selectecl by district personnel according to the 

1 . that they be dual-track schools hausing both English and French immersion tracks, with the 
immersion stream spitifRing at least five years; 

2, that the principals of these schools have a minimum of two years administrative experience 
in a dual-track scfiml, with at least one full year in their present school. 

Once district permission had been obtained, the researcher contacted participating principals to 

schecltuk inten kws. During the initial conact, princiQdts were informed of the criteria for the 

1 .  lltar ail four reachers i~ each school (to be selected randomly in a draw conducted by the 
resezrcfier) have at Ieast three years ~eaching experience; 

2 ,  that dl teachers hare at feastst one fuff year's experience in the particular dual-track school in 
which rhey  ere prexntiy teaching (so that they would have a satisfactory undesmfling 
of .rbe firnetio~ing of &at school). 

The final stm~pie~ therefme* consisted of four elementary dual-track principals, two in each 

pYticipiing &shift- Four teachen in each school took part in the study, one each representing 
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primary English, intermediare English, prin~ary French immersion and intem~ediate immersion. A s  

stated above, the selection of teachers was done randondy by the researcher. Teachers had k e n  

informed by the principal, previous to the selection, as to the nature and procedures of the study 

md bad been assured that participation was strictly voluntary. 

Pracedures 

Upon obtaining permission to conduct the study kern each district, principals were contacted 

5y telephone and interview times ;fiere established. Each principal was informed ai ihar rime thar a 

letter of permission would be forwarded (Appendix B) to be signed and collected at the time of the 

interview. Also sent to each principal prior to the interview was a letter confirming the interview 

time (Appendix C). In addition, a preliminary questionnaire (Appendix D) was mailed to ertcll 

principal to be returned to the author at the time of the interview. The purpose of the preliminary 

questionnaire was to gather pertinent background information about each participant and schooI in 

ttre study to be examined in light of the results of the investigation. 

All principals were interviewed In their respective schools. The procedure of the interview, 

entailing a series of questions pert_aining to the dual-track principal, was explained. It was noted 

that the interview would take approximately one to one-half hours and that, with the respondent's 

permission, it would be tape recorded. As well, the researcher took detailed notes of the rcsponscs 

tIrrou@out the interview. The author explained that questions fell into five categories: teacher 

supervision of instruction, staff development, staff collegiality, school organization for instruction, 

and pmntaX involvement in the school. Principals did not have access to any of the questions prior 

to the interview. 

At the termination of the interview, the researcher asked for the names of the teachers who 

qdified to be in the random selection. These names were classified into four categories as 



I . primary English 

2, intermediate English 

3. primary French immersion 

4, intermediate French immersion 

FoUowing the draw of the four teachers' names, the author contacted each participant and 

explained the purpose and procedures of the study. Mutually convenient interview times were 

established and teachers were informed that they would be receiving a letter of permission 

(Appendix B) and a preliminary questionnaire (Appendix E) prior to the interview. These 

documents were maiIed and returned to the reseacher at the time of the interview. Permission was 

sought to tape record the interviews at the initial contact. Only one teacher (Teacher 8) refused to 

be recorded and, subsequently, the interviewer took detailed notes during the interview. All other 

interviews were transcribed verbatim. Transcriptions, tapes and all other relevant data were 

destroyed immediately following completion and approval of the thesis. 

AH 20 interviews occurred between April and June 1989 inclusively. Anonymity of 

p,ai%cipants and confidentiality of responses were maintained in all cases. A copy of this thesis 

was sent to each participating district. 

Data Collecting Instruments 

Teacher questionnaire 

This questionnaire (see Appendix E) consisted of four closed-ended and three open-ended 

questions. Closed-ended questions were designed to gather information on the ;eacher1s 

experience in the realm of teaching (Table 9). Teachers were also asked to rate themselves on their 

ability to speak French on a five point scale, ranging from "not at all" to "fluentlyt'. The purpose 

of this question was to note any relationships between fluency and teacherst beliefs. Teachers 

were also asked to rate the fluency of their principal; the purpose of that question was to ascertain 
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any differences in both immersion and English teachers' ratings and in teacher-principal ratings- 

The results of these questions are presented in Chapter 1V. Open-ended questions were designed 

to determine teachers' educational background and to gather further information on the teacher's 

experience in education. 

Princi~al  auestionnaire 

The principal's questionnaire consisted of 17 questions, 13 closed-ended and 4 open-ended. 

The closed-ended questions sought primarily demographic information on the school, such as 

student population and the number of teachers in the English and French immersion programs 

(Table lo), as well as on the principal's experience in education, specifically in the did-track 

school (Table; 1 I). Principals were also asked to rate themselves on their level of fluency in the 

French language, using the same five point scale as that of the teachers. This information was 

deemed potentially useful in the analysis of principals' beliefs about the dual-track school, Results 

to this question are presented in Chapter 1 V. Open-ended questions were designed to shed light on 

the principal's administrative experience. Also investigated was specific training which principals 

received in preparation for their principalship and for their leadership rde in a dual-track school i n  

particular. Information obtained about training for the dual-track principal's position was thought 

to be useful in fight of the research which criticizes the lack of preparation for this role (Table 1 1). 

Interviews 

Interview questions for both teachers and p~lncipals were developed by the researc;i,er 

specifically for this study as no such instruments existed, to the author's knowledge. Both 

questicmaires investigated responses in five major areas: sugervision of instruction, staff 

development, staff collegiality, school organization for instruction and parental involvement in the 

school. The majority of questions were identical for both teachers and principals so that responses 

could be legitimately compared Several questions, however, differed in wording in order to 

refleet the unique perspective of the principal as compared to that of the teacher. All respondents 



were offered the option of being interviewed in English or French; they all professed to be 

comfortable enough with English to be interviewed in that language. 

Probe questions were developed for both sets of interviews in order to encourage participants 

to extend their responses, whenever the author deemed it necessary, and were used extensively 

during rhe interviews. A pilot study was undertaken prior to the actual research. Two principals 

and four teachers in  two dual-track schools in a school district not included in the sample were 

interviewed using the questionnaires developed by the author. Participation in the pilot study was 

voluntary. Minor changes were made to several of the questions as recommendations from the 

interviewees. All changes were made before the f ~ s t  interview in the actual research and no further 

changes occurred throughout the study, in order to ensure validity of comparisons. 

hout all interviews and contacts with the participants, the author took care to avoid 

ias. The researcher spoke little during the interviews and took great care to appear 

responses. There was no deviation from the predetermined protocol during the entire 

process. 

Originally, the principal's role in five specific areas was investigated: teacher supervision of 

instruction (as a non-evaluative process), staff development, staff collegiality, school organization 

for instruction and parental involvement in the school. As a result of the ovenvelming amount of 

data collected from the interview questions, a large part of the information gathered in interviews 

was nor analyzed. Both the literature and the responses of participants indicated that supervision of 

instruction and staff collegiality bore the most impact on the effectiveness of dual-track schools. 

Responses from these two categories were thus preserved in their entirety. Parental involvement 

was eliminated from the study as there is considerable research on the immersion parent and the 

r ~ l e  of parents generally in the school. As well, responses to the interview questions did not reveal 

infomtion pertaining specifically to the role of the dual-track principal in parental involvement. A 



substantial part of the section school organization for instruction, which yielded data not unique to 

the dual-track school, was not analyzed. Several questions concenling classroom instruction from 

the section school organization for instuction were examined in the context of silptlwision of 

instruction. As well, the least pertinent questions from staff development were eliminated from the 

study while other questions were analyzed within the context of staff collegiality, as the responses 

shed light on principal-teacher relations in the dual-track school. Both the revised (reorganized 

according to the two main categories) and the original principal and teacher questionin' L ms tire 

included in Appendices F, G, H and I. Because the probes extracted a considerable aniount of 

valuable data, they are also included in these appendices. 

Data Analysis 

Demographic data for each of the four schools participating in this study are presented in Table 

10. This information was collected from the preliminary questionnaire form mailed to principals. 

Data includes: total student population, French immersion student population, grades offered in 

both tracks, number of years immersion has existed in the school and number of English and 

French immersion track classroom teachers. 

Responses to the interview questions were analyzed in light of the significant factors in the 

literature related to the three areas investigated: supervision of instruction, staff collegiality and the 

bilingualism of the principal. The transcribed interviews were reviewed and coded according to 

both relevant factors in the literature and issues raised by the participants. 

The interview responses were rated on a three point scale: -1-1, -1 and 0. The purpose of 

scoring responses was to pennit comparisons of teacher and principal beIiefs. A score of -1-1 

represents a positive analysis for a particular code, as it relates to the research on school 

effectiveness, A score of -1 reflects a negative rating of the respondent's comments for a specific 



code, as reported in the literature. When a particular code received no comment on which to base a 

rating, a score of 0 was assigned. 

Each of the four schools was analyzed separately using the system of coding outlined above for 

the two principal areas investigated: supervision of instruction and staff collegiality. The total 

score for each category of teachers, the total teachers' score and the principal's score are presented 

for each schoul (Tables 1 to 8). A thorough description of teacher and principal beliefs is 

furnished through the extensive use of quotes. While there is some inter-school analysis, each 

school is primarily examined on its own merits in order to shed light on teacher beliefs about the 

role of the principal in the functioning of that school. 

A third aspect of the principal's role which was investigated was teacher and principal beliefs 

of the principal's French language skills on the five areas originally researched. 

ent was asked to comment on the effect, if any, of the bilingualism of the principal on 

f instruction, staff development, staff collegiality, school organization for instruction 

ntal involvement in the school. The results of these responses are also presented in 

. Included are teachers' and principals' self-ratings of their degree of bilingualism and 

teachers' ratings of the French language fluency of their principal. 

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 

Coding of Teacher Responses 

The codes for supervision of instruction were developed after studying teacher responses from 

the interview questions in accordance with relevant factors from the school effectiveness literature. 

A reliability check was conducted by the author by recoding one half of the teachers' responses to 

deterntine if the same scores were assigned to codes. With the exception of one score which was 

readjusted, scores matched in both assessments. 



Listed below are the codes for teacher responses to questions regarding supervision of 

instruction, including an explanation of their significance. 

Princioal visitations IPV) 

The code, principal visitations, refers to the principal's presence i n  the classroo~n, A teacher 

who commented that the principal had observed in the classroom at least once during the yeru wm 

assigned a score of +l. As a result of the substantial number of teachers who said that principals 

frequently "pop in and pop out", these short visits were also scored as +l. If n teacher reported 

that the principal had never been in the classroom, a score of -1 was assigned to that teacher. 

Some teachers said that the principal only supervised new teachers and had not been visited 

themselves; they were given a score of -1. As well, the teacher who reported that the vice-principal 

but not the principal had been in her classroom was scored as -1. 

Teacher imut (TI) 

Teacher input refers to the teacher's opportunity to have input into the supervision process. 

Teachers were scored as +1 if they had been asked by the principal for a preference in the time of 

observation, for input into the subject matter to be taught or "what to look for" during the 

visitation. Teacher #4 indicated that goals were discussed with the principal and was thus assigned 

a +1 score. Teacher #13 commented that considerable discussion took place regarding supervision 

and was also assigned a +1 score. Teachers #7, 14 and 15 indicated that supervision took place 

but did not mention any teacher input and so were scored as -1.  In the case of Teacher #6, a score 

of +1 was given despite the observations being done by the vice-principal as she did have input 

into the process. A score of 0 indicates that no supervision occurred and therefore teacher input 

into the arocess is irrelevant- 



ance with instruction (PA1 

In this category, a score of +1 was given to teachers who indicated a belief that the principal is 

indeed a significant factor in the quality of instruction. This belief was expressed in a variety of 

ways, In some instances, tcachers commented that there is a great deal of informal discussion 

taking place regarding instruction and that the principal is obviously interested in the quality of 

instruction in the school. Some comments were positive but qualified; for example, one teacher 

said she might seek assistance and that her principal probably helps with instruction, then 

continued to say that indeed he helps her set personal and professional goals and there is some 

discussion about instruction in the school. Such teachers were scored +I, Those teachers who 

expressed a negative belief concerning the principal's role in instruction were rated -1, even in two 

circumstances where they did give an example of the principal's assistance. 

ers were asked explicitly whether or not they believed that supervision of instruction was 

a priority for their principal. Those who emphatically responded in the negative or who said the 

principal does not discuss supervision were scored -1. If teachers responded with a positive 

belief, even if that belief was qualified, a +1 was assigned. For example, one teacher commented 

that idealistically it is a priority. Several teachers said that supervision was definitely a priority in 

the case of their inexperienced colleagues and were also assigned a +1 score. 

dence in the principal (CPI 

This code reflects the trust and support felt by izachers for the principal which the literature 

claims is cnicial to the climate in a school. Teachers were scored +1 if they believed the principal 

to be caring, supportive and trustworthy. Several teachers explained that they did not particularly 

have faith in the principal's knowledge of curriculum but were still scored positively as they 

indicated the open, personable, trustworthy nature of the principal. The score 0 was assigned to 

the three teachers who gave no indication of having confidence in the principal, despite the fact that 



they responded yes to the direct question. There were no cases where a teacher responded 

negatively to the question. 

Student prowess ($PI 

Teachers' beliefs surrounding the role of the principal in student progress was investigated as a 

result of the substantial amount of evidence in the research that ties instnictional leadership to 

student achievement. A score of +1 was given to teachers who either expressed the role of the 

principal as important in this area or who simply gave examples of the parf the principal played in 

student progress. Teachers who claimed that the principal had no role or a minirr~al one were 

scored -1, even though they may have given the same example as a teacher with a +1 score after 

probes from the interviewer. This is due to the fact that the purpose of this study is to investigate 

teacher beliefs about the principal. 

Student evaluation fSEl 

Teachers who believed that the role of the principal in student evaluation is significant or who 

gave at least one example of that role and did not respond negatively to the question were scored 

+I. Those teachers who said that the principal had no role in student evaluation, even if they were 

able to give one example of that role as an after thought or with a probe, were scored - 1. 

Coding of Principal Responses 

The codes used to assess the principals' responses are identical to those of the teachers. The 

interpretation of them is somewhat different. For principal visitations, teacher input, principal 

assistance with instruction, priority for principal, student progress and student evaluation, the 

codes refer to the principal's perception of his or her role in the process as either an active, 

involved one (+I) or as negligible (-1). The code confidence in principal represents his or her 

perception of the teacher's belief; that is, a +1 is assigned to a principal who expressed the belief 

that teachers have confidence in her or him; -1 represents a negative belief. 



STAFF COLLEGIALITY 

Coding of Teacher Responses 

The term "staff" in this thesis refers to both teachers and administrators. The codes for the 

study of staff relationships and collegiality in the elemenary school were devised once again from 

analyzing teacher responses to questions, which were developed to reflect the school effectiveness 

literature. Listed below are these codes. It should be noted that several codes were included as a 

result of studying teachers' responses and were not therefore preconceived when the questions 

were formulated. A score of G was assigned if the category was not addressed by the respondent. 

ects the relationship among staff members, including both English and French 

chers. Comments indicating the tone or climate of the school, as well as unity of 

ere considered in determining the score. A +1 score is indicative of collegial relations 

members and an overall positive climate in the school. A score of -1 was assigned to a 

o expressed disunity in the school, poor staff relations or a general lack of collegiality. 

-1 functions (SF1 

This category was conceptualized as a result of teachers' responses and is not reflected in the 

inteniew questions. This accounts for the frequent number of 0 scores. The code was included 

because of the research which supports the view that social events do provide for more congenial, 

closer s ? d f  relations. A +1 refers tc the ccclmence of social fufictions which take place b o ~ l  in 

md out nf the schml, A - 1 wodd refer only to a negative response by a teacher to having such 

events. 



Jnte~ration - of French immersion and English stu4ents fIFES) 

736s category was dso cor~ceived following the mdysis of teachers' responses. A!tf!ough 

there is scant research on this topic, there is evidence that a n m  positive school climate prevails 

when direct action is taken by the staff to integrate both groups of students. This interview 

question was a probe and was asked of the majority of respondents. A score of +l was assigned 

to a teacher who indicated that some integration of students took place. A -1 score was assigned 

for negative implications of integrating. Once again, 2 score of 0 means that the topic was not 

broached. 

Intepration of French immersion and Enplish teachers (TFETI 

This category is an integral part of staff relations; it was decided, however, to code it  seprwntely 

to reflect strategies used by the principal to integrate teachers, both English and French immersion. 

This code refers not only to specific strategies employed by the principal but to efforts by the staff 

to integrate. A 41 score signifies such integration. Lack of integration, reference to isolation and 

individualistic approaches to school events are represented by a -1 score. 

Princinal sensitivitv (PSI 

This code refers to the teacher's belief concerning the principal's awareness of and sensitivity 

to individual differences among staff members. It also relects the teacher's perception of equality 

inherent in the principal's decision-making. A +1 score indicates a belief that the principal is 

indeed aware of such differences and that decisions and interpersonal approaches to people arc fair. 

In some cases, it indicates the fact that the principal promotes teacher strengths. A score of - 1 

indicates a lack of such sensitivity and fairness. 

Risk-taking (RTl 

There is considerable research suggesting that schools in which the principal encourages risk- 

taking and change are more dynamic, positive places to be and that staff ~ l~ . t i ons  are mare 



collegial. Since this question was asked directly ti, teachers, there are no O scores. Teachers either 

responded positively or negatively to the question, with some teachers giving examples of such 

encouragement by the principal. In some cases, a +1 indicates that the principal encourages staff 

rnembers to solve interpersonal disputes on their own, with the principal acting as mediator if the 

issue is not resolved. 

Staff involvement D 

Throughout the interview there were indices of the degree of staff involvement in developing 

policies, solving problems and making decisions which affect the functioning of the organization. 

Reflecting the literature, a +1 score indicates at least a fair amount of staff input into these 

processes, as well as support from the principal for staff involvement. A -1 score was assigned 

when the teacher did not mention staff involvement in the decision-making process or discussed it 

e light. The score 0 was eliminated because there was sufficient opportunity for 

to respond to this issue in the interview. 

Princi~aI involvement (PI) 

There is an abundance of literature which professes the visibility of the principal in the school 

as a key factor in school effectiveness. Research suggests that the principal's presence as a role 

model at school events is critical to the development of a positive climate in the organization. This 

code represents the presence of the principal at school functions, such as staff development 

activities, and on various committees struck in the school. A +1 score indicates the active 

pruticipation of the principal in a variety of such activities in the school. A score of -1 suggests that 

the principal is not a significant presence in the school or is out of the school a substantial portion 

of the time, as reported by teachers. No teacher was assigned a score of 0. 



Coding of Principal Responses 

Codes identical to hose of teachers were used to measure the principal's comments on 

collegiality and staff relations in the school. Each principal was asked directly about the 

relationship of teachers as a group and more specifically about the relations between French 

immersion and English track staff members. As is the case for teachers, the codes social functions 

and integration of French and English students were not preconceived prior to the fornxitiort of the 

questionmaire, thus explaining the large number of 0 scores which were assigned if thc principal 

did not mention these indicators of school climate. The codes iniegration of French itnd English 

teachers, staff involvement and principal involvement were formulated as a result of specific 

questions asked of the principal. The author did not ask the principals directly about their 

sensitivity to staff issues and individual differences (code PS) but scored each principal based 011 

their responses. Risk-taking (code RT) was scored similarly. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The two main areas of investigation, supervision of instruction and staff collegiality, have been 

assessed in terns of a coding process explained in Chapter In addition to the coding of 

responses, a thorough examination of data and presentation of quotes by participants are included 

in this chapter. Following each quote is the fetter representing the school of the interviewee; this 

ideniificaticm wi€l ailow the reader to compare teacher and principal responses among the four 

schools. When transcribing the tapes of the interviews, the author made every effort to record 

quotes verbatim. As a result of both second language speech by some French immersion teachers 

md the nomd lack of fluency in expressing one" ideas in interviews, it has been necessary to 

p;rtr'aphr;ise in certain instances. %%enever paraphrasing, the author has taken care to present the 

comments as dose to verbatim as possible md to portray the intent of the respondents. 

e end of the interview, participants were asked to state what they believed were the 

principal's First and second priorities among the five categories originally investigated. The results 

Elf this question for all 20 respondents are presented in this chapter. Included, as well, is a list of 

the pmblerns associated with supervision of instruction, as perceived by all interviewees. 

Teachers' self-ratings of their speaking and comprehension skills in French, as well as their 

nting of their principal's language skills, are summarized in this chapter. Principals' self-ratings 

Far their French fanguage skills sue: also presented, Following this analysis is a synopsis of the 

te:tchers>uld principals' beliefs regarding the importance of the principal's degree of bilingualism 

in the five areas: supervision of instruction, staff development, staff collegiality, organization of 

&c sef-rftilf fur insmetion and pmntd involvement 

The identity of ihe one f e d e  ;uiministrator in this study has been hidden for reasons of 

corrf2dentidity rhreugh rhe use of male pronouns. 



S'v'DERViSEON OF fNSTRUCTf ON 

Below ate the results of the coding process for all four schools in the two participating 

districts. Following each table of results is a brief interpretation of the findings. The data is then 

discussed in more detail under the seven categories: principal visitarions, teacher input, principal 

assistance with instruction, priority for principal, confidence in principal, student progress and 

student evaluation. The range of scores possible for teachers is -28 to +28; fur principals, the total 

possible range is -7 to +7. 



Tahk 1 

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 

District 1 
School A 

Teacher 
#1 #2 #3 #4 Principal 

PV Rincipal Visitations +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 
TI TeacherInput +i 0 +1 +I +I 
PA1 Principal Assistance +I -1 +1 +1 +1 

with Instrrlction 
PP Priority for Principal -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 
CP Confidence in Principal +1 +1 +l  +1 +l 
S P Student Progress +l -1 +I -1 +1 
SE f tudent Evaluation - 1 -1 - 1 -1 +1 

Teacher #1 French Immersion Primary 
Teacher #2 French Immersion Intermediate 
Teacher it3 English Intermediate 
Teacher #4 English Primary 

Total French Immersion Teachers Score = -1 
Tatd English Teachers Score = +8 
Total Primary Teachers Score = +6 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = +l 
Total Teachers Score = +7 
Principal's Score = +7 

It appears from the coding above that the English track teachers perceived the process of 
supervision in a more positive light than the French immersion teachers. They reported more 
visitations and more teacher input into the supervision process and believed that the principal 
assisted them more significantly with their instruction. Both French teachers attested to the fact 
that supervision was not a priority for their principal, although Teacher #1 spoke positively about 
the praccss. Comments fion~ both English and French immersion teachers suggested that the 
pri~zcipal had somewhat of a role in student progress but not a substantial one. Not one of the 
teachers believed that the principal had a significant role in student evaluation. Primary teachers 
mpused having more supervision and teacher inpur into the process, as well as more assistance 
with instruction, than intermediate teachers. All four respondents expressed confidence in their 
princip!; this was evident: from their positive comments describiilg his presence in the school. 
Tire principal perceived his role as significant in all areas questioned and was assigned a +1 for 
Confidence in Principal, as he mentioned teachers coming to him with concerns and questions 
rrgularly and as a result of his conment about their being extremely comfortable with him. 



Table 2 

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 

District 1 
School B 

Teacher 
#5 $6 #7 #8 Principai 

PV Principal Visitations +I -1 +1 + l  +I 
TI Teacher Input +1 +1 -1 4-1 +I 
PA1 Principal Assistance - 1 -1 +1 +l + 1 

with Instruction 
PP Priority for Principal +1 cl +1 -1 +I 
CP Confidence in Principal +1 +1 +1 +1 + 1 
SP StudentProgress +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
SE Student Evaluation -1 +I -1 +1 + 1 

Teacher #5 French Immersion Intermediate 
Teacher #6 English Primary 
Teacher #7 French Immersion Prinmy 
Teacher #8 English Intermediate 

Total French Immersion Teachers Score = +6 
Total English Teachers Score = +8 
Total Primary Teachers Score = +6 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = +8 
Total Teachers Score = +14 
Principal's Score = +7 

Once again, English track teachers perceived the supervision process somewhat more 
positively than French immersion teachers, although immersion teachers described the process 
much more positively than their counterparts in School A. In School B, the intermediate tcachers 
viewed supervision of instruction and the principal's role in it as substantially more beneficid 
than their intermediate colleagues in School A and slightly more important than the primary 
teachers in their school. The Total Teachers Score is double that in School A indicating a more 
positive attitude towards the process of supe~s ion  of instruction. The principal's score is 
identical to that of his peer in School A and his comments suggest that supervision is indeed a 
priority for him. 



Table 3 

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 

District 2 
School C 

Teacher 
#9 #10 #11 #12 Principal 

PV Principal Visitations - 1 - 1 - 1 -1 +1 
?'I Teacherinput 0 0 0 0 +1 
PA1 Principal Assistance - 1 -1 -1 - 1 t l  

with Instruction 
PP Priority for Principal - 1 +1 +1 -1 +1 
CP Confidence in Principal 0 0 +1 0 0 
SP Studentprogress - 1 + I  - 1 -1 +1 
SE Student Evaluation -1 - 1 -1 - 1 - 1 

Teacher #9 English Intermediate 
Teacher #10 French Immersion Primary 
Teacher #I 1 French Immersion Intermediate 
Teacher #12 English Primary 

Total French Immersion Teachers Score = -3 
Total English Teachers Score = -10 
Total Primary Teachers Score = -6 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = -7 
Total Teachers Score = -13 
Principal's Score = +5 

Aii teacher groups analyzed in Schod C have a negative score. The English track teachers 
seemed to view the role of the principal in supervision more negatively than their immersion 
colIeagues- The scores of primary and intermediate teachers do not differ substantially. The total 
tmzhers' score is considerably lower than that in both Schools A and B. The principal, on the 
other hand, identified supervision as her number one priority of the five categories investigated. 
'me incoit,uruency between the principd's and teachers' scores seems to indicate substantial 
dit'ferences in beliefs in the areas of teacher supervision. 



Table 4 

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 

District 2 
School D 

Teacher 
#13 #14 #15 #16 Principal 

PV Principal Visitations +1 +1 +1 - 1 +1 
TI Teacher Input +1 - 1 -1 0 0 
PA1 Principal Assistance - 1 -1 +I - 1 +! 

with Instruction 
PP Priority for Principal +1 -1 +1 - 1 - 1 
CP Confidence in Principal +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
SP Student Progress +1 +1 - 1 - 1 + 1 
SE Student Evaluation -1 - 1 - 1 - 1 +1 

Teacher#13 EnglishPrimary 
Teacher #14 French Immersion Intermediate 
Teacher #15 French Immersion Primary 
Teacher #l6 English Intermediate 

Total French Immersion Teachers Score = 0 
Total English Teachers Score = -1 
Total Primary Teachers Score = +4 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = -5 
Total Teachers Score = -1 
Principal's Score = +5 

The score of the primary teachers was considerably higher than that of the intermediate 
teachers. There was no substantial difference in the scores of the English track and French 
immersion teachers in School D. The score of the teachers as a whole seemed to indicate an 
overall perception of the role of the principal in supervision of instruction as ambivalent. 
Teachers reported their confidence in the administrator as a supportive, trustworthy person as 
well as his high visibility in the school. They did not, however, indicate a belief that he was 
particularly influe~tial in the instructiod process nor that teacher supervision was a real priority 
fix the principal. It was not apparent from their answers to the interview questions that the 
teachers had any input into the supervision process. The role of the principal in student progress 
md evduation was seen by the teachers as minor. Supporting rhe teachers' score on 'f'eacl?er 
Input, the principal did not mention any teacher input into the supervision process and was thus 
scored 0. When asked to priorize the five categories investigated, he said staff relations and the 
happiness of staff and students were his number one priority. He was therefore assigned a scorc 
of -I. This administrator perceived himself as a significant factor in the other coded areas and 
fe& teachers had confidence in his judpent and found him supportive and caring. 



i n  general, teacher and principal perceptions regarding the frequency of the principal's 

visitations of classrooms differed considerably. The majority of teachers stated that the principal's 

busy schedule did nor allow for regular visits to classrooms. A number of teachers commented 

that, while they personally had not been visited by the principal, they were certain that new, 

inexperienced teachers were supervised and their instruction monitored Principals, on the other 

hand, believed that they were in classrooms on a regular basis. They acknowledged, as did 

teachers, that priorities for supervision rested with teachers new to the profession. One principal 

noted: 

"I'm more interested in making suie that the beginning teacher gets started on the 
right foot. I will spend more time going over routines in the school, planning, and 
encouraging teachers to talk to people who have been there first hand. This is one 
way that I enconrage them to build a trust level between teachers." @) 

An immersion teacher, with only one year's experience, confirmed the perceptions of more 

experienced teachers in reporting that she had been visited numerous times by the principal during 

the evaluation mode. She had appreciated the support and feedback of the administrator, especially 

in dealing with parents as her English language skills were very weak. Notes taken in class were 

shared with the teacher during a post-conference. 

Frustration with the supervisory program was expressed by both immersion and English track 

teachers. One primary English teacher commented: 

"Personally, I haven't had any contact wi& the principal as far as coming into my 
classroom in the three years I've been here. I feel there is very little contact with me 
and with what I'm doing in the classroom. I suppose it's partly a matter of trust, 
but 1 fee1 there should be more contact with what the kids are doing. 'I'm 
presuming it's because of time constraints." (C) 

An intemediate French in~mmion teacher indicated her frustration with the lack of contact with 

the principal as follows: 



6 5 
"Very, very seldom has he walked in, let alone come in to check what is going on. 
He gives compliments here and there but has not been in to evaluate my teachmg. It 
is my personal feeiing that they should come around more often and be more aware 
of what is being done. He is very lenient of what is being tatlght." (A) 

Asked why she thought the principal did not visit her classroom, she replied: 

"I have often wondered myself. I keep thinking should I ask him, but why bring it 
upon myself. Maybe he feels that there is no need to come around the class." (A) 

The incompatibility of the supervision of instruction and evaluation processes in the minds of 

respondents was evident in the questioning on principal visitations. One experienced English 

teacher commented: 

"I involve him in the lesson. I think that it might be a defence mechanism on m y  
part but I figure if he is involved, he can't be too critical," (A) 

Several principals recognized the difficulties inherent in these two programs. One principal noted: 

"The nervousness is always there. If someone is coming in to evaluate you or even 
write something about what you're doing, there's always a degree of apprehension. 
You wear two hats, the hat of the evaluator and the hat of the guide on the side, as 
the helping teacher." (A) 

The majority of teachers stated that principals monitor instruction by their frequent drop-in 

visits, which reflects the theory of management by wandering around (M.B.W.A.). One English 

teacher expressed her awareness of the principal's monitoring strategies as follows: 

"He monitors by being present. He will pop in and out of the room. Little 
excuses, like walking in and handing out a bulletin that could be in my mailbox. 
Once I saw him pick them out of the mailboxes and hand them out, but that is a 
good way to do it because then it doesn't make anyone feel uncomfortable. 1 want 
the students to see him. When they do come in for a formal observation, once or 
twice a year, it is certainly not a true evaluation of what the teacher is capable of 
doing. The way the principal pops in and out, he can really see what's going on." 
(B) 

A French immersion teacher concurred: 

"1 prefer casua! obss-vat;lons where your life breath do2't depend or? i t ,  This 
way it is very relaxed. I was under the impression he was there to observe a 
student and that was what he based his report on." (B) 

Several teachers were uncertain of the methods by which their instrucfion was monitored. One 

intermediate English teacher confessed: 
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"T have no idea how the principal monitors my instruction. I think it's the style of 
administration because I do know of colleagues in other schools who have a 
different type of supervision. I think it's extremeiy important to have supervision. 
The principal gives the impression of not having the time and is very involved in 
activities outside the school. The principal should monitor more closely and check 
student notebook., not just once a year. This can be discouraging to students." 

An inexperienced immersion teacher questioned about the monitoring of her instruction 

responded: 

"No one monitors. We are supposed to be professionals. I don't need to be 
supervised. He knows that I do my job, that I do the best I can. I know the B.C. 
cunicuiurn, so we don't need to talk about curriculum or instruction. We talk often 
about what I expect, about my gods. I don't teach the way others taught before 
me. Some parents didn't agree. He supports me and that's important." @) 

This teacher had been visited numerous times by the administrator during the evaluation process. 

While teachers had only a vague or no awareness of district policy on supervision and 

evaluation, principals were able to articulate policy and school procedures very clearly. One 

principal outlined such procedures: 

"I v.dI be in all classrooms over the course of the year with a view to supporting 
teachers. I have a staff meeting at the beginning of the year with teachers, so that 
we can go over the district's instructional expectations and the various ways :hat I 
try to give support to teachers that I visit. I explain that any notes that I keep from 
visits will be shared verbadm, copy given to the teacher." (B) 

He explained that pre-conferences were not always held, as some teachers preferred him to drop in 

unannounced, but that post-conferences were always conducted. Few teachers in the study 

mentioned having conferences with principals, although not all teachers were asked that question 

classroonls in  a sirnilar way. When queried further, one principal conceded that language could be 

:m issue: 

"If there is a slight difference of opinion (between immersion and English teachers), 
it could be a concern of immaiun teachers who feel they are being supervised by 
people who don't fully understand. I can see unilingual supervisors feeling 



uncomfortable sitting in on a lesson conducted entirely in French. I think there is a 
recognition at the same time that the process of good teaching, irrespective of 
language, is something that can be recognized. Even if the absolute derails :we not 
fully understood, the overall thrust is." (B) 

Another administrator also acknowledged the language factor: 

"A different process might be necessary because of language differences. The 
teachers that are here have a fairly high level of English but still there are 
communication difficulties. I'm familiar with the curriculum as much as I can be, 
as well as the pedagogy and the methodology !~ut I have no way of deternlining the 
level, correctness or appropriateness of the language or materials. There are certain 
indicators that tell us whether or not there's a satisfactory learning situation 
occurring. So I feel fairly comfortable, and feedback from teachers has been that 
my observations are fairly accurate. I can intervene and be helpful and supportive. 
If competency were a question, I would never ever write a report on a person 
without some kind of (outside) opinion. " (C) 

One very experienced English primary teacher stated that she did not require supervision as did 

newer teachers, but that she invited the principal into the class to share in special activities, 

particularly when parents were present. 

Principals believed that they offered considerable support to teachers and that this support was 

appreciated. One administrator commented: 

"I make a visit two, three, four times a year, sometimes 10,20,30 minutes or an 
hour each time, depending on the nature of the lesson. I support them very highly, 
I think I do anyways. When I go into classrooms, I always take a pen and get 
down on my knees with the kids. I make sure that I check every kid's book and 
initial the fact that I've been there. So I'm a support person; it's also a way of 
helping me to know what's really going on in the class." (D) 

Teacher input 

The question of teacher input into the supervision process was not asked directly of teachers; 

rather the category was developed from interview data. The few teachers who did mention having 

pre-conferences with their supervisors noted that they had input into the time when the principal 

in the evaluation pmess: 

"Teachers play a big role in evaluation; strengths and weaknesses are evaluated. 
We have input info what we want the principal to see. We can request that certain 
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things be mentioned that we feel are relevant and we pick the time and chuose the 
activities." (A) 

An intermediate English teacher, who was cynical about the supervision process and its stressful 

effects on teachers, applauded the current administrator as "his best principal" (B) for having asked 

for the teacher's input on the optimal time for an observation. 

No principal was criticized for negating teacher input into the supervisory/evaluative processes. 

The most negative comment formulated was by an intermediate English teacher: 

"He would tell me that he was coming. He might ask what I wanted him to look 
for." (D) 

achers' beliefs ranged from no assistance with instruction by the principal to considerable 

ation in instructional issues. Those teachers who did not acknowledge any assistance with 

tion by the principal relied on themselves and on their peers for support in instructional 

rnacters. In fact, many of the teachers who reported administrative support commented that they 

depended foremost on their peers for meaningful feedback. Several teachers named district helping 

teachers as very helpful with questions related to instruction. One experienced primary English 

teacher cited workshops, conferences and district primary meetings as the sources of many of her 

ideas. An intermediate English teacher praised the student teacher program as enhancing 

cooperative teaching. 

Once again, the difference between experienced and inexperienced teachers surfaced: 

"I guess the principal helps with instruction. He requires me to set some personal 
and professional goals; that is part of our evaluation process. I think if you are 
perceived to be an effective teacher that the supervision system is a lot more 
informal than if you reaiiy need some assistance with your instruction. If I really 
needed assistance with instruction, I would experience a different evaluation 
process and more definite assistance with my instruction than I do. Supervision is 
redundant after the frrst year has gone by and the teacher has proven himself 
effective." (A) 



The following comment by an immersion teacher reflects the literatun: on the pritlciprd's 

communication with influential staff members: 

"He drops in and we usudly discuss ways to encourage some other staff memhrs 
to jump on the whole language bandwagon." (A) 

Other teachers commented that the principal was supportive and would assist with insrriicrional 

issues when approached by the teacher but did not take the initiative to approach the teacher. Most 

teachers were well aware of time constraints on administrators. 

A number of teachers expressed appreciation of the principal for replacing them in the 

classroom so that they could observe peers or attend a meeting. One immersion teacher 

commented that the principal covered for her when shz was late. Another remarked that the 

principal would teach the C.A.R.E. (Child Abuse Research and Evaluation) program for hose 

teachers who lacked the required training. One English teacher, who relied on himself, colleagues 

and guidebooks for setting instructional objectives, hailed the principal for "doing a fi&r bit of 

instruction" (B) and for discussing instruction at staff meetings. Several also indicated their 

gratitude for positive feedback from the administrator. One teacher remarked: 

"He praises me and his praise shows his understanding of and his interest in  what 
is happening in the primary classroom." (A) 

Several teachers indicated that their peers were more knowledgeable in curricular matters than 

the principal, One intermediate English teacher spoke frankly when asked if he would irnplernen 

instructional changes suggested by the principal: 

"I honestly think that, in general, teachers are more competent at a particular grade 
level than the principal. It's not really the principal's forte, although some of them 
like to pretend it is. So whatever was suggested, I would probably discuss it with 
some other people who are teaching the same level and I'd think about it myself, I 
wouldn't just do it because someone said to do it. The principal is an expert on 
Ge&g we!! and fair1-j with people aid, is that regard, I wcttild seek his opinion." 
@I 



An English primary teacher revealed that some teachers were concerned about the instructional 

ability of several of their peers. She appeared frustrated that the problem was not being addressed. 

She remarked that she would approach the principal if "a real concern" arose but preferred other 

avenues, Queried about the principal's role in instruction, this teacher commented: 

"I think the principal should play a key role in order to really get a feel for what's 
happening in the school, to know where colleagues are coming from. The staff 
should feel that the principal is putting his hand into teaching. Staffs I've been on 
seem to have that little bit of extra respect for the principal who actually gets things 
done. It's almost just a P.R. thing. 1 think that at the grade seven level, it would 
be very valuable for the principal to teach. It gives principals that extra contact with 
the kids, if they're teaching something they are really good at and knowledgeable 
in.'' ((2) 

When questioned about curriculum implementation, this teacher responded: 

"I pretty much do anything I want. I really have the feeling that I can teach 
anything in this room anytime I want to, unless it's something where people would 
be screaming about the content." (C) 

how her instruction was monitored, she replied: 

"The principal gets a feel from the fact that the parents and kids are happy, I 
suppose that I appear to be on top of it in the classmm." (C) 

Several teachers offered similar perspectives. 

One intermediate French teacher questioned the ability of the unilingual administrator to assist 

immersion teachers with instruction. He commented: 

"Maybe it's difficult for them because they don't speak French. I don't know if it's 
possible to evaluate someone in another language. I know there are some 
workshops for that but I don't know if it's efficient." (C) 

This teacher added that the unilingrral principal could effectively evaluate certain aspects of 

inme~sion teaching, such as students' listening skills, but not language quality. He presented the 

inlrnersion teacher's plight in having to translate materials from English to French and to 

conrrnunicate with anglophone parents. He revealed that some immersion teachers refused to help 

fellow colleagues by sharing materials. Several immersion teachers, he reported, had left the 

system because of a lack of support. He commented &at district helping teachers were available 
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but had to be approached by the teacher. He himself had never asked the principal for assisrar~ce 

with instruction. 

Questioned about the role of the principal in instruction, one immersion teacher replied: 

"It's very important to have input and supervision fron~ the principal, 1 guess. I'm 
sure the principal would help if asked but I don't think that many teachers an; 
interested because, of course, nobody wants to be observed or evaluated," (C) 

Principals believed strongly that they assisted teachers with instfuction in a variety of ways. 

One administrator described his instructional role as "assisting, reflecting and giving people a 

reflection of what they are doing" and as "looking for growth areas" (A). Awther stated that there 

was a structured set of procedures in place for providing intensive assistance to teachers at risk to 

mediate areas of weakness. This principal interpreted his instructional role as "offering teachers 

a picme of themselves during the act of teaching and helping them understand themselves better" 

@). He conceded that, while teacher observations can b- conducted objectively, the process 

becomes more subjective when principals and teachers interpret the data together. 

One principal, who was reported by teachers to be seldom in classrooms and to be excessively 

out of the school, believed he spent an inordinate amount 9f time on supervision. He remarked: 

"I spend a great deal of time on supervision, if you accept that supervising teachers 
is something other than just formally observing and giving feedback. S upexvising 
reachers takes more than half x y  time," (C) 

It must be remembered that only four teachers were interviewed in this large school. This principal 

expressed his Iove of teaching and his belief that he was a teacher of both children and teachers. 

He expanded: 

"It tmk a few years for teachers to understand that I'm not that far from the 
eiassroorn anri &at I used u, *be a teacher. i like to think that Ism able to continut: 
that teaching role by involving myseK in the instructional program as much as 
possible. I do that in a lot of indirect ways,'"C) 



TPi-rfs admirmist~~tor believed rhar he encouraged discussion of instructional issues. Asked to 

""1kink teachers feel that they redly don't know what I do, because I'm not a 
person who will designate myself as the leader. I like to lead from behind. I really 
feel that there's strength in empowering the people to do the work, so they might 
think that I'm not doing anything. The leaders know that I am, because I get the 
resources. I guess my ~r,vdvement is clearest at staff meetings or when I'm giving 
a presentation, but fh mot sum that the whole staffrealizes that I'm as involved as I 
ameY!C)  

Brioritv fur princi~aI 

When asked at the conclusion of the interview to identify the first two priorities of the principal 

among the five categories addressed, r,o teacher indicated that supervision of insmction was either 

the fim or second priority for the principal. On the other hand, three of the four principals 

imewiewed named supervision of insmcrion as their number one priority- These results are 

sumn~arized under the heading Prhcipafsf Priorities - Beliefs of Teachers and 

Prit3cipaf.s foilowing this discussion af the seven coded categories. In addition, teachers were 

asked during tfie interview If they fiefieved supenrision of instruction to be a priority for their 

prir~cipd, giving them the opportunity to expand on their perceptions. 

Several teacher respondents expressed the belief that supervision was important for principals 

bi~xirrg 3 reacher's initid year in the school, either as a beginning teacher or as an experienced 

teacher new ta the school. One paticipant perceived the process to be more smctured for these 

'"The principal is probably very aware of teacher supervision, especially with new 
teachers and some of the staff who come from Quebec, We have a rapid turnover, 
she sitme 2s in any French imn-irtrsion smffz and f think here are more meetings with 
them." (•’3) 

""f guess it's a prisfi:~ because he makes supe &at everybody is content and has his 
or her mrxeriaf. If it were my f i t  yea> he \voulil be mund five times." (•’3) 



A priitlqf immersion teacher noted that her principal was inrerested in supervision :mi 

idealistic in believing that the process was a valuable one. She believed that teachers were 

shortchanged as a result of the principal's involvement outside the school. An English teacher irl 

the same school conunented: 

'7 used to think that maybe it was a priority but I've revised my feeling. I don't 
think it is now. The principal used to express supervision as his key interest but 1 
find that he's out of the school so much." (C) 

One intermediate immersion teacher was ambivalent in her perception of the superv isczry 

"We don't really talk about it. It's not pushed. I guess he probably thinks we're 
doing all right. If he redly felt the need for it, I guess he would do it." (D) 

Two intermediate teachers, one immersion and one English, in different schools thought that 

supervision becomes a priority when there are problems. 

Severaf teachers in the four schools indicated that goal-setting was a priority for their principnl. 

m e  stated: 

"We are always discussing gods. You cannot function successfully without goats. 
If you have no goals, you have nothing." (B) 

One English teacher expressed criticism of the district's role in goal-setting and concern for 

changes in the district: 

"The District dictates the gods, not the principal. I see that role changing very 
much with &is new contract, f am definitely seeing more of an adn~insu-ativc role. 
Principals are part of administration now, We are divided. This division is getting 
saonger and they are going to Saturday and to night meetings with the school 
bard, Principals are resigning." (A) 

An administrmr, citing teacher supervision as his number one priority, emphasi7m.l the 

i m p m c e  of the process in developing a positive climate in the schod and in maintaining the 

health of the organization, A second principal respondent cited the district's emphasis cm teacher 



supervision, the expectation being that the supervisory process would be a priority in school- 

based gml-setting. Expected by the district was a focus on a developmental model addressing 

student outcomes, discussion at staff meetings on the topic and enouragement of teachers to attend 

in-ssrvice provideJ by the district. 

Confidence in nrincioal 

All teacher respondenis in this study indicated &at they had confidence in their principal when 

asked the questior! directiy. The iarge majority of teachers described their principal as supportive, 

tmstwonhy and helpful. Some answers were qualified, pzticularly in reference to the principal's 

knowledge of subject areas and pedagogy. Others expressed confidence in  the principal's 

assessment of instructional techniques and would implement suggested changes. 

Representative of many teachers in ihe stuay was the belief of a primary English teacher who 

found her principal very approachable; however, she preferred to seek assistance from a colleague, 

paniculax1y one who had expertise in a specific area. She commented: 

"He was not a full-time principal until lately so he has recently been in the trenches. 
He gives me lots of constmctive feedback. He has credibility." (A) 

Liter in the interview, this same teacher reveaied her suspicion of the principal's role in the 

supt=wisionfevaluation processes: 

"I would talk to my peers first, especially now. Things have changed. There are 
definitely administrators and there are teachers. The principal is very good at 
helping but he leaves us on our own. He is very good that way. I have seen where 
:t person has done the right route by going to the supervisor for assistance and has 
beer1 axed. It seems to be that, d l  of a sudden, because you can't control a student 
or you have a problem and you have been honest about it, it is written down that 
you art: unable to control the class." (A) 

While expressing confidence ii; the principal as a pcrsori, one English teacher revealed doubt in 

his role in the supervisory process: 



"I think all administrators are not in h e  classroom teaching so really I don't think 
that they are up on all these things happening. The administrator should St: teaching 
a portion of the time.'"B) 

Another E n a s h  intermediate teacher expressed confidence in the princip:il with this conxnenr: 

"He is supportive, easygoing and cooperative. I enjoy him. He has suspended 
twice the number of kids as in con~parably sized schools. Students need 
consequences." (B) 

An experienced English primary teacher expressed her belief in contemporary administrators: 

"If the principal is overbearing or intolerant it puts the teacher on the defensive and 
also erodes her self-confidence. But it seems that principals today are more 
interested in helping than criticizing. We seem to share our priorities and our goals 
more than we did many years ago. When I began teaching, the principal was more 
of an authoritarian and made more of the decisions. Now it's collegial, more 
realistic and meets the needs of the children." @) 

An experienced English intermediate teacher described the principal as sensitive to individual 

differences and supportive of teacherst needs. He remarked: 

"I think one of the reasons he's effective is he's quite often the balance between 
what the school board is trying to push and what the staff wants." (D) 

For the category Confidence in Principal, administrators were scored +1 if their responses 

indicated that they incited confidence in teachers. Three of the four principals were scored 

positively. The fourth administrator received a 0 score as there was insufficient information on 

which to base the score and the question was not asked directly of the principal. 

The following are examples of comments by administrators who received a posiilve score: 

"The staff knows that f know the elements of effective instruction. This staff is 
very, very comfortable, not in a complacenr way, but we get along very well 
socially. We know each other as a family. I think there is an ease coming through 
my ef%ce and asking for help, ideas or readings." (A) 

"1 think teachers feel that, if they are dealing with known personalities, they are 
much more comfortable &an if they are dealing with unknown, unpredictable 
personalities. They like $0 f x l  that the people who are supervising, and more 
importantly evaluating, will be fair and have the skills necessary to be fair," (B) 



"They see me as a facilitator and helper, perhaps a coordinator, They don't see me 
as seeing all and knowing all, but rather a person who has more time and perhaps 
more expertise, that I can help implement things soundly in an instructional way." 

One prirrcipal slated outrightly that reachers had confidence in him and approached him with 

problems and concerns. The fourth administrator, who was scored 0 for this category, expressed 

some indication of his belief in teacher confidence with this comment: 

"1 like to think that teachers feel that I support their programs and that I can and will 
teach, that 1 am involved daily as a teacher." (C) 

He fctt that teachers discussed concerns and possible solutions to problems with him. 

Student m-o~,ress 

The large majority of teachers believed that principals played a role in student progress. Report 

cwds were mentioned most frequently by teachers as the means by which administrators monitor 

the progress of students. Several respondents mentioned that the pik5pal must ensure that grades 

rind comments are congruent in reporting to parents. More experienced teachers were able to 

expand on the importance of the principal's role in keeping abreast of the student population. They 

referred to the monitoring of student progress through school-based team, support staff and 

cctnferrslncing with parents. 

Some teachers were unaware of the methods by which principals monitor student progress. 

One Ettgiish program participmt marked: 

"He has never asked about student pro,mss, other than reading report cards and 
being aware of a few problems. We really talk a lot here, so maybe he's just 
aware, This Is a good feeling school." (A) 

Arr irnntersion teacher in the same schod concurred: 

"He doesnl play much of a role in monitoring student progress. He reads reports, 
checks into probIenls and deds with parent and board concerns. We discuss 
swdmt progress at the beginning and end of the year, We have to explain what our 
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classes are Like. We talk about instruction over a break, even on a non-instrucrionai 
day." (A) 

In one school, students were nominated by teachers for awards in two cr\te,;ories, rtchievcmnt 

and improvement. As well, the names of students at risk were presented to the principal and 

discussed at a later date. An English track participant identified a sensitive issue mentioned by 

several other English program teachers in the study: 

"He talks to students at risk and sits in on parent conferences, especially for those 
students switching ffom French immersion to English. If the immersion fetlchcr 
feels that the child is not doing well, they will move him to English. I have a lot of 
compkiints about it and i have been very vocal. I think the child should receive 
learning assistance. I think there is a lot more that can be done before you just 
move a child to the English p roam.  T have kids come into my room, their self- 
esteem is so low because they feel they have failed. It makes me so angry. We 
have talked a lot about that over the last couple of years and how we can improve 
it." (B) 

An intermediate English teacher believed that her principal was highly involved in student 

discipline. She referred students to administration regularly for discipline but, for academic 

matters, only involved the principal in serious cases, such as retention. A teacher in the same 

school believed that the principal's roIe was to sign forms for psychometric testing. An 

inexperienced immersion teacher in another school noted: 

"He doesn't talk to me about student progress; it's my business." (D) 

She believed that the principal had no role in monitoring student academic progress, only 

discipline. An experienced Engbh teacher in the fourth school concurred: 

"The principal has no role in student progress. Well, he proofreads report cards. I 
guess some of the French immersion fp,~iting needs a fair bit of monitoring." (1)) 

my apparent problems. Regular meefings with the learning assistance teacher and with schrlol- 

based team were &so mentioned, Test zesuJts were monitored and shared with teachers. 



Xndividtlal student plans were developed with teachers as required, One administrator defined 

teacher supervision as critical to the monitoring of student progress. A monthly report by teachers 

informed him of students at risk, of high achievers and of students improving both academically 

Supervision and student progress are clearly interrelated in the mind of one principal: 

"I monitor student progress by observing how students are working in their 
classroom. I look at their work, I look at teachers' markbooks, I review report card 
comments and I ask teachers questions about how grades for intermediate students 
are determined." (C) 

This principal also indicated that previews and overviews were submitted, that children were sent 

to him for motivational purposes and that a referral system for students at risk was in place. 

The fourth principal believed that he was highly involved in monitoring student progress: 

"I watch it all the time. I talk to teachers and they know that they can share 
concerns with me, I do read every report card in the school. I read all the 
evaluation results that come into the school. 1 check kids' exercise books when I 
tour the building and I GI& to students to see how things are going. We have an 
extensive reading program and students' names are announced on the P. A," (D) 

An interesting aspect of the discussion of student progress by teachers was their attitude 

r w d s  the role of the administrator, Two teachem commenting m the principal's reading of 

report cards viewed the administrator's kwlvernent in very different ways. One remarked: 

"He only reads report cards; he tells us that report cards are approaching and we 
should aceumuiate marks. " (C) 

Anorher teacher commented: 

Generally, teachers md principals d i f f t d  in their perspectives of the administrator's 

inwlvemnt, It appeared that teachers did nut always &e that administrators were actually 



monitoring student progress when they performed certain acts, such as talking to students and 

teachers. 

Student evaluation 

The consensus of teacher participants was that principals had a negligible role in student 

evaluation. Several teachers described the role as minimal and referred to the rnonito~ irlg of 

standardized tests as the main form of administrative involvement in student evaluation. Teachers 

generally believed that evaluation was entirely the domain of the teacher, although some mentioned 

that discussion with the principal about evaluation took place. 

An experienced intermediate English teacher, who was very positive in all other aspects of the 

administrator's role in the school, believed that standardized testing was a directive from the district 

with no plan Ln place. She indicated that this approach was a result of the district's renewed 

emphasis on testing and accountability. An English teacher in the same school agreed: 

"He has very little to do with evaluation. I feel that he should be very strong in this 
area. He should be in the classroom more often because there are so many needs in 
the English program French children are dropping into English all the time. If 
there is a behaviour problem, they are sent to English." (A) 

A number of teachers described the principal's role in evaluation as supportive. One English 

teacher expressed the need to standardize evaluation in order for parents to receive a consistent 

message. hother stated that he would not approach the principal with evduation questions as tf~c 

administrator was not an expea in that area. Two teachers in the study believed that principals 

should play no part in evduation, d e s s  hey  are teaching and thus evduating student 

pxfmmance. 

One principal described his role in evaluation as consultative, Teachers and parents inftmned 

him of concans and he secured necessary resources. The results of standardized tests were shared 



with teachers. He commented that immersion students performed significantly better on 

standardized tests. The following quote expresses his concern for English track students: 

"English stream students are intimidated by their immersion colleagues. If there are 
any common contests in English, they feel that they can't win. One of the 
difficulties in a dual-uack school is the need for English students to feel that they 
are special too. It is very easy for them not to feel special when particular cultural 
events are held for immersion students that they can't meaningfully participate in. 
We have dual-track concerts to tie the school together. We have attempted to 
compensate by doing some special things occasionally for English only as well. 
You have to be careful about not dividing the school. At the same time that you 
build bridges, you have to make each group feel special. There is an implication for 
immersion students transfemng to English that, if you can't succeed in immersion, 
you can always go to English. That is a devastating implication. We can't be too 
careful." (B) 

This principal stated that teachers were made cognizant of policy on student evaluation annually 

and that it was discussed and interpreted Three teachers in his school believed that a policy 

existed but were unsure of its substance; the fourth teacher thought the policy was to restrict the 

retention s f  students. The principal commented that immersion francophone teachers were 

gerrerally more traditional in their approach to student evaluation. 

Pkincipais seemed less clear about their role in evaluation than in other areas. One principal 

"I don't know if I have a role in student evaluation. What we do is look at 
assessment results for reading and science and discuss instructional implications. 
The results are recorded in the files and acted upon if necessary, but there is nothing 
formalized at the moment. Mv involvement is situational: mort card time. 
placement meetings, revamping report cards. Evaluation is ah upcoming theme in 
the district." (Cf 

Tlte principal who appeared most certain of his role in evaluation stated: 

"We talk about criteria at the beginning of the year. We discuss the basis on which 
children are evaluated, making the distinction between primary and intermediate. 
?VC talk about being careful if you give a kid straight A's that he deserves it, A 
p i n t  asks why his child got all A's last year and is getting C's this year. Staff 
evaluzte why students perform poorly and try to set up programs to reflect that 
perfomlanee." @) 



Both teachers and principals were unable to clearly articulate. a district or school policy on 

stucknt evaluation. The fact that this area seemed panicularly nebulous may be partiriily due to the 

substanhve changes occurring in British Columbia at the time of this investigation, 

Problems Associated with Teacher Supervision 

One of the questions posed to all respondents concerned perceived problems rdated to teacher 

supervision. A summary of the results is presented below. The problem mentitimi rnnsr 

frequently by both teachers md principals was rime restrainis. A few teachers refelred specifically 

to the formidable amount of administrative time required by beginning teachers, priznaril y 

immersion teachers, One English teacher remarked: 

"He has to spend a lot of time with beginning French teachers. We have had so 
many just come for a year. Some of the teachers they have had t~ hire do not have 
any English. The principal even has to write their report cards. They are making 
our English kids illiterate in English. The accountability has definitely a iwap ken  
with the French parents. The English are left quite a bit on their own." (A) 

One teacher summarized the feelings ofthe majority of respondents as follows: 

"I would approach him but he is so busy. There is so much coming down an him, 
m e  so with a dud-track s c b ' t .  We isn't able to get into the c'tassrooms as often 
as he is supposed to." (A) 

One principal believed the answer to the time banier was to establish a mentor system and to 

promote interactive activities which highlight teacher sharing, observing and supporting each other. 

Another area of concern was d a t e d  to the principaI's authority and suspicion surrounding the 

teacher/principal relationship.. An English intermediate teacher commented: 

"'Supervision is supposed to be non-evalttative. I doubt that it's a non-evaluative 
judgment. They need to have faith in the teachers. Teacher supervision is based on 
cooperation and helping, not judging." (B) 

He added &at any hidden agenda of the administrator is stressful for teachers. Cornn~ents by 

another English intemediafe teacher in a different school zvealed suspicion as well: 

'?requested an evaluation from the previous principal, but he never got m u n d  to 
i t  I felt that f was doing a particdarly g d j o b  and 1 wanted it in my record in  
case f later encountered a principal who was not in favour of me." (D) 
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Several teachers mentioned that the demands on the principal resulted not only from the immersion 

reacher's lack of experience and poor English language skills, but also from culturai and attitudind 

differences. 

One teacher respondent foresaw possible problems with too stringent a process of supervision, 

with a lack of cooperation between teachers and administrators and with incompatible 

teacher/te;ic=her and teacher/principal philosophies. Several participants noted stress and 

nersousnws as factors in teacher supervision. A French immersion primary teacher klieved the 

key to the issue of teacher supervision rested with having bilingual principals. Another urged 

principals to identify problems and act upon them, rather than "pretend everything is O.K." (C) 

One immersion teacher candidly defined the difference between supervision of instruction and 

evaluation. Evaluation can be mandam& supervision cannot be implemented without the 

cooperation and willingness of teachers. 

Brctblems as ~erceived bv teachers 

teachersf lack of comfort with the process 

asacher unionization (equity of pnc tices among principals) 

con3,n:uison of schools 

~aconsistencies (number of visitations, length of reports) 

rrnlount of time required t:, supervise new immersion teachers 

paor .hplish Ianguage skills of Immersion teachers 

ImSdmce of English and immersion populations 

eyduatttions hsed on too few visitations 

time xstrictionc 

smss cwsed by evaluation process 

hiddera agendas (of principals) 



inconsistent philosophies of teachers and principals 

shortage of bilingual principals 

vagueness of curriculum 

serious versus lax teachers (supervision essential for lax teachers) 

dearth of teacher input into process 

need for emphasis on open communication and problem identifkation 

clash in personalities (overbearing principals cause poor teacher self-confidence and 

defensiveness) 

inability of teachers to dissociate supervision and evaluation 

principal's lack of curriculum expertise and knowledge of French resources 

principal's apprehension of immersion program (avoids immersion classrooms) 

Problems as aerceived bv princiaal~ 

time restraints 

unilingual English principals 

teacher interpretation of harrassment (excessive number of visitations could cause tearkrs to 

become defensive) 

Primipals' Priorities - Beliefs of Teachers and Principals 

AE the end of each interview, Zir t  a c h e r  respondent was asked which of the five categories he 

or she believed to be the priority of the principal. In many cases, the teacher offered a first and 

seco~d priority. Similarly, the fm principals was asked to state their priority among the five 

categories analyzed. Whenever there is more than one priority, they are listed in [he ordm s t r i r d  by 

the participant. In some cases, respondents either could not state a priority or reworded the 

categories. The responses are s u a m m h d  below as offered by the participa~ts thernseives. 



Teacher I 

Teacher 2 

Teacher 3 

Teacher 4 

Teacher 5 

Teacher 6 

Teacher 9 

Teacher 10 

Teacher 1 1 

Teacher 12 

Teacher 2 3 

Teacher ! 4 

Teacher 1.5 

Teacher 16 

Parental involvement 
Staff development and morale 

Unable to respond 

Supervision of instruction least priority 

School organization 
Parental involvement 

Staff development 
Staff collegiality 

Parental involvement 
FrencfiJEnglish student relations 

Schoo! goals 

School organization 
Parent2 involvement 

Professional development 
Did not believe there was a second priority 

Staff development 
Parentfcomrnunity relations 

Staff development 
Staff collegiality 

Staff development 
Priority is outside the school 

School organization 
Staff development 

Could not respand as all categories interrelated. 
Last tlrree categories (staff coUegi&ty, school organization, 
parental invofvernent) 



Pri~cipal 1 Supervision of instruction 
School climate, including community refations 

Principal 2 Supervision of instruction 

Principal 3 Supervision of instruction, including teaming 
Parental involvement 

Principal 4 Staff and student relationshappiness 
Academic goals 

It is interesting to note that three principals submitted supervision of instruction as their tap 

priority, whereas not one teacher ranked this category as the principal's foremost concern in 

administering the organization, In fact, some teachers suggested that supervision of instruction 

seemed unimportant to the principal. 

STAFF COLLEGIALITY 

Below are the results of the c d n g  process for all four schools in the two participating 

districts. Following each table of results is a brief interpretation of the findings. The data is then 

discussed in more detail under the eight categoies: staff relations, socid functions, integmtion of 

b n c h  and English students, integration of French and English teachers, principal sensitivity, risk- 

taking, staff involvement and principal involvement. The range of scores possible far teachers is 

-32 to 3-32; for principals, the total possible m g e  is -7 to +7. 



Table 5 

STAFF COLLECf ALITY 

District 1 
School A 

Teacher 
#1 #2 #3 #4 Principal 

Staff Relations +1 t l  +1 - 1 
Social Functions +I +1 +1 - 1 
Integration of French +1 0 0 - 1 
and English Students 
Integration of French + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 
and English Teachers 
Principal Sensitivity +1 +1 +l +1 
Risk-t&ng +1 +1 +1 +1 
Staff Involvement +1 +l +l +1 
Principal Involvement +1 +1 +1 +1 

Teacher #I French Immersion Primary 
Teacher #2 French Immersion Intermediate 
Teacher #3 English Intermediate 
Teacher #4 English Primary 

Total French Immersion Teachers Score = +15 
Total English Teachers Score = +5 
Total Primary Teachers Score = +8 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = 1-12 
Total Teachers Score = +20 
Principal Score = +7 

Out of a possible total score of 3: the Total Teachers Score is +20. This would seem to 
indicate a fairly positive degree of c ; ~  2giality in School A. The French immersion reachers 
rating is considerably more posiuxre than that of the English teachers, which implies a perception 
of more congenial relations by the immersion teachers. It should be noted, however, that 
Teacher #4 is responsible for the majority of negative scores; English teacher #3 has only one 
negative rating. The intermediate teachers perceived the school setting in a slightly more p s i  tive 
fight than the primary teachers. The principal was allocated. a score of +7 out of a p s i  ble -1-8, 
&tie only category sco~vd negzthely k h g  FYhcipal Sensitivity. The at?thr?r had minimal 
information rtn which to base the score but assigned a -1 for this code because of tile principal's 
comments regarding French being spoken in the staffroom. 



Tabk Ci 

STAFF COLLEGIALITY 

District f 
School B 

Teacher 
#5 #6 #7 #8 Principal 

Staff Relations 
Social Functions 
!n tegration of French 
and English Students 
Integration of French 
and English Teachers 
Principal Sensitivity 
Risk-taking 
Staff Involvemenr 
Principal Involvement 

Teaches #5 French Immersion In terrnediate 
Teacher #6 English Primary 
'Teat her #7 French Immersion Primary 
Teacher #8 English Intermediate 

Total French Immersion Teachers Score = +13 
Total English Teachers Score = +4 
Total Primary Teachers Score = +13 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = +4 
Total Teachers Score = +17 
Principal Score = +7 

While the Total Teachers Score was only slightly above half a possible score of 32, it should 
be noted that Teacher #& was responsible for all negative scores. When the score of 0 for SF is 
idso taken into account, the teachers score of +17 can be seen in a much more positive light. It is 
interesting to notice that, as occurred in School A, the Total French Immersion Teachers Score is 
considerably higher than the Total English Teachers Score, suggesting a more positive outlook 
on collegiality in the school by immersion teachers. In contrast to School A, primary teachers in 
School B rated collegiality substantially higher than did intermediate teachers. Principal #2 was 
scored +I in all categories except SF for which he was assigned a score of O as he &d not 
nmtion the importance of social events for teachers. 



Table 7 

STAFF COLLEGIALITY 

District 2 
School C 

Teacher 
#9 #10 #11 #12 Principal 

Staff Relations 
Social Functions 
Integration of French 
and English Students 
Integration of French 
and English Teachers 
Principal Sensitivity 
Risk-taking 
Staff Involvement 
Principal Involvement 

Teacher English Intermediate 
Teacher #10 French Immersion Primary 
Teacher #I 1 French Immersion Intermediate 
Teacher #12 English Primary 

Total French Immersion Teachers Score = +3 
Total English Teachers Score = -2 
Total Primary Teachers Score = +1 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = 0 
Total Teachers Score = +1 
Principal Score = +5 

Teachers' scores for collegiality in School C are considerably lower than those in Schools A, R 
and D. It is interesting to note the clustering of both positive and negative ratings. Thc 
categories of Staff Relations and Integration of French and English Teachers are scored 
negatively for al l  teachers, suggesting a poor climate in this organization. On the other hand, 
scores are positive in the areas of Principal Sensitivity, Risk-taking and Staff Involvement, 
indicating the presence of a supportive and encouraging principal who promotes teacher input. 
Immersion and English teachers' scores are low, with the English track teachers' rating being 
somewhat lower than that of their immersion cokagues. This finding is consistent wl th that I n  
Schools A and B, although the differential is much greater in those two schools than in Sch(it11 
C. There is no substantial difference between primary and intermediate ratings for collegiality. 
The only negative score for the principal is SR, a resalt of comments indicating an awareness of 
difficulties in this area in the school. 



STAFF COLLEGIALITY 

District 2 
School D 

Teacher 
#13 #14 #15 #16 Principal 

S R  
SF 
IFES 

Staff Re! ations 
Social Functions 
Integration of French 
and English Students 
Integration of French 
and English Teachers 
Principal Sensitivity 
Risk-taking 
Staff Involvement 
Principal Involvement 

Teacher #13 English Primary 
Teacher #14 French Immersion Intermediate 
Teacher #15 French Immersion Primary 
Teacher #16 English Intermediate 

Total French Immersion Teachers Scare = +13 
Total English Teachers Score = +12 
Total Primary Teachers Score = +14 
Total Intermediate Teachers Score = +11 
Total Teachers Score = +26 
Principal Score = +7 

School D has the highest Total Teachers Score of all four schools participating in this study. 
The four goups of teachers analyzed scored very positively, with no substantial differences 
rmcmg them. The only negative individual score allotted was that of PI for Teacher #16. The 
principal also received a positive rating for all codes except SF, as the topic was not mentioned. 
School D appears to be an organization where positive staff relations prevail. 



Staff relations 

All respondents in the study spent considerable time during the interview cornmenring on staff 

relations, demonstrating their acute awareness of the in~portance of this issue. in dual-track schomls. 

In b e e  of the four schools, teacher and principal participants generally viewed staff relations as 

being good to excellent, with the principal a key player in developing and maintaining such 

relations. However, there was some variance as to the perceptions of English and in~mersion 

teachers, with English teachers being somewhat more critical of specific issues, such as the 

speaking of French in the staffroom. Principals were generally more positive about staff relations 

than teachers. In the fourth school, teachers expressed serious concerns about staff relations. 

Animosity between French immersion and English teachers was evide~lt throughout thc interviews. 

In addition to the more obviom differences of language, culture and programs, the fnctws of age. 

experience, smoking and attitudes were discussed. The principal in this school gave some 

indication of an awareness of these difficulties. 

The issue of French being spoken in the staffroom was broached by every respondent. In 

schools with positive staff relations, most French immersion teachers were aware of the sensitivity 

of this language question. They commented that they often reverted to English in the staffroom 

becmse English teachers would be offended or would feel left out if French was spoken. Many 

mentioned that, while not wishing to appear impolite, they did enjoy the opportunity of speaking 

their native language together. One immersion teacher commented: 

"There are no bad feelings at all in this school. I felt it in other schools. The 
French staff refused to speak English even when they knew both languages. An 
English teacher left because she felt so left out of her own school. Here immersion 
teachers speak French all the time and you don't seem to offend the English. We 
feel comfortable. We are not forced to speak English. I think it is common sense 
and g o d  manners to include other people. It doesn't mean that every time they 
walk iil the dwr, YOU hwe to switch higaages. Everyone seems :o speak English; 
if they speak French, you don't get hurt feelings. Maybe over the years the English 
get us& to it. " (A) 
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An immersion teacher a,oreed: 

"Everyone ~ixikes an effort to be nice to everybody. If there are English teachers 
around, we make an effort to speak English. I would feel uncomfortable too if 
someone was talking away in a language that I didn't understand. It is very 
impolite." (B) 

She added that speaking French is so automatic that sometimes immersion teachers did not realize 

that they were doing so. 

One intermediate English teacher had a different perspective of staff relations than his peers: 

"Some people have a red-neck attitude. There are comments about French people 
when they are not present. They are strangers in a strange land There is English 
only in the staffroom, They need the opportunity to speak French-" (B) 

He stressed the division between teachers and administrators since the removal by the government 

of administrators from the provincial teachers' federation. He agreed with this change: 

"There is a conflict between loyalties. Principals are more conservative than 
teachers. Administration is a non-progressive influence." (B) 

There was a consensus in one school that staff relations were very strained, One English reacher 

expanded: 

"Over the last six years I've seen more of an isolation of staff. The English staff 
seem to sit at one end of the staffroom and the French at the other end. Immersion 
teachers speak French totally in the staffroom. We've discussed the issue. A 
smaller group of us said there's more of a division and it's noticeable to parents and 
visitors. We feel isolated. Ilm not aware that anything has been done." (C) 

She noted that the principal had suggested having the French coordinator disct.iss the problem with 

individuals but there had been no follow-up. She added: 

"The English staff don't want to hurt the feelings of the immersion staff. We've 
tried going to the principal but it hasn't worked so far." (C) 

This tacher believed that teachers in the school in prevhus yeitz, akhough less capable in 

English, had managed to communicate in the common language. The coordinator at that time hrd 

told immersion staff that English was expected in the staffroom. 



An immersion teacher in  the same school believed the cenflict to be less serious: 

"The key is the individiiafs. The= is tensiorr, but d s  not a serious problem. I 
don't think that the English fully understand what immersion teachers do about the 
cwicuturn. Common projects, such as conflict resolution, can create relief in 
tensions. As far as the talking of French in the staffroom, on top of the smoking 
issue, a twc-camp situation has been created. The French don't smoke and they 
also speak French. The English smoke and they sit far away which has created a 
bigger gap than ever before." (C) 

This teacher believed that the problem should be addressed at the beginning of the year to focus on 

an lrnderstanding of the two programs and to discuss strategies to unite teachers. He remarked: 

"It's important to do as much teamwork as you can, getting to know each other 
instead of letting it slip through, I think the French have a more cohesive idea of 
unity because we're not as large a group; we have a very good relationship with 
each other." (C) 

His immersion colleague on staff identified the problems as smoking and a generation gap, 

wirh the English teachers being the older members of the staff. When asked about the language 

issue, he commented: 

"Immersion teachers always speak French. We have been told by other principals 
to speak more EngIish. Very often the English teachers watch us. Some French 
feminists on staff wouldn't accept to speak English just because they are forced to 
do so. They are young, new teachers. The principal must not be glad to be in the 
middle of the two groups. I don't like to emphasize the division too much; it's not 
very bad. It improves and goes bad again. I know that in some schools there is so 
much division that the French staff were ordered to speak English. I don't think 
it's very acceptable to force people to speak another language." (C) 

This reacher appreciated the assistance of the principal and English staff in learning English. 

The primary English teacher on this staff discussed a previous division between primary and 

intermediate reachers which had dissipated- She noted that the staff committee was presently trying 

to resolve the smoking issue. She perceived the FrenchEnglish division as the greatest challenge. 

This teacher discussed at length the issues which divided h e  two groups, particularly financial 

concerns. The English teachers, she believed, perceived the immersion teachers as wanting their 

own nronies while they thought that frnances should be placed in a common pool. She also 

described ways in which the English teachers had tried to be friendly with immersion teachers in 
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the staffroom, but without success. The principal had been approached for assistance. bur to 1x0 

avail. 

'The following comment by an experienced English teacher in the school t v h e ~ ~  staff relations 

seemed most positive reflects the perspective of her peers: 

"I think most people ax: supportive of those around them. I'm redly impressed 
with the way the English and French get along. When the English come into the 
staffi-oom, the French switch to English. People are good-natured and sensitive to 
the differences; they don't want us to feel excluded. There is a great deal of 
tolerance for differences of opinion," @) 

She explained that the principal had asked immersion teachers to speak English in the staffroom, I t  

was a new experience for English teachers to be in h e  minority and she made an effort to keep in 

contact with immersion teachers at her grade level. 

The other English teacher in the school believed that staff relations in the school had historically 

been positive, unlike many dual-track schools. He understood some French and enjoyed hearing i t  

in the staffroom. He admitted that several English staff members worried because they did not 

taderstand French. The following comment is indicative of the good relations on staff: 

"Curiously, often a French teacher would bring up the question of language and 
offer to speak English. The English teachers would defend the immersion teachers 
right to speak French. Both parties are willing to do more, so it works out." (D) 

An immersion teacher on this staff, who described teacher relations as congenial, had a 

somewhat different perspective of French being spoken in the staffroom, f he commented: 

"French and English are spoken. We are encouraged to speak English only so that 
relations are more homogeneous, but we tend to get in a corner and speak French 
together. When we speak French too much, the English teachers or a French 
teacher will remind us at staff meetings that English in the staffroom is 
apg~ciaied. " (C) 

Her more inexperienced immersion cohort was somewhat less sensitive to the issue of 

language+ She remarked: 



"If I have something to say to a French teacher, I'll speak to that teacher in French. 
The English want to know what we're saying; they don't feel badly. We do it 
because we joke in French and it can't be translated." &I) 

Two principals believed that staff relations were excellent and that they played a key role in 

promoting corIe@ality. One principal thought that teacher relationships were generally good, 

considering the size of the staff. Although the remaining principal also described the staff as 

collaborative and "very close", the folfowing comment indicates some diversity of opinion on the 

question of staff relations in the school: 

"Immersion teachers speak French sometimes in the staffroom, in the hallways or 
in the office. That issue clme up as part of our goals process. Some people are 
uncomfortable with that. I don't know if that is becxise they are just plain nosey 
and cm't understand what's going on. We've talked about the need for people to 
speak in their own language. There's no intention of being rude and if they're 
uncomfortable with that, then it's their problem. I'm sure the feelings are still 
there, that the conversation is closed to them. Maybe i t  should be; maybe it's none 
of their business, It doesn't bother me." (A) 

One principal described his role in the issue of French in the staffroom as follows: 

"I have asked, in the interest of courtesy, that bilingual staff members be aware that 
unilingual staff may feel very threatened if they are constantly surrounded in the 
staffroom by a language that they don't understand. So there is an unwritten rule of 
thumb that people will do the courteous thing. The bilingual staff has been very 
good about it. There are some good friendships between English and French 
staff." (B) 

According to this principal, inlmersiofi texhers in the school. had a reasonable degree of fluency in 

English. 

The principal in the school where dissention between the two groups of teachers was most 

evident described his perception of staff relations as foilows: 

"For such a large group, there's a high degree of bonding, teamwork and 
comradery. f promote all of us working shoulder to shoulder md, dthough you're 
an immersion teacher and your language of instruction is French, we are all teachers 
working together. I think realistically that language does matter, In this school, 
them's been a very peaceful, amicable relationship and there has been sharing and 
inteagating activities. Speaking French in the staf•’room has been commented upon 
from tin= to time. I have no strong bias m e  way or the other. I think that when 
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the English teadw-s demonstrate that they are willing to speak some French in the 
staffroom, then the French teachers can be expected to speak Ellglirh- In some 
instances, it makes sense that the immersiorz teachers do their business in French. 1 
think politeness, consideration and sensitivity all have to come into play, hut I don't 
tlink it's something that has to be designated by a rule. I like to think that we can 
have it all if we think more openly. If there are social or cuniculan~ situatioi~s, 
English may be necessary. At this point in ti=, it isn't a major item where people 
are wanting to draw up a policy." (C) 

A probe investigating this principal's views of the English teachers' perceptions on the language 

issue elicited this response: 

"They have not complain& but sometimes they wonder why the immersion 
teachers are the way they are. Immersion teachers arrive earlier arid drink coffee in 
the staffroom. When I enter they speak to me; it seems like a wonderful skill to he 
able to jump from one language to Ae other. Sometimes people say that they find 
this intimidating. I think that generally the staff members coexist peacefully and 
positively. Sometimes there are misunderstandings; when the young and the older 
generations discuss issues, they get irritated with each other. The English veteran 
has a certain territorial ownership of a program. Because the immersion teacher 
doesn't understand the nuances of the English language, there are soae  
disagreements which need mediating. There is a potential for these kinds of 
tensions every single day if you are not understanding. Special care has to be 
taken, especially with teachers new to the school. 1 do as much as I can to help 
new teachers, but how much more meaningful it would be to answer questions in 
their first lmguage." (C) 

The following quote by a prhcipal expresses the special sensitivi~y required in promoting staff 

collegiality in a dual-track school: 

"We work hard at maintaining a positive attitude between staff members in this 
school. I don't have a formula; I just make sure it happens. I'm very sensitive to 
people's needs. I think I'm very observant about body language. If I see people 
isolating themselves, 1 make every effort to encourage them to be part of the staff, 
to get into the staffroom at recess and lunch and to talk to their peers. When I go 
into the staffroom, I'm watching everyone. If you're not there, I give you a couple 
of days and then I ask you why you're not there. You'd better be able to tell me 
because I believe that it's extremely important that you mingle with your coIleagues. 
If you don't feel comfortable with that, then you'd better take some other steps. 
Nobody feels isolated. We're also very sensitive about the language issue. We, as 
a staff, feel that English is the dominant language in the community and therefore 
it's the dominant language in the staffroom. We all work the same. I have one 
policy in the school; that is, this is one school and the only d i f fe~nce  in the school 
is the language of instruction. Ail otiier things are equal. 1 have been very blunt in  
my sermons. I say if you're uncomfortable in a French immersion school, the 
transfer f m  is in the office. They don't go. They k~lclw how strongly 1 feel about 
it. I can't have that kind of friction," (D) 



This principal remarked that immersion teachers who were having difficulty expressing themselves 

in English would revert to French; this did not pose a problem. When French was too pronounced 

in the staffroom, an immersion teacher would inevitably remind the staff to switch to English, He 

believed that, although the English teachers were somewhat uncomfortable when French in the 

staffrcom was excessive, they supported the immersion teachers' desire to speak their native 

language. 

Teachers were asked to comment on the strategies used by the principal in handling staff 

conflict. One English teacher replied: 

"He closes his door and makes it go away. We had one or two doozies. He tends 
to let them work it out; he doesn't want to jump in and fix it. He doesn't want 
teachers to think he's taking sides. As a teacher, I've done more fming." (A) 

The primary English teacher in this school concurred with her peer: 

"We are supposed to talk to the individual before we approach him. K nothing is 
working, we are to go to himy but he definitely prefers that the teachers work it out. 
He doesn't want to be involved and that's the best way. He mediates." (A) 

An English intermediate teacher in another school commented: 

"He manages staff conflict by talking about people anonymously at staff meetings," 
(B) 

A primary English teacher in another school described a similar approach by her principal to 

staff' conflict: 

"He hopes it will go away. He hopes someone else will settle it." (C) 

In response to the specific question on staff c o ~ c t ,  one principal stated: 

"Staff conflict is not necessarily a negative thing. Out of conflict comes growth and 
undersrmbing. f don't tend to rescue people; they have to solve the conflict. If 
they want my assistance, then they ask me for it. If, however, it's becoming 
detrimental either to the kids or to staff mode,  I11 ask them to sit down and talk 
about it. We have a unique school and a unique staff. I don't know if you're going 
to find that kind of collaboration and ccnfort in all immersion schools." jlij 



Discussing potential sources of conflict, this principal stated: 

"English teachers sometimes feel like they're the poor sisters because there arc a lot 
more extras for the immersion progam, but it's a different program and there are 
different needs. Sometimes I think that the amount of money available to 
immersion and to school operations is inequitable. I wouldn't take anything away 
from immersion funding but I don't feel that the funds available for operating the 
school are adequate." (A) 

The following quote by an adrnkiistrator regarding the handling of staff conflict reflects thc 

beliefs of teachers in his school: 

"I have desr3ribed a process to staff members how staff conflict will be handled. 
Happily it is something I have not had to handle. If people have difficulty with 
each other, they are expected to first attempt to resolve it. Then I expect one or the 
other to draw it to my attention. Then I will mediate. We have never had to use 
this process." (B) 

One principal believed that some personnel conflicts were resolved through open discussion. 

Others were mediated by himself. Several conflict situations had been referred to staff cornmi ttee. 

Another principal claimed that the minimization of staff conflict was one of his personal strengths 

and there had been no conflict on staff since his arrival. 

Social functions 

This category developed from the responses of the respondents; a specific question on 

participation in social functions was not posed in the interview. One principal believed that stxial 

events played an important role in staff collegiality. He commented: 

"We're a very close staff. We get together socially to ski, to sail, to camp and 
occasionally to go to dances, There are various levels of participation and that is 
fine.!' (A) 

He perceived no diEerences in ihe pairticipatioi? levels of imaenicm and English teachers. 

An immersion teacher corroborated the principal's belief: 



"There is a ekse feeling amongst the stdf. We have an awful lot of parties. Even 
after school, just putting on coffee and anyone walking in. There is a lot more 
u&&g in this school; there is a feeling of czmataderie, The principal plays the 
biggest role in that. Me is the one who instigates all this action." (A) 

Her immefsion cohort described the principal as a very social person who encouraged involvement 

by all staff in sociaI functions. 

An English teacher on staff perceived the social initiatives of the principal differently: 

'"~nfortunakly, he is very much of a socialite in the school and there could be a 
conflict. We have a lot of social activities together, which is fine. But I am a 
person who believes that there is your own personal life and then there is work; 1 
&net believe in mixing the two together. He is very much the other way and, if 
there is a problem on staff, you don't want to be talking about his closest friend." 
fA3 

In another school, a year-end party and volieyball games were given as social events which 

brought staff n~embers together. One principal stated that a committee was responsible for 

spearfieacting social events for staff* An English teacher in yet another school mentioned that staff 

of both uacks enjoyed socializing and going on field trips together. 

This cstegctry $so arose ffom the interviews of participants, thus accounting for the number of 

0 scores in tbe tables. Integration of French and English students appears to be an extremely 

imparrtrxnt aspect of the climate of a dual-wick school and merits further study on its own. In this 

srtldy, pri~cipds mentioned the mising of immersion and English classrooms in the building as an 

inregration strategy. VrvScvus events, such as field a s ,  were noted as a means of integrating 

srwknis in ihe mFo tracks. One ?exher stated that English and French Ghrismas concerts were 

heid in altemarirtg years, wi& both mcks participagng in these performances. 



An immersion teacher believed that concerts and the ,grade 7 exchange trip to Quebec were join! 

ac:i.;;itks that promoted integration. The principal had encoumged tk English class to pa-ticipate irt 

the Quebec excursion, Her English colleague had a different perspective on concerts: 

"We used to have concerts which were half English and half French. The English 
kids didn't understand the French and the immersion kids understood it all. The 
English kids started to say things about the French children. They were calling the 
immersion kids "frogs". They didn't want to go to the concerts; 1 think that they 
felt badly. They didn't feel they were as smart as the immersion kids. That is why 
we made it one of our goals (multiculturalism)." (B) 

This teacher mentioned that immersion students did have the opportunity to speak French at 

assemblies. English students no longer attended bilingual concerts. Classes were encouraged t o  

work together, interpersonal skills and respect being the focus of a multicultural theme. 

An English teacher expressed her concern for the students as follows: 

"I find the staff divisive and we see the children divided around the playground, ;is 
well. We've tried to establish some cooperative games, where students are in smdl 
grade groups so they can get to know each other at their own grade level," (C)  

She believed that many more such opportunities were needed. Her English colleague was planning 

to suggest a class buddying system to the principal to promote integration of teachers and stucknts. 

One principal described his deliberate attempt at integration as follows: 

"I group the classrooms according to age or grade level. I don't want to have a 
French or an English wing. So we mix not only the staiCf7 we mix the kids. 
They're all hanging up their coats together. That's a definite plan; we've done that 
as a staff. We've done some buddying, particularly with the senior grades. For 
example, an immersion and English class have birddied to go to Victoria. It's 
informal; some people really don't care to work together. I don't think you can do 
anything to force this on staff." (A) 

Another administrator stated a similar approach to integration of students: 

"Classes are mixed throughout the school, a very conscious decision. I feel that it 
is extremely important in a dual-track school to build every bridge you can between 
the programs and rhe personnel." (B) 



An approach by one principal was to mix French and English primary classes in order to facilitate 

integmiun; intermediate classrooms were organid  simi1arly. 

jnte~ration of French immersion and Enelish teacherg 

Teachers were asked to identify the strategies the principal used to promote staff collaboration. 

Wile some teachers were not able to respond, the majority were able to offer several strategies. A 

few teachers stated that the administrator had no strategies to develop collegiality. Principals, on 

the other hand, were easily able to explain the ways they affected staff relations. The integration of 

teachers and students through classroom assignment was mentioned in the preceding section. 

An immersion teacher explained a subtle collaborative strategy by the administrator as follows: 

"We have a theme going on in the school right now. We have a committee and the 
members have partnered with one or two staff members. It was his idea, but he 
never came out and said it. He is a good administrator." (A) 

The principal facilitated the discussion of professional issues at staff meetings; teachers also 

discussed professional ideas informally in a social context. This teacher was pleased that 

immersion and English teachers discussed issues together, unlike other schools. The emphasis, 

she added, was on socializing rather than on professional development. 

An experienced English teacher on this staff mentioned, as did several other teachers in the 

study, that the French as a second language program resulted in consultation between both groups 

of teachers. This teacher had enough French language skills to teach the program, whereas in 

some schoals immersion teachers taught the second language program. She reported that the 

principal used a variety of strategies "which were partially but not formally manipulated to get 

pevpie on b o d  (A). One approach was to ask enthusiastic teachers to collaborate with their 

peers in weas such as schoolwide themes. She believed that this strategy improved school spirit 

tind encouraged isdated teachers to think more collaboratively. Committees with representatives 
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from both programs provided an opportunity for joint collaboration in three schools. In the fourth 

school, the staff operated as a committee of the whole. 

An English intermediate teacher commented: 

"Collaboration doesn't come from the principal. In fact, it's happened in spite of 
the principal in some cases, not with this particular principal. This principal 
probably has some strategies, but I don't know what they are. He's much more 
skillful than that." @) 

An English teacher in one school was cridcal of the principal's fdure to intervene in staff 

relations: 

"There haven't been adequate strategies, if any. Even the concerns which we 
expressed were not addressed. If they were acknowledged,we didn't get feedback. 
There are definitely things which should be done. There are perceptions of certain 
teachers concerning fairness. The principal should be aware of what one group 
gets and the other doesn't and explanations should be given. For example, the 
immersion teachers have filing cabinets and the English teachers don't. Immersion 
teachers even had their own laminating machine exclusively for them. These 
special privileges cause dissention on staff. I would also be concerned about the 
way parents perceive it. The grade seven immersion students have an exchange trip 
to Quebec; if I was the principal, I would see that the English pupils have a special 
event to work towards. There are many things arranged at the district level far 
immersion students, such as a public speaking contest. Of course, the French 
teachers probably feel the opposite, that the English have more opportunities. I 
wouldn't say that the principal has been unfair; I'm not sure that these are decisions 
made by the principal. Immersion teachers are perhaps held more accountable so 
English teachers should maybe count their blessings that they're left alone." (C) 

This teacher perceived professional issues to be discussed separately by the two groups of teztchers 

as a result of a lack of dialogue between them. The principal in this school believed that immersion 

teachers, who were more animated and spontaneous, worked very well as a unit. According to 

this administrator, the least cohesive group was that of the Errghsh intermediate teachers. 

Cooperative planning and encouragement of the efficient use of time were strategies used by this 

principal tc prgmote st& co!!stbcration. 

Participants were asked if immersion and English teachers assisted each other with French and 

English language skills. One immersion teacher attributed his improved English to the assistance 



of English teachers. Several English teachers mentioned helping immersion teachers with report 

car&, although the principal played the key role in this area. One teacher approached immersion 

teachers for support in the teaching of French as a second language. The majority of teachers 

claimed that interaction concerning language learning was unnecessary. One English teacher 

commen ted critically: 

"English teachers definitely help the French teachers with their English. They 
expect us to provide our materials. We have had to share readers with them. We 
have now decided that our materials are English and they have to purchase French 
materials." (A) 

Ail respondents were qnestioned about the principal's role in facilitating staff development and 

professional dialogue. In the school which was perceived by teachers to have a social orientation, 

one experienced English teacher believed professional development to be disorganized and 

. She remarked: 

have had so many goals that we haven't achieved any of them. A writing 
1 is something that you build over a period of years and you have 2 school 
ophy that you aspire towards. When the staff turns over, you hire people 

ho buy into the process." (A) 

rsion and English teachers discussed professional issues separately, except at staff meetings, 

since materials and programs differed. A typical response in this study was that issues related to 

imguage or programs were examined separately and other professional issues jointly. 

An English teacher in the same school commented: 

" He usually ends up initiating something. There is a problem once a year when the 
French have a conference. There is no money for the English; we basically have to 
find something to do for a day. This year we had to stay at school and play with art 
ideas. I feel that the staff development is very individual in some respects; we all 
go off to our own workshops. I do not appreciate our staff development days 
together, especially when there are English and French activities; this is supposed to 
be school-based. He is finally starting to realize that if they can spend money, then 
we can spend some money on that day," (A) 

The following comment furtl~er indicates this same teacher's confusion between staff and 

professional development: 



"He is very pro staff development. He wants us well informed and going to 
workshops. He is very good for providing substitutes and money fmm the 
school." (A) 

This confusion is typical of a number of teachers in the study. 

In another school, an English teacher believed that the principal facilitated dialogue through 

program and staff meetings, school-based workshops and monthly sharirlg meetings where 

teachers were obligated to present infomation from in-service sessions. The establishment of 

schoolwide goals was mentioned by a teacher in one school as a means to unifying staff and 

students. 

An immersion teacher defined her principal's role in staff development as follows: 

"It's not laying something on us that the staff doesn't want. It's more curiosity, 
interest, and giving his opinion. It's encouraging by sharing information." (C) 

The principal described his role in professional development as a facilitator and participant, lie 

explained school policy as follows: 

"For school-based activities, the whole staff is expected to participate. It isn't a 
problem; teachers generally like the togetherness, as far as I know. The staff 
development program has to have something for everyone; it can't exclude a group, 
such as kindergarten teachers. It's been a fairly strong program since I've been 
here. There are separate programs at times, such as the teachers' association 
conference and the immersion conference, which is the highlight of the year for 
French teachers. There is also a variety of district- based in-service for both tracks. 
Immersion teachers are often selected to serve in staff development capacities at the 
district level because of their specialities. It is more unifying at the school level; the 
staff has said for years that it values the team approach." (C) 

Once again, the terms professional and staff development do not appear to be clearly defined. 

At a school where teachers described staff collegiality as excellent, one English staff member 

commented on staff development: 

"At the end of the year there are a lot of things just for them" (D) 



She beIieved school-based staff development to be flexible and accommodating of individual 

needs. The principal's role was ici encourage participation in staff development by aski~g for 

teacher input and by advocating teacher expertise. 

All respondents were asked to identify strategies used by the principal to attain staff consensus 

on professional issues. Strategies mentioned were extensive discussion, voting, consensus 

builrfing, the acceptance of individual differences, priorizing and the principal's diplomacy. One 

teacher mentioned that the principal wrote letters to teachers to determine their opinions. She found 

voting, a strategy used on her staff, uncomfortable. 

One English teacher commented: 

"Separating the two programs for professional development is one way (to attain 
consensus) because we felt very strongly about what we wanted to do in the 
English program. We felt that the English program children were feeling almost 
like second rate citizens. So we decided that we would focus on building their self- 
esteem. He will break us into groups to discuss topics (separately) and then we 
share ideas with the whole group." (B) 

An immersion teacher replied: 

"Oh, yes, the French stream gets more of this or that, but he makes sure that the 
English do, too." (B) 

She gave the example of the principal's insistence that the English grade seven class participate in 

the Quebec exchange program. 

Consensus building by administrators is discussed further in the section on staff involvement. 

. . . .  . Prtn-l sensltwty 

'Re large mijority of teachefs believed that their principal was sensitive to individual 

differences and exhibited fairness and equality in decision-making. Few teachers gave specific 

esarnpks of their principal's sensitivity in these areas; probes were generally not used to 
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investigate this issue. The fact that these questions were asked directly of teachess may l q e l y  

account for the positive response. SeveraJ. teachers com~ented on the aitl~inisti-ator's ability lo 

include all staff members in discussions and adeptness at staff coflabration. One teacher ~ern;wketi 

that his principal was an expert in staff relations. Another stated that the principal never put 

teachers in a position "where their pet project would be open to criticism." 

One English teacher remarked: 

"Honestly, it is definitely more pro-French. Things can be touchy. For cxan~ple, 
there are more cultural events for the French and we are never invited. It has to be 
equal." (A) 

A male English teacher in another school commented: 

"I've heard he favours male staff members; he has been fiiir with me." (B) 

In another school, an immersion teacher stated: 

"He is great with personal relationships. I believe that he does foster harmonious 
relationships because we did have some problems last year. It is very 
uncomfortable for him when things are not going well. He is a very diplomatic 
person so he will usually heip us to work our problems out." (33) 

An English teacher remarked: 

"I think that he realizes that the differences are there but I don't see that anything 
has been done to alleviate the difficulties. Anything that has been effective has 
come through the staff committee. But then there were personal problems when the 
staff committee sent an individual to intervene." (C) 

Despite this comment, this teacher was scored positively because of other remarks describing the 

principal's awareness of individual differences, equity in decision-making and assistance to 

teachers. 

An immersion teacher in the same schoo: commented: 

"Oh yes, he's sensitive to individual differences. Of course, he would like 
everyone to be at peace. I know ther-e was a big fight recently. It was a conflict of 
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generation more than French and English. He reprimanded the young teacher who 
was much too aggressive." (C) 

An English teacher in this school stated: 

"I sense that the principal projects a feeling of more confidence to me than to some 
of my colieagues; in a sense, that's unfair. It is a very lonely position. I don't 
really get more privileges. I feel there are favoured teachers; I know which teachers 
the principal has a better opinion of. " (C) 

An English interrnediate staff member remarked: 

"He definitely tries to be as fair as possible. In fact, so do the French teachers; they 
insist upon sharing any perceived advantages." @) 

Three out of four administrators were scored positively for this category. They were rated for 

sensitivity based on their overall comments about staff issues and teacher differences; they were 

about their sensitivity. One principal was scored negatively as a result of his 

on French being spoken in the staffroom. His remarks were interpreted as reflecting a 

sensitivity to the concerns of English staff members. 

Principals were scored positively based on issues related to equity in funding, French spoken 

in the staffioom, awareness of individual needs in professional development and staff and student 

relations. 

All teacher and principal respondents were scored positively in this category. Teachers 

comn~enteb that their administrators encouraged risk-taking by supporting the implementation of 

new ideas in the classroom. One teacher noted that the principal allowed teachers to solve their 

own probiems. 



One immersion teacher responded to the query on risk-taking as follows: 

"He is always encouraging us to reach for goals. Try it and see, he says. He is 
very much into pushing us a little bit harder. A friendly type, certainly not a 
command from on high." (A) 

An English teacher in the same school, who was critical in most other mas ,  replied that the 

principal was "great", that he told teachers not to worry about the blunders. Another English 

teacher mentioned that her principal encouraged attendance at in-service and was interested in new 

teaching strategies. Risk-taking was perceived by one teacher to be encouraged at staff meetings 

through open discussion. 

A French immersion teacher in one school was scored positively for mentioning the principal's 

full support of the implementation of a new ungraded program in the school. Her immersion 

colleague remarked: 

"He supports new ideas. He lets you do anything you want as long as it's within 
the limits of what has to be done." (C) 

An English teacher in the same school remarked that the principal encouraged staff development by 

=knowledging and supporting anything attempted by the staff. She commented: 

"He pretty much leaves it up to you and dclesn't oversee every little thing you do. 
He is extremely responsive to staff ideas and opinions, sometimes too much so. 
Picturing myself in charge, I think I'd have to check the steps along the way a liitle 
more. He's very accommodating, unless something is really off the wall." (C) 

An intermediate English teacher in another school praised his principal for encouraging ideas 

even when they were theoretically against policy. 

Principals were not asked directly if they supported risk-taking; rather they were rated on their 

general responses. All were scored positively due to their support of teachers in implementation of 

new ideas and encouragement in professional development. 



All respondents were asked to describe the process used in developing school policies and in 

solving school problems. This question was preconceived to elicit information on staff 

involvement in decision-making. In fact, the issue of staff involvement was pervasive throughout 

the interviews. All respondents, with the exception of one teacher, were scored +1 in this 

category. A negative rating was assigned to this teacher due to his very critical remarks about 

school and district administration. 

In one school, the immersion teacher believed that the staff extensive role in 

the development of school policies and in the solving of school problems. The majority ruled in 

the decision-making process. She perceived the immersion teachers to be somewhat more vocal as 

they outnumbered the English staff. Her immersion colleague agreed: 

at I see at staff meetings, it really is a consensus. There are no rules 
m up high. At my other school we had our little meetings and we'd all 

something; then he would change it." (A) 

teacher perceived the English teachers as more vocal and more involved in 

organizing school events. She added later: 

"Staff development really is a staff thing. It is all of us talking about it. It is not 
imposed. " (A) 

This teacher, like several others in another school, felt that teachers perhaps had too much input 

into some decisions. 

The intermediate English teacher in the same school commented: 

"There is a fine line where staff does or doesn't have input. He asks for lots 
wherever possible. If he is accountable, he may ask for input but he will make the 
decision. Some diitant teachers k l  this is bureaucratic, but his head is on the 
line. Many times the staff has gone against what he wanted to do and he has gone 
with it." (A) 



This teacher, like several others in the study, believed that teacher input was not based on French 

or English but rather on personalities. She criticized the excessive input teachers had in staff 

development: 

"Based on what I know about implementation, he gives us too much leeway. He 
likes to have us actively involved in staff development and that is good. We have a 
consensus model. But staff development has taken place in such a hodge-podge 
manner. District and school staff development don't necessarily complement each 
other. There hasn't been pressure on the teachers by the principal to foliow through 
on staff development and to evaluate its implementation. It is not because he is a 
poor principal but rather he doesn't have the knowledge to do it. In giving teachers 
autonomy, he hasn't pushed hard enough to force them into achieving.schm1 goals 
through staff development I hope this weakness will be addressed this year 
because we have a very strong leader at the district level who is requiring principals 
to be accountable for their school goals. " (A) 

In another school, staff development and goal attainment were the foci of monthly staff 

meetings. The intermediate immenio~ teacher in this school believed that staff development was 

administration-directed with the principal presenting most suggestions and the teachers setting 

priorities. An English staff member agreed that decisions were often made by the principal: 

"We discuss the question during staff meetings. That does not mean that we make 
the decision. He will listen and then sometimes he will make the decision." (B) 

She believed that no group dominated the decision-making process; there were strong personalities 

on both sides. She commented that class lists had previously been devised by the principal with no 

staff input but were now determined by teachers. According to this teacher, the principal had 

revised his leadership approach, giving teachers more input. There was equity in decision-making 

by teachers as a result of the 50-50 FrenchEnglish balance. 

The primary immersion teacher in the same school rep~rted she principal's emphasis o n  goals 

in decision-making: 

"There is never a staff meeting where goals are overlooked. He asks us about three 
times a year what our goals are and we write them down. We both keep a record 
and we check periodically if these goals are being followed. We also set persor~ai 
goals; he does not influence us in that. He encourages and supports us so we can? 
ask for more. I like to see the school functioning smoothly and I have piece of 
mind if goals are being fulfilled." (B) 



She mentioned that some staff complained about the time spent on goal-setting at staff meetings. 

The principal distributed a form monthly seeking teachers' opinions on school issues, She 

believed that the principal played an important role in fostering consensus about staff development: 

"You volunteer to do the areas that you enjoy the most; it always seems to work 
out. He makes sure that everyone is involved; there is someone for every area. He 
is very diplomatic; he knows how to handle people. We are always encouraged to 
bring up ideas. He doesn't force anything on anyone," (B) 

The intermediate English teacher in this school received a negative score due to comments such 

as the following: 

"Staff development is very top-down. Everything is changing because of the new 
contract so it's hard to say. We had someone do cooperative learning after school. 
It was terrible and we had to endure it. The principal is giving his friends work at 

-- 

the board office." (•’3) 

He believed the role of the principal should be to act as a contact person and inform teachers of 

available in-service. Asked to comment on his feelings about staff development, he replied: 

"There is a big push in the disgict, maybe by the government. This is good but 
how is it tied to the evaluation of students. Teachers are evaluated every year; there 

I 

is a double stand=& In the district they talk about teacher empowerment but the 
superintendent says to be accountable. I can't argue with that but they should be 
more trusting." (B) 

In one school, staff development was organized by the professional development and staff 

committees and presented to teachers for approval. One English teacher coinmentd that, while 

goals were developed by staff and administration, there was a lack of common direction. She 

remarked: 

"We do not seem to have a commor, objective. There are too many things 
happening and there is an overlap. People go off to workshops and return 
enthusiastic, but there is no common goal." (C) 

Her English colleague found all the decision-making exhausting. She believed that the English 

rcachers rendered more input into the decision-making process since the inexperienced immersion 

teachers we= "almost iinmi,gants coming into the province". She commented: 



"They're struggling just dealkg with their own class and are often not into schoclrl- 
wide activities, We have thousands of committees. Immersion teachers will not 
always sit on a committee, But wheii they wait something, they'll make sure itta: 
they come to the meeting and try to get it only for French immersion." (C)  

Responding to the involvement of teachers in staff developn~ent, this teacher stated: 

"It's stimulating but the instructional level has to suffer. You're doing two jobs and 
this has worn out some sf my colleagues. Discipline gets away Erorn you a little 
bit. It's harder to coordinate thir,~s schoolwide when many people are our of the 
school at the same time. The principal is out of the building so much because he 
values professional development for himself, as well as for the staff. lie sees it as 
a way of growing professionally and of helping the school. I think it has to be 
done with a balance. Our first job is in the classroom and in the school." (C) 

An immersion teacher in the school shared this perspective on the principal: 

"I think he's a person who really does not want to make the final decisions and 
therefore it sometimes takes longer to reach consensus. I can imagine another 
prineipaf. being firmer, saying we would like to see a certain situation and asking 
teachers if they could live with it. He is not without decision-making but he likes to 
leave it with the staff." (IC) 

According to this teacher, a formal process of voting involving motions and amendments was uscd 

to arrive at consensus, as well as r e f e d  to sub-committees when the process was too time- 

consuming. She declared: 

"Motivated staff members are committed to a common philosophy, but we have a 
few individuals on staff who are less motivated and that's where the ideal becon~es 
reality. We all know that we have to do extra committee work in imnlersion." (C) 

The intermediate immersion teacher on this staff believed the principal to be democratic, with 

committees making the majority ofdecisions. He perceived English teachers to be more involvcd 

in decision-making, being a larger p u p ,  He commented that the younger French teachers were 

always prepared to revolt against the ideas of the older, English staff members. The following 

''We decide eveming. i know &at some teachers, especially the European ones, 
daft like &is. They would like more force and order, more decisions imposed by 
the principal, especially when they agree with those decisions. I don" mind the 
democratic approach; thatgs the North American way. Personally, I prefer that the 
principal order the people to obey but f know it's not accepted here. If you give too 
much input to the base, nothing is going to be decided." (C) 



Asked about the pnncipai's roie in developing consensus, one expefieneed English teacher 

"He tends to show clearly both sides of the issue. I also sense that, in sumarizing 
things to help us reach a decision, you always know what he feels is the right thing, 
without him act~t.ffy saying it, 1 suppose his opinion runs through the discussion 
and sa it might influence us. We have tot$ input. we  are a c o d  ttee of the 
whole.'"tD) 

Asked which group of reachem o R e d  m r e  input, she replid 

"&'s surpxisingfy h a h u b -  There are slightly more French teachers on staff and 
they cenainly vocalize what they want to do. They are also very waling to listen to 
the English input." 

Her three colleagues agreed that, staff input was encouraged and relatively balanced between both 

goups of teachers. 

'saators believed that x h w l  policies were developed and problems were solved 

ly. One principal stated that issues were often mundane, such as the ringing of bells, 

ere resolved through dixassion undl consensus was reached. He commented further: 

"We do not vote. Voting mates winners and losers. So not everybody is happy 
but usually people go along with the decision. If they can't, they go away and sulk 
for a while." (A) 

He stated that the English teachers had been in the school consideratJly longer than the immersion 

tearzfrers and had formulated many of the policies. Since there was not a demand for change, these 

pf kiss stood. This administrrtoe concurred with axhers that st& development had previously 

been 3 ' e ~ h ~ t g i ~  approach" bct now had direction. He added: 

"You can? take something from the top and shove it down their throats. 
Involvemnt and ownership, the big word-teacher empowement." (A) 

One principal described his rule in attaining consensus as follows: 

"I do a lot of listening. I let the vice-principal m most staff meetings so that I can 
watch peopleSs faces. E things are not going the way they should or are getting 
side-mcked, then I wiIl make a couple of comments to shake people up. f ask 
people questions and 1 exercise the right to jump in." @) 



He mentioned that he initiated staff development topics, reflecting his goals for the school, He 
. * bdieved that staff felt owmership of policies and problems as a result of the:: :r;pu:. This 

administrator commented on the difficulty in orgmizing staff development, as the school was 

basically two small schools in one: 

"With the French and English components, it's really hard to come up with a 
common basis on which to build professional development activities. T scnd 
teachers to all kinds of workshops; when they return to the school, they share. I 
will either supervise their class or find money for substitutes, It's really hard with 
only five instructional days and three taken up by conferences and school 
organization and planning. " (D) 

Another administrator explained that policies were reviewed annually and were developed by 

consensus. He added: 

"Wherever this is not possible, we go with the majority and expect that those who 
may not be supportive will buy into it. There has never been active sabotage." (R) 

A variety of strategies were used by this principal to develop consensus, including braiostonning, 

priorking and moving from small to large group discussion in order to include everyone in  rtie 

process. Both groups of teachers were perceived as contributing equitably to decision-making. 

This principal believed that teachers perceived goal-setting to be instrinsic to staff Lievelapment.. 

Princi~al invofvement 

The concept of principal involvement is embedded in the responses of all respondents 

throughout the interview. Principals were scored positively if they were perceived by teachers to 

be instrumental in maintaining collegial relations in the school, Also considered was the principal's 

participation in staff development and in committee work. Minor consideration was given to the 

princlpaf's role in solving personnel conflicts, in securing resources and in promoting staff social 

events. Teachers who repeatedly commented on the principal's absence from the school or  who 

spoke critically of the administrator's involvement in the school were scored negatively. 



The principal's role in staff collegiality was discussed thoroughly in Staff Relations and 

htegation of French mb English Teachers and will not be analyzed i~ this section. 

The majority of teachers perceived the principal to be interested in staff development and to be 

an integral part of its implementation, even though several were critical of the program's lack of 

dimtion and piecemeal structure, One teacher commented that the administrator should not be a 

member of the professional development committee, as it controlled the funding for professional 

activities, She stated: .-. 

"The pro-I) committee doesn't heed him. They are there for controlling pro-D 
funds. He should be on the staff development committee as that directly concerns 
him." (A) 

This teacher believed, like many other teachers in the study, that the principal's role in staff 

development was to be supportive, to oversee and to help set a positive tone in the school. His 

romote sharing of educational experiences and strategies at staff meetings and 

sion teacher in the same school commented on her dismay upon learning from a 

colleague about the new math curriculum. She offered this experience as an example of the 

absence of staff development in the school. Asked what the principal's role should be, she 

remaked: 

"We should be the guiding hand. Because he is evaluating everybody, he should be 
aware of what has to be done more than any of us. I really appreciate the fact that it 
is his decision what has to be done, but it is discussed with us. Whether we go 
along with it is really up to us." (A) 

i 
An immersion teacher in another school, when asked to describe the principal's role in staff 

development, concurred: 

"E-fe is our leader. His role is very, very important. Without him at the head, 
pushing to have things done well, nothing might get done." (B) 



In another school, an English teacher was critical of the principal's role in decision-m&<ng: 

"The principal, holds an honomj position on the staff comsGttee. The conminee is 
taking the lid off a lot of explosive situations and diffusing them, Sometimes we 
have a feeling of helplessness in that we take infomation to the principal tmd 
nothing is acted upon. That's not delibefate but issues get shoved aside. 
Sometimes it's little things like the principal being on the P.A. twenty times a day, 
He is very responsive to our concerns. We are looking for morz decision-making 
because you can't take every little issue and have it talked over. We need a definite 
structure; decisions ultimately have to be made at the administrative level. We felt 
that the principal shied away from decisions in a tough spot and threw it back to 
staff. It wasn't solved and it got ridiculous as people even said to put names in a 
hat to decide. We're certainly overwelmed by the weight of it all." (C) 

Many teachers in the study were unsure of the principal's membership on school committees, 

Several believed that the administrator was involved in one or two committees but were not certain. 

In one school there were no standing committees due to a contractual issue; in another, decisions 

were made by a committee of the whole. The following comment by an English teacher is atypical: 

"He loves his meetings and likes to know what's going on." (A) 

The following quote is indicative of a negative rating in principal involvement: 

"I'm not sure if the principal sits on any committees. You'll have to ask him. I 
don'r see him that much." (B) 

Several teachers commented on their appreciation of release time provided by the principal. 

One teacher stated that the principal facilitated professional sharing by "fieeing teachers". She 

believed this procees helped administrators "to keep in touch with what kids are actually doing and 

what teachers are up against." (B) 

An immersion teacher expressed her gratitude for her principal's approach to staff conflict, 

She co~lfinented.. 

"He gives people the opportunity to talk to him." (C) 

An English peer acknowledged the principal's encouragement in staff development, which was 

demonstrated through discussion and provision of information on in-service. An intermeciiate staff 



member in the same school criticized both teachers and the principal for attending so many 

workshops, thus being out of the school excessively. 

One immersion reacher described the principal's role in staff development as "keeping everyone 

on trltck" (D), ensuring that goals are set for the year and locating resource people. Her 

inexperienced colleague responded to the question as follows: 

"He's always concerned about what's happening. He always participates. He 
encourages you just by his presence. He's always asking if you understand and 
telling me to see him if I don't." @) 

This teacher believed that the principal was too busy to sit on committees. 

Criticism of central office was expressed by this respondent: 

e principals, including ours, are out of the school most of the time, serving on 
that committee. I feel that he should be in the school. The 
s misdirected on this subject. What happens in the schools is 

to central office personnel. I'm sure they don't intend it to be that 
e way it seems to come down. I don't think staff development is 

n't blame the principal; it's the system." @) 

Asked to expand on the principal's role in staff development, he continued: 

"Right now his role is to make it look like something is happening, in order to meet 
the demands of the school board. There isn't enough time and a lot of this stuff is 
ineffective, The principal's role should be to get more professional development 
time, maybe the last two weeks of the year." (D) 

Questioned about his role in staff development, this principal responded: 

"I perceive my role as ensuring that people are aware of the information, of 
encouraging them to grow professionally, of recognizing that growth is a never- 
eading process, and of assisting the professional development committee in every 
way pctssible to make sure that people have professional growth opportunities." 
iB) 

Securing resources was mentioned as another aspect of his role. Asked to comment on teachers' 

perceptions of his role, he remarked.. 



"I think they see me as a facilitator and coordinator, a helper. f think that they 
expect me to lead certain sessions and occasionally to stimulate their professional 
growth with some of my own ideas." (B) 

One administrator described teachers' perceptions of the staff development program as follows: 

"I think some teachers feel that I am too involved in staff development, that we do 
too much in the school, that I'm out of the school too much. Other teachers feel 
that it's great that they have these opportunities to do things as a group and as 
individuals. It's fascinating how they come together: the old and the young, the 
primary and the intermediate, the French and the English." (C) 

The following quote describes one administrator's perception of his role in staff development: 

"I sit back and push, provide the opportunity and provide information. I make 
myself available. Sometimes I'm out of the school too often; that's one criticism 
that you will hear and it's true. Just being an administrator in a French immersion 
school, there are so many demands on your time." @) 

BILINGUALISM OF THE PRINCIPAL 

There is scant and conflicting evidence in the literature on the significance of the bilingualism of 

the principal of a dual-track school. The author, therefore, decided to investigate this issue by 

asking both teachers and principals their views on the importance of the administrator's level of 

French language skills. Each principal was asked to rate his or her degree of bilingualism on the 

preliminary questionnaire which was sent to participants prior to the interview. The five choices 

were: not at aU, a little, reasonably well, very well and fluently. Teachers were also asked in the 

preliminary questionnaire to self-rate their French language skills, as well as those of their 

principal, using the same scale as that of the principals. The responses of all participants are 

presented below. 

In addition, all respondents in the study were asked at the end of each of the five categories of 

interview questions what effect, if any, the bilingualism of the principal had on the category in 

question. The five sections were: supervision of instruction, staff development, staff collegiality, 



school orgmization for instruction and parental involvement. The results of teacher and principal 

responses to this question are presented below. To simplify the description, codes were used for 

the five categories. They are: SI (supervision of instruction), ST (staff development), SC (staff 

collegiality), SOI ( school organization for instruction) and PI (parental involvement). The teaching 

positions have also been codified as follows: EP (English primary), EI (English intermediate), FP 

(French immersion primary) and FI (French immersion intermediate). 

and -her rat nys of princinal's demee of bilin~ualism 

Teacher 6 (EP) 

Speaks "very well". 
Understands "very well". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "reasonably well". 

Speaks "fluently". 
Understands "fluently". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "reasonably well". 

Speaks "reasonably well". 
Understands "very well". 
Principal speaks "very well". 
Principal understands "very well". 

Speaks "not at all", 
Understands "not at all". 
Principal speaks "very well". 
Principal understands "very well". 

Speaks "fluently". 
Understands "fluently". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
m-incipal understands "a little". 

Speaks "not at dl". 
tTndemmds "no? a? all". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "a little", 

Teacher 7 (FP) Speaks "fluently". 
Understands "very well". 
Principal speaks "a littlet1. 
Yrincipal understands "a little". 



Teacher 8 (EI) 

Teacher 9 (EI) 

Teacher 10 (FP) 

Teacher 11 (FI) 

Teacher 12 (EP) 

Teacher 15 (FP) 

Teacher 16 (EI) 

Principal I 

Principal 2 

Speaks "a little". 
Understands "a little". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "a little". 

Speaks "a little". 
Understands "a little". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "a little '. 

Speaks "fluently". 
Understands "fluently". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "reasonably well". 

Speaks "fluently". 
Understands "fluently". 
Principal speaks "not at all". 
Principal understands "a little". 

Speaks "a little". 
Understands "a little". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "a little". 

Speaks "not at all". 
Understmds "a little". 
Principal speaks "not at all". 
Principal understands "a little". 

Speaks "fluently". 
Understands "fluently". 
Principal speaks "a little". 
Principal understands "a little". 

Speaks "fluently". 
Understands "fluently". 
Principal speaks "not at all". 
Principal understands "not at all". 

Speaks "a little". 
Understands "a little". 
Principal speaks "not at all". 
Principal understands "not at all". 

Speaks "reasonably well". 
Understands "reasonably well". 

Speaks "reasonably well". 
Understands "reasonably well". 



Principal 3 Speaks "a little". 
Understaids "a little". 

Principai 4 Speaks "a little". 
Understands "a little". 

ft should be noted that several participants indicated that their French language skills were 

somewhere between two categories. Principal #2 rated both speaking and comprehension skills 

between "a little" and "reasonably well". Principal #3 rated her comprehension between "a little" 

and "reasonably well". Teacher #2 scored her principal's speaking skills between "a little" and 

"reasonably well". Tsacher #12 rated her speaking and comprehension skills between "not at all" 

and "a little". The author used her best judgment from the notations on the written questionnaire 

form tedetemine the most appropriate rating. 

Teacher 2: SX 
(W 

No effect. Principal can ascertain classroom tone, task orientation of 
students, types of activities and discipline. 

Principal must be aware of differences in English/French curriculum and be 
especially sensitive to lack of French materials. 

Principal's effort is very positive. 

No effect. Principal takes an interest and tries hard. He is involved in both 
programs. 

No effect. Both groups of parents have their own personalities. The 
administrator has good people skills. 

Significant negative effect. Very disappointed that there are no French 
administratum This principal has most efficient language skills but still 
inadequate. Affects supervision adversely. No understanding of 
curriculum. Teachers have free rein in the classroom. Principal cannot 
evaluate fairly. Realizes principal can ascertain some classroom factors. 

Very strong effect. Principals have no idea of the problems in immersion, 
for exmpfe with resources. 
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Principal tries to speak French. Kmnlersion teachers feel he is not close to 
them and stays away because he does not understand. Teachers do not 
switch to English so a division was created. 

No significant effect. 

No effect presently. Teacher used to feel that parents would prefer a 
bilingual principal, that more money and support would be available if the 
administrator was bilingual. 

Teacher 
0 

Personally no effect. Feels immersion teachers would have more 
respect and principal would have more credibility if bilingual. Prlncipd 
would be able to evaluate instructional objectives. Students <are impressed 
when principal speaks French. 

Minimal effect. Philosophy of implementation important. If principal were 
an expert in implementation could have more of an effect becrwse he would 
tend to be more involved in immersion curriculum. 

No effect personally. Teachers admire him for trying to improve his Frcnc h 
through coursework. 

No effect. 

No effect. 

Definitely should be bilingual to assist in the classroom. Could be bedlam 
when immersion teacher has no English skills. 

Teacher 4: SI 
W) 

Principal should be bilingual. 

Principal frequently speaks French. Teacher comments: "We knows not to 
direct any French to me because I won't answer back". 

No effect. 

No effect since immersion parents not francophone. 

Teacher 5: SI 
PI) 

Both administrators bilingual enough to determine class atmosphere, 
instructional methods and discipline, Helps to understand some Frermc h bur 
no significant effect. 

Would be helpful but lack of French proficiency not detrimental. 

Minimal effect. Dual-track principal has to have a g d  attitude. 

No effict. Frcnch cwrdinator is available. 

Nor aware of any effect. 

Definite effect. Principal could not evaluate questioning techniques, for 
example. 

Teacher 6: SI 
<EP) 

Teacher commented: "I'm English". 



Teacher 10: SI 
(FP) 

1 2 3  

Does not know how immersion teachers feel. Does not see a problem. 

Program would be enhanced if principal could speak French to students. 

Bilingual support staff would also be valuable. 

No awareness of any effect. 

Perhaps parents think more support would be provided by a bilingual 
principd but no awareness of parents' viewpoint, 

Principal's level of French sufficient to allow him to observe 
immersion teachers effectively. His effort to learn French is appreciated. 

No significant effect. Principal's understanding of French satisfactory. 

No effect. 

No effect with present principal. Immersion parents are anglophone. 
Teacher believes that it may have affected previous principal's relationship 
with parents. lrnrnersion parents are extremely demandhg and might 
have more confidence in a bilingual principal. 

Bilingualism would be helpful but not a determining factor. No effect if 
principal good. Principal has taken French courses. 

Would be great if principal were fluent. Lack of proficiency not necessarily 
bad. 

Principal is personable. 

No effect. 

No awareness of an effect. 

No effect. 

No effect. 

Does not affect principal/staff relations whatsoever. 

No effect. 

No effect. Paenis are anglephone. 

A key issue. Principals must be bilingual in order to orientate new 
teachers effectively. Essential that they understand French culture. 
Supervision/evaluation system poor for both tracks but English better 
prepared for teaching. Clinical supervision more thorough for 
English. Also depends on teacher's attitude. Teachers' thinking must 
change. Disillusioned with supervision model. 



Teacher 11: SI 
(FI> 

Teacher 12: SI 
@P> 

Teacher 13: SI 
@PI 

Teacher 14: Sf 
0% 

Illogical to think that a unilingual princip;tl can assist with curriculum such 
as language arts. 

No effect personally but could be important for immersion collengucs. 

Probably an effect. Principal has less understanding of orgmiz&mnl 
issues such as immersion teachers teaching own English component. 

No effect because parents are anglophone or at least bilingual. 

Not absolutely necessary but helpful for inunersion teachers who rue 
unilingual French and for motivating immersion students to use French 
outside classroom. Would make immersion less c?ptificial. 

Certainly makes a difference. Immersion meetings with principal must bc 
conducted in English. Principal may feel badly. 

Principal would understand immersion teachers better if bilingual. Principal 
could participate in conversations and not feel left out. 

Teacher wishes principal could speak French. Not essential because 
teachers speak English. Would be beneficial for students. 

Only helphl for francophone parents. 

Never heard immersion teachers discuss issue. This teacher was not aware 
that principal was not bilingual. 

Not aware of any effect. 

No effect. This teacher thought principal was bilingual. 

No effect. 

No effect. 

Used to think bilingualism of principal essential. Present principal 
unilingual and school runs smoothly. Principal's relation ship with 
immersion teachers is excellent. A previous principal was bilingual and 
there were problems. Personality more important than bilingualism. 

Apparently no effect. 

Bilingualism seems unimportant but this teacher does not know why this is 
so. Some immersion teachers may wish principal were bilingilal. 

No effect. Change in administration. Staff pleased that new administrator 
will be bilingual. It makes sense. 

No effect. 

Some instructional factors cannot be evaluated by unilingual principal, 
Principal can determine other factors. 



PI 

Teacher 15: ST 
(FV 

ST 

Would be valuable if principal bilingual as could help with achieving 
ins tructiond objectives. 

No problem for this teacher as she is bilingual. Could create a problem for 
new francophone teachers. 

No effect. 

No effect. 

No effect. Principal able to determine classroom atmosphere. 

No effect. 

Not important. 

No effect. 

No effect. 

Has some effect because principal cannot understand dialogue in classroom. 

Would be helpful but this unilingual principal is still effective. 

No effect, 

No effect. 

Issue has never been raised by teachers. Principal feels he speaks and 
understands French. Administrator's bilingualism is an important issue for 
evaluation of immersion teachers. Being evaluated by a unilingual 
principal would be "like doing a teaching observation without the ability to 
hear". Teachers would be nervous. 

No evidence that it has an effect but believes it does. 

SC Principal feels staff is pleased that he took a language course and can 
communicate in French. Principals need courage to do so. Sometimes 
immersion teachers speak too fast for him, maybe on purpose. 

501 No effect. 

PI Paenis nor hcophone  so no effect. Parents appreciate when principal can 
address immersion students in language of instruction. 

Principal 2: SI Some effect. Principal feels his French language skills are eood. 
Conferences, however, conducted in English. Unilingual principals may 
feel uncomfortable observing French instruction, Believes immersion 
teachers must have misgivings about being evaluated by unilingual 



Principal 3: Sf 

1 2 6  
principals. Feels process of good teaching can be recognized. irrespec~iw 
of langmge. 

Slight negative effect. Important for principal ro uugrade French Ianguags: 
skilis. Believes immersion texhers accept reality of unilingual 
administrators and appreciate assistance. 

Moderately important. Believes immersion teachers tvodd like him to bc 
more bilingual. A sign of respect for French language and culturc. 

Has an effect because principal cannot teach in French. Teachers appmciatc 
fact that principal will convene with students in French during French 
instructional time. Suggests respect for integrity of French language. 
Principal converses with teachers in English. 

Not a significant factor presentjy. Feels some inmersion parents 
disappointed that he was not bilingual when he was first appointed. Parents 
respect his efforts to improve his French. Initially English parents 
suspicious that principal might be too supportive of immersion. Needs of 
English pro,oram "horrendous". Some immersion parents might feel he is 
too supportive of English program. 

Has an effect because unilingual principal cannot evaluate teachers'llevcl or 
appropriateness of French language or immersion materials. Can evaluate 
learning situation, such as classroom atmosphere, and curriculum goals, 
Feedback from teachers indicates principal's observations are fairly accurate 
and evaluation reports fair. Would seek assistance if teacher competency 
was in question. Debriefing would be more meaningful in native lnnguagc. 
Could be intimiciating for teachers in  English. Intervention in first langttagc 
would be more effective. 

Program would be more effective if administrator was bilingual. kincip;tl 
understands French but not comfortable conversing. Believes teachers 
think bilingual principal would secure resources more quickly. Principal 
cannot assist effectively with instructional matters and orientation to schcxi. 

Orientation of new teachers to school, district and province would be 
facilitated more effectively and quickly by bilingual principal. Assisting 
with curricdtzm and sacid adjustment of teachers would be easier. Does 
affect relationship with immersion teachers. Principal feels in  timick-tred to 
speak ,French =d tells teachers this. Thinking of taking more French 
c o r n s .  Teachers are supportive. Important to have a good attitude, sense 
of humour and patience, Feels teachers would prefer meetings and 
conferences to be in French. 

P r o m  w d d  be stronger if principal bilingual, Lack of clarity in 
comunication affects organization of school. Msunderstandings of 
discussions cari be stressfuL Wishes to show support and be invrttved, but 
immersion teachers must do everything in English fur principal's benefit. A 
iengMy process. 

No effect because parents anglophone and do not expect principal to speak 
French. 
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Principal 4: SI Teachers comfortable with principal because of high trust level. Cannot 

evaluate dialogue between teacher and student. Atn-ibutes such as teacher 
enthusiasm, student involvement and body language can be discerned. 

ST Bound to have m effect although not a significant problem. Workshops 
would be more valuable if offered in French. 

SC No effect. PrincipaVteacher relationship great. 

SOI Personality more important than bilingualism. Principal must demonstrate 
support of program. 

PI No effect because parents are anglophone. 

In the assessment of the principals' language skills, the teachers and principal in Schools C and 

D generally agreed that the princpals' French skills were limited. It is interesting to note that 

collegial relations in School D appeared to be excellent despite the principal's lack of bilingualism. 

In Schaol A, the ratings by English teachers were consistently higher thm those of their immersion 

cnlfeagues; the principal's self-ratings were more congruent with those of the immersion teachers. 

As for the effect of the principal's language skills on the five categories investigated, there are 

no substantial differences between the beliefs of immersion and Engfi; h teachers. There were a 

ntxnlbsr of English and French teachers who believed it would be beneficial for the principal to be 

bilingual. hmersion teachers felt more strongly about this issue than English teachers, 

pmicularly in the areas of supervision of instruction and staff development. Teacher #2 was 

:tdmn:tnt about the importance of a biiin,pil principal in these two categories. Teachers generally 

asreed that the eflfects of the principal's degree of bilingualism were minimal in staff collegiality, 

sirtlc-t organizatior; for insmction and parental involvement. Administrators all a _ m d  that the 

principal's hck of French skills had some effect on teacher supervision. A general trend for all 

pirticipants wits a progressivdy less significant effect for the five categories, in the order that they 

rrppar above. 
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School Profiles 

In the literature (CEA., 1983) a 5W0 balance of English and French student populations is 

recommended for the effective implementation of programs iil the dud track schooli. In this study, 

School A met this criterion. In School B, there existed an approximately 20% nmajority in the 

immersion student enrollment; this disproportion in numbers was criticized by one English teaches in 

the school. Staff relations, however, appeared to be fairly collegial in School B. The sti1clt;nt 

enrollments in the immersion and English prograins in Schools C and D were substantially diffem~t, 

havL.rg French and English minorities respectively. School C appeared to have the poomst schcwl 

climate and School D excellent staff relations. Therefore, there is little evidence in this study to 

support the theory of a balance in student populations positively effecting program implementittion. 

Further research with larger samples of schools is required to shed light on the effect of student 

enrollment on various aspects of the dual-track school. 

Tn School A, teacher responses suggested that the principal had a significant role in fostering a 

congenial, social relationship among staff members. Immersion teachers believed that staff relaticms 

were more positive than did their English colleagues. The principal perceived the staff to be "very 

close", not in a "complacent" way. He gave little indication of being aware of the dissenlion expresscd 

by one English staff member. While teachers reported the principal to be personable and open, their 

comments indicated criticism of the principal's lack of involvement i n  the supervision process. 

Although teachers believed that their administrator was likely supervising new teachers, they 

themselves had not been visited in the classroom. One English teacher was particularly resentftli of' the 

principal's perceived invo'tvemen? with immersion teachers and believed he was too "lenient" in the 

instructional process. The principal, on the other hand, identified teacher supervision as his number 

one priority and believed he was highly involved in the process. 

In School B, the beliefs of teachers and the administrator emerged as more congruent than in 

Schoctf A, The principal expressed the same concern for the English track students as one English 



teacher who dscussed extensively the negative effect of the immersion program on her pupils. 

el--.%F caihers pei~eivt=d the principal tr: be visible and supportive; the principal believed he was consistently 

and actively supporting teachers. English teachers in School B were more positive about the 

principal's role in supervision than immersion teachers. Both English teachers' responses were more 

critical in the area of staff colIegiality than those of their immersion peers. The principal, however, did 

not indicate an awareness r>f any friction among staff members. Staff relations appeared generally to 

be more collegial than those in School A, with the principal assuming a leadership role in promoting 

In School C, in which English teachers constituted a large majority, staff relations were very 

strained. All four teachers commented upon the principal's failure to intervene, even after being 

approached by staff members concerned about the poor climate in the school. They perceived the 

principal to be out of the school excessively and as weak in decision-making. The administrator was 

also criticized for not taking an active role in supervision of instruction. The principal, on the other 

hand, believed he was very involved in teacher supervision; he defined supervision, however, in a 

much broader sense than simply classroom visitations. His comments indicated only a vague 

awareness of tension in staff relations. The administrator identified the French immersion teachers as a 

tight-knit minority group; the two immersion teachers interviewed portrayed the French teachers as 

close but not particularly unified. 

In School D, the teachers did not perceive the principal to be actively involved in the supervision of 

insmction process. Their comments on the principal's role in teacher supervision were not as critical 

as t h e  of their counterparts in Schools A, B, and C; the principal's passive participation in the 

process seemed appreciated fndeed, this administrator was the only principal respondent who did not 

identify supwisictn of instruction as a priority. Staff relations in the school were perceived by both 

teachers and the principal as excellent; one English staff member lieported that rapport in the school had 

historically been good. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

While there are a multitude of factors affecting the operation of a dual-track school requiring 

investigation, this study was limited to three significant areas: supervision of instruction, staff 

collegiality and the bilingualism of the principal. Interview data from the areas staff development 

and school organization for instruction yielded some relevant information; therefore, responses to 

several questions in these two categories were included in the andysis. The factor parental 

involvement was eliminated entirely from the study. 

Supervision of Instruction 

The school effectiveness literature highlights the principal's key role in the improvement of 

instructional programs. There is substantial evidence, as well, that teacher beliefs about the 

principal's role in the supervision of instruction process do affect implementation of programs in 

the classroom. Research indicates that teachers, althmgh they are often critical of the supervision 

process, respond positively to the concept and appreciate administrative feedback regarding their 

instructional strategies and programs. This finding is supported in this study as many of the 

teachers questioned the principal's lack of involvement in the supervision process; several believed 

that the principal should be more involved in instruction and in the monitoring of student progress. 

There is considerable research on both the supervision of instruction and the evaluatjon 

processes as they relate to teaching personnel. In this study, many teachers used the two tenns 

interchangeably. This suggests that teachers associate supervision of instruction with evaluation 

and that the two are inextricably intertwined. Several respondents referred to the problems 

associated with the two programs being conducted by the principal. Many suggested that they 



would seek assistance with instruction from their peers rather than from the principal. Teacher 

support programs, such as peer cmichlng or peer mentoring, may be viable alternatives to 

supervision by the administrator. The principal, acting as fadtator and encouraging risk-taking, 

can provide the foundation for a successful peer supervision program. Findings in this study 

support Hanrahan's (1987) research that principal and teacher perceptions of the success of the 

supervision process differ considerably. 

A majority of teachers believed supervision of instruction was not a priority of the principal. 

Principals, on the other hand, emphasized the importance of teacher supervision; three out of four 

identified it as their number one priority of the five areas investigated. If supervision of instruction 

is indeed a priority for senior and school administration, that fact should be communicated to 

teachers by both levels of administration at the beginning of the school year. Policies should be 

clearly articulated and thc supervision of instruction and evaluation processes defined. District in- 

achers and principals together would clarify the district's perspective on these issues 

and might help to minimize distrust. If supervision is indeed a district priority, the message to 

personnel must be that administrative tasks rank second to the instructional program. 

In this study, many teachers expounded the belief that supervision of instruction was more of a 

priority for principals in the case of inexperienced teachers new to the profession. Several 

experienced English teachers expressed resentment for their lack of contact with the principal. 

Since there is historically a large turnover of immersion staff in many dual-track schools, this 

resentment may be directed towards those new teachers. Experienced teachers in this study 

suggested that they appreciate feedback from the principal on their instruction. While the barrier of 

time constraints is obvious, the principal cannot ignore the needs of more experienced staff 

members. 



While the role of the vice-principd was not investigated in  this study, two respondents 

commented positively on the contribution of the vice-principal in the instn~ctional process. It 

seems plausible that the role of administrators other than the principal in the supervision process 

may significantly affect instruction. Further research is required to shed light an this issue. 

Most teachers in this study could not explain the school or district policy for supervision of 

instruction. Principals, on the other hand, could clearly articulate supervision procedures in the 

school. These results suggest that either principals were not effectively communicating school and 

district policies in this area or that teachers were not receiving the message clearly. Since teacher 

supervision is critical to curriculum implementation and requires a high level of trust to implement 

meaningfully, it is important that administrators ensure teachers understand the issue thoroughly. 

New teachers require special consideration in this area, Process and intent must be clearly 

articulated by school-based administrators at the beginning of the school year. 

Teachers in this study recognized that their principals were overloaded with administrivia and 

with parental and community demands. If the improvement of instruction in the school is of 

utmost importance, however, steps must be taken to ensure that classroom visitations and teacher 

conferencing are built into their busy schedules. Teacher supervision includes many elements in 

acidition to classroom visitations and conferencing, such as impromptu discussions and goal- 

setting. An effective supervision program must be well thought out and planned. 

The unilingilal administrators of dual-track schools need special consideration and support in  

the implementation of an effective teacher supervision program. While some teacher respondents 

in this study questioned the unilingual principal's ability to supervise and evaluate teachers in an 

tzmersion setting, many indicated that principals can distinguish significant learning variables 

without knowledge of the French language. In the author's experience, seldom is in-service 
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unique to the immersion phenomenon provided for unilingual administrators. The district must 

take initiative in this area. 

A supervision of instruction program cannot be successfully implemented without a trusting 

relationship between the principal and the teaching staff. Interpersonal skills must be a primary 

consideration in the hiring of school administrators. Teachers in this study expressed a belief in 

the supportive, fair approach of their administrators. Only when such a relationship is evident will 

teachers welcome the input of the principal and act upon it. In some districts, teachers are 

members of the team responsible for the hiring of administrators; teacher input in the selection 

process would build trust and empowerment. 

In this study, there were two teachers who, while they respected and trusted the principal, 

nistrator's role in instructional improvement. They believed that the principal 

knowledgeable in all facets of the curriculum. While it is unrealistic to think that the 

principd can be an expert in all cunricular areas, the role of instructional leader necessitates a 

knowledge of and an interest in curriculum. The principal's credibility as a teacher and leader in 

instruction is crucial to school improvement. Once again, district in-service and financial support 

for professional development are essential. 

Staff Cullegiality 

The school effectiveness research provides evidence that the relationship among staff members 

is an important aspect of school climate. There is also support in the literature for the impact of 

schooI climate on student learning. It can be assumed that collegial staff relations affect school 

climate positively, while negative staff relations have a detrimental effect on school climate. The 

effect of staff collegiality on school climate and on student outcomes merits further investigation. 



The very nature of the dual-track setting implies ?he existence of intergroup te~lsions brtseti ori 

lanpage and cultural kfferences, reflecting those found in society. Conflictud sentirnenrs xrrx 

often camouflaged. English teachers may have feelings of job insecurity which are seldom 

expressed. They may have concerns about the transfer of weaker inunersion students to English 

programs, as was expressed in this study, and about the loss of more capable students to late 

immersion. French immersion teachers may believe that English teachers do not understand the 

pressures they encounter. Indeed, one immersion teacher in this study comxnented on the English 

teachers' lack of understanding of difficulties implementing immersion curriculum. Proac rive 

intervention by the principal is essential in order to focus both groups of teachers on educational 

commonalities rather than on divergent goals. 

The principal's role in monitoring and nurturing staff relations is a critical one, particularly 

whcre teacher cultures, goals, beliefs and languages differ substantially. Specific strategies must 

be implemented by administration to strengthen staff collegiality. A strategy used by one 

administrator in this study supports the literature; he approached influential staff members to 

promote professional concepts. Sources of conflict must be discussed openly and 

misunderstandings c ldied.  An outside facilitator can provide guidance in this area; conflict 

resolution as a staff development focus would also be beneficial. As is evident in this study, a 

sensitive and hurnanisitic approach by principals is a crucial factor in staff collegiality. The 

importance of excellent interpersonal skills should be addressed in district in-service for dual-trac k 

principals. 

Strategies for integrating staff and students must be pursued proactively and not left to chance. 

Cross program activities, such as buddy reading, whole school assemblies, common cul t u r d  

perfomances, joint field trips and lunch hour clubs are invaluable opportunities for building 

collegiality. School-wide themes, platoon teaching and a common staff development program are 

other ways of using the collective strengths of staff members to build a whole school philosophy. 



The large majority of teachers cunsickrd their p ~ c i p a l s  to be fair and sensitive to teacher 

differences. One English teacher expressed resentment of inequitable administrative practices 

favouring immersion teachers. It is not enough for the principal of a dual-track school to believe 

both programs are being administered equitably; helshe must deal with the perception of 

stakeholders. This perception of equality or inequality permeates the entire functioning of the 

school, from the allocation of audio-visual equipment and textbooks to resources provided for 

professional development to support for field trips. The principal must be proactive in maintaining 

the fragile bdance in meeting the needs of both programs. 

Another challenge for the dual-track principal is in the area of goal-setting; school goals must 

reflect the needs of both programs and, at the same time, unify staff, students and the community. 

achers in this study referred to the importance of goals as providing direction for the 

entioned the principal's emphasis on school goals. In setting the direction for the 

principal must constantly focus on cooperation and unity. Whether goal-setting 

sessions occur at the beginning or at the end of the year, it is important that teachers new to the 

school be involved in the process. 

Staff development received harsh criticism by many teachers in this study. While some 

respondents praised their principals for their encouragement in the area of professional 

development, no school appeared to have a strong staff development program. Despite financial 

and time restraints, a meaningful stdf development program is an integral part of school 

improvement and could be a unifying force in a dual-track school. Cost can be minimized by 

utilizing school and district staff to present in-service. Creative ideas for low-cost staff 

development can be exploxd as part of a needs assessment process. 



The use of French in the staffroom was addressed by every respondent in this study. This 

sensitive issue elicited strong emctl~ns, particularly by English teachers. In the one school where 

this topic was not overtly addressed, mistrust and resentment were obvious. This suggests that the 

issue of the use of French in the staffroom or in any school area outside the classroom must be 

broached by the principal early in the school year and constantly monitored. The leadership of thc 

administrator is instrumental in facilitating open and honest communication among English and 

French staff members as they attempt to develop consensus on this question. 

The transfer of immersion students from French immersion to English is another sensitive 

issue in dual-track schools. One teacher in this study referred to the English program as being 

"dumped upon" by immersion teachers who encourage weak academic students and those having 

behavioural difficulties to transfer out of immersion. This teacher is not unique in her perspective; 

such comments are evident in the literature and have been expressed to the author by a number of 

English track teachers. Problem-solving through open, honest discussion between immersion and 

English teachers and the establishment of a school policy on the issue are essential. 

There is minimal research to support the effect of social events on school climate. In this 

study, one principal actively encouraged integration of staff members through social events, from 

volleyball games to weekend retreats. Relations in this schoal appeared congenial at best rather 

than truly collaborative. Two other administrators mentioned similar efforts at social integration. 

Only one teacher complained about the promotion of social activities by the priricipal. There was 

no mention of social events in the school with the least collegial relations. Further research in this 

area is wananted. 

Bilingualism of the Principal 

Research on the effect of the degree of bilingualism of the principal on immersion programs is 

scant and ambiguous. This study supports the literature which indicates that the unilinguaI 



principal is able to evaluate some important instructional indices in the classroom, such as 

classroom environment. Comments by teacher and principal participants suggest that unilingual 

principals cannot accurately determine teacher and student appropriateness of and level of 

language. As well, unilingual administrators appear at a disadvantage in the supervision of 

curriculum implemell~tion and in the monitoring of student progress. In this study, the principal's 

unfamiliarity with immersion learning resources was mentioned. One teacher in the study thought 

that the principal might be staying away fiom immersion classrooms because of an uneasiness 

being in an environment where the language of instruction was not understood. The avoidance of 

immersion classrooms in supervision has been mentioned in the research and merits further 

investigation. It is essential that principals are perceived by teachers to have an instructional 

leadership role and not simply a passive role. 

Some immersion teachers in this study believed that the principal's unilingualism had a 

on staff development. Once again, specialized training for dual-track 

rs by the district would build confidence with the immersion program. Principals 

op a sound base of knowledge, skills and attitudes to assist in building a framework 

rovement. Training in conflict management, problem-solving, group dynamics, 

d effective communication would strengthen the principals' confidence and belief 

With in-service would come a better understanding of the intricacies of immersion teaching. 

For example, the emphasis on oral rather than written language in the early grades in immersion 

might concern some principals unfamiliar with the program. One immersion teacher mentioned the 

difficulty in attaining learning resources and the necessity of translating English materials to 

fiench; an awareness of these complexities is important for the immersion principal. Several 

English teachers in this study noted the culture shock experienced by some new immersion 

teachers; becoming more familar with the educational and professional backgrounds of immersion 



teachers could help principals understand the strengths and needs of these staff members. An 

immersion teachcr in this studjj conmended her principal for :&kg iinmersion sumnier course 

and for attempting to say a few words in French on the public address system daily. These ;ire 

much needed indications of support for the immersion program by administration. The 

improvement of their French language skills through workshops or coursework would build 

administrators' credibility with immersion teachers, students and parents. 

It is a reality in British Columbia that unilingual English principals will continue to administer 

dual-track schools due to a lack of bilingual personnel. It is this author's belief that the 

bilingualism of the principal, although beneficial, is not as relevant to the successful administration 

of a dual-track school as other variables. Both bilingual and unilingual principals can be effective 

or ineffective administrators. What is needed bj; the dual-track administrator is a positive attitude 

niqueness of the school and a sensitivity to and understanding of the issues which 

administering an immersion program. Support for this challenge must be provided by 

the district. A mentoring program and a strong network of resource people would assist the 

inexperienced principal in the effective administration of a dual-track school. This study supports 

Rideout's (1987) research that the bilingualism of the principal and staff collegiality llre unrelated. 

Special Considerations of a Dual-Track School 

There are considerable demands on the administrator of a dual-track school above and beyond 

those in a single track school. One of the most challenging is the hiring of French immersion 

personnel. Because of the shortage of immersion teachers in British Columbia, it is often 

necessary to hire teachers from out of province. Those teachers hired may be unilingual French, 

unfamiliar with the educational changes in the province and lacking in second language 

methodology. Many of these teachers are new to the profession and arrive at their first teaching 

assignment unprepared for the cultural and professional differences. Where the immersion 



program is not soundly estabiished in a school, these teachers are also faced with a scarcity of 

aaching ma~erials and aay t;r: the on!y teacher in that, schoo! with a similar assignment. 

There has historically been a large turnover of immersion teachers in the province. This change 

factor impacts significantly upon the delivery of programs in the school. In this study, a teacher 

reported the lack of support felt by some immersion teachers. He noted that an immersion 

colIeague had resigned in frustration. An effective school and district induction program would 

offer invaluable support for immersion teachers. District in-service, staff social events, a 

mentoring program and other forms of assistance would help immersion teachers adapt to change. 

The principal can facilitate the process by securing district and school resources to meet individual 

needs. 

the category parental involvement was eliminated from this study, the unique 

challenge of communicating with two groups of parents should be mentioned. In 

k schools, separate parent groups exist; in  others, both groups operate under an 

ittee. If only one parent group exists, equal representation by both groups of 

Id be encouraged. Where two parent groups are inevitable, each should have parent 

n from the other parent group. Both situations require a great deal of sensitivity and 

unication skills on the p~ of the principal. It is critical that the dual-track 

be proactive in modelling a phibsophy which emphasizes unity of staff, students and 

p m n t s  and encourages smtegies which support xhis philosophy. In-service for administrators on 

the politics of implementing a French immersion program should be provided by the district. 

This study provides littie evidence for a balance in the irnmersior, and English student 

populations, although the school with the poorest staff relations did have the largest imbalance. 

Sensitivity on the part of the principal, however, is required when dealing not only with staff and 

students but also with the parent minority group, especidly when that group is composed of 



English parents in the catchment area, English trzick students in the minority need to he yerccivetl 

to be treated fairly and equitably.. Regular communication with pta.rents. a close association with 

h e  parent executive and the encouragement of parent involvement in the school can help ziltevi;ite 

distrust, fear and misunderstandings. Regular newsletrers, open houses, curriculum nights, a 

parent handbook and student-fed conferences are means by which open home-school 

coinmunication lines can be fostered. 

Resezrch Questions 

Five research questions were presented in Chapter I. The first question presupposed the use o f  

the French language by immersion teachers outside the classroom setting as a predominant issue in 

dual-track schools. The resuits of this study support that proposal. All respondents expressed 

very definite opinions on this topic, which are thoroughly discussed above. The findings in this 

study indicate that principals should address the issue openly with staff members ex1 y in the year 

. .  . to mmmme conflict and to develop consensus on this language question. 

The second research question posited that differences in beliefs between immersion and 

English teachers are a potential source of conflict in dual-track schools. In this study, the belicfs of 

English and French teachers differed in several areas. A number of English track teachers 

expressed heir concern over the excessive use of French in the staffroom. While many i~r-tmersion 

teachers supported their English colleagues on this question, they did not appear to be aware of the 

intensity of Enghsh teachers' feelings on the subject. Several English track reachers expressed a 

concern for the self-esteem of the English srudents; no immersion teacher mentioned this issue. 

One English program participant was highly critical of both the immersion program and the 

immersion teachers; most respondents in this study, however, were supportive of each other. In 

the m a  of staff developlent, several teachers expressed differences in needs between the Englis t i  

and immersion program. Most of rhe criticism, however, was directed toward school and district 

administration mher than to colleagues. 



ins~+iction, was the third re.seuch question investigated. While several immersion teachers 

crzmrnen!ed that: it would be valuable for the principal implementing teacher supervision of 

instrttction and evaluatior! programs to be bilingual, a majority of respondents believcd that 

pfirzcipctls could administer a dual-mck school effectively without French language skills. The 

effort to speak French and a supportive attitude were deemed more important than language skills. 

Furtl~er research on the e f f ec~  of the unilingudisrn of the principal is warranted, particulartv in the 

a c t s  of teacher supervision of instruction and evaluation, goal-setting and staff development. 

The four& question examined in this study concerned teacher beliefs about the principal's role 

in supervision of instruction and in the instructional process. Three out of four principals 

identified teacher supervision as their number one priority of the five areas originally investigated. 

On the other hand no teacher identified supemision of instuchon as a priority for their principal. 

Several teachers perceived the supervisio~ of new teachers to be important for the principal, but 

t h y  themselves had not been supervised. A number of teachers believed that the principal 

monitored their instructional program by occasional dropin visits. Some teachers questioned the 

absence of the principal from rhe classmom and indicated a desire for more administrative 

feedback, A majority of teachers believed that the administrator monitored student progress 

through E ~ I T  card reading only,. No. teacher respondent perceived their principal to be 

significantly involved in student evaluation. Several teachers believed that the principal's role in 

[he insmcrional process was 

The h& research question a-ssed teacfier input In the decision-making process. The 

schwl r=f:fecriveness literature underlines the imprtance of participatory decision-making. AU. 

tcxher respondents in this smiy indicated that they had considerable input in the development of 

school policies and in the solving of school problems. All four principals indicated that they took 
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measures to involve teachers in goal-setting, in problem-solving and in developing schcx>I policies. 

Several teachers in one school complained about having too much input into decision-rnakir;p; they 

felt that the principal should be responsible for routine decisions. All teachers is this schimi 

wanted their principal to be an assertive leader in problem-solving. This finding was unexpected 

arid warrants investigation. 

Condusion 

f3 198'7, provincial legislation mandated the withdrawal of administrators from the British 

Columbia Teachers' Federation. This historical change in provincial education created an 

unprecedented division between teachers and adminismtors which is having far reaching effects on 

the role of the school dminis.trator. This division was referred to by two teachers in this study 

whose comments suggested suspicion and misunderstanding, Now more than ever before is i t  

d c d  for the school administrator to assume a leadership role in the area of staff'collegiality. 

Dual-track principals, in this study, received criticism for their lack of involvement in the area 

of supervision of instruction by both English and immersion teachers. Staff relations, on the 

whole, appeared to be congenial rather than truly collaborative. An effective staff development 

program, reflecting common school-based goals and unifying staff members, seemed absent in all 

four schools- A number of immersion teachers believed that the principal's lack of French 

language skills had a de'trimental effect on the implementation of supervision of instruction ;md 

staff development. 

Tkese findings suggest that further research is required to clarify a number of issues. The 

principfls role in supervision of instruction needs to be compared in dud-track, single track 

imnersicm and regular program school settings. The indices of professional collaboration need to 

be ident3%d in mder tc~ distinguish congenial staff relations from true collegiality. The effect of thc 

phipd ' s  French language ski& in the areas of teacher supervision, staff development and staff' 



collegiality in  single and dual-track schools should be further investigated. The concerns of 

English track staff in the dual-track school need to be addressed in order to presewe the integrity of 

both groqprns. These directions in research will hopefully assist district and school personnel in 

providing the optimal learning experience to both immersion and English track students in the dual- 

track school. 



Table 9 

TEACHERS' YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
AS SUBMITTED ON WRITTEN QUESTIONNAIRE 

Years of Teaching 
Experience 

Years of Experience 
in French Immersion 

Years of Experience 
in Present School 

* Teacher was in the present school before it became dud-track. 



DEMOGRAPHIC XNFORMATION ON PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS 
AS SUBMITTED BY PRINCIPALS ON WRITTEN QUESTIONNAIRE 

Total student population 

French immersion student 
population 

Grades offered in English 
program 

Grades offered in French 
immersion program 

Number of years French immersion 
offered in the school 

Number of English track 
classroom teachers 

Number of French immersion 
classroom teachers 

S C H O O L S  



PRINCIPALS' EXPERIENCE AND TRkiNiNG 
AS SUBMlTTED ON WRITTEN QUESTIONNAIRE 

Number of years experience 
as a principal 

Number of years as 
principal of a French 
immersion school 

Number of years in 
present school 

Specific training in 
preparation for the 
role of dual-track 
principal 

Courses/workshops/ 
exchanges to improve 
French language skills 
and/or knowledge of 
French culture 

PRINCIPALS 

two first year 
university 

French courses 

- immersion 
program for 
teachers in 
Quekc 

Ministry 
annual 
conference for 
administrators 
of F.1. schools 

A.P.P.I.P.C. 

- summer institute 

- Ministry annual 
conference for 
administrators of 
F.I. schools 

- district meetings 

- A.P.P.I.P.C. 

- district 
orientation 

- FSL workshops 

- national 
conference 

- conversation 
classes 

- social events 

- summer 
institute 

* A.P.P.I.P.C. = Association provinciale des professeuxs du programme d'immersion et du 
programme cadre 



Appendix A 

Dear p 

Thank you for your prompt response to my request to conduct research in the 
School District, I have outlined below the significance of my study, a brief description of the 
methodology, and the nature of the research report at $he conclusion of my study, as you have 
requested. 

The importance of the role of the principal in the school improvement process is well documented. 
There is a paucity of research, however, on the role of the principal in the dual-track French 
immersion school, The literature does indicate that the administration of the dual-track school 
requires special considerations. A better understanding of these special conditions is critical to a 
school's success. Very little is known, as well, about teacher beliefs surrounding the role of the 
principal. Recent research reveals that teacher beliefs are related to teacher performance. It is also 
becoming clear that teachers have very definite beliefs about the effective and ineffective principal, 
which may affect their performance in the instructional process. My study, entitled The Role of the 
Principal in the Dual-Track School: Principal and Teacher Beliefs, is designed to investigate the 
principal's beliefs and behaviours and both the English and French immersion teachers' beliefs 
about the principal's role in five areas. These are teacher supervision of instruction, staff 
development, staff collegiality, school organization for instruction, and parental involvement in the 
school. It is hoped that a better understanding of the dual-track principal's role and of teacher 
beliefs about this role will result in improved communication between the principal and teachers 
and among the teachers themselves, important factors in school success. 

Two dual-track schools in having at least kindergarten to grade five student 
populations are required for this study. The two principals and a random sample of two English 
program and two French immersion program teachers at various grade levels in each school would 
receive a brief questionnaire to obtain background information; subsequently, an interview 
consisting of questions about the principal's role in the five categories named above would be 
conducted. The principals selected must have had a mininum of two years administrative 
experience in a dual-track school. Only teachers with at least three years teaching experience and 
one year in a dual-track school can be included in the sample. Upon acceptance of this request for 
conducting research in , the questionnaire would be mailed to the participating 
subjects. The interviews would be conducted in May. 

At the completion of the thesis, I will submit a report to the Research Department. 
The approximate date of termination of the study is August, 1989. I am hoping that 
recommendations arising from the results of my study will assist in better 
understanding the unique aspects of the dual-track principal's role and the significance of teacher 
beliefs about this role. My belief, based on recent research, is that congruency between principal 
and teacher beliefs makes for easier, more effective implementation of programs and for the more 
collegial, supportive learning environment which is characteris tic of effective schools. 

Sincerely yours, 

Marlene Day 



Appendix B 

LETTER OF PERMISSION 

Dear , 

I am presently worlung as a teacher for School District . Concurrently, f am 
a graduate student in the Administrative Leadership Programme at the Faculty of Education, Simon 
Fraser University. I am researching the role of the dual-track principal to fulfill my thesis 
requirements. 

At our interview, I will be asking you questions about the role of the dual-track principal. I assure 
you that all information is confidential and that your name will not appear in my thesis, The 
information divulged by individual principals and teachers will be known only to me. 

Unless you object, I propose to tape record my interview with you as a means of ensuring greater 
accuracy of data. All tapes and their transcripts will eventually be destroyed, following completion 
and approval of my study. If you wish a copy of my thesis, one can be made available to you. 

Simon Fraser University requires that I have evidence in writing of your willingness to participate 
in this study. For this purpose, I ask that you sign this letter and return it to me an the day of our 
interview. 

Thank you very much for your participation in my research. 

Yours sincerely, 

Marlene Day 

I agree to participate in this study, as it is described above. 



Appendix C 

May -, 1989 

Dear - 7  

This letter is a follow-up to the conversation which we had today and is a confirmation of our 
interview to be held 0x1 

The title of my thesis is The Role of the Dual-Track Principal: Principal and Teacher Beliefs. The 
dual-track principal has a particularly challenging role, considering the specific characteristics 
surrounding the administration of the dual-track French immersion school. My research is 
designed to investigate both principal and teacher beliefs about this very important role. 

The criterion for selecting principals is that they must have at least two years administrative 
experience in a dual-track school. Interviews with four teachers at each school are also required. 
Criteria for their selection are: they must have at least three years teaching experience and a 
minimum of one year in their present school. Two English track and two French immersion track 
teachers, one each from the primary and intermediate divisions, would be selected randomly by 
myself. 

If you require any further information, please don't hesitate to contact me at home in 
the mornings or at in the afternoons. 

Thank you for your kind attention to my request. I am sure that you will find the results of my 
study both interesting and beneficial, 

Yours sincerely, 

Marlene Day 



Appendix D 

PRf NCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. School name - 

2. Total student population - 

3. French immersion student population 

4. Grades offered in regular English pro@= -- 
5. Grades offered in French immersion program --- 

6. Number of years French immersion offered in this school ... -- w- 

7. Number of English ciassroom teachers 

8. Number of French immersion classroom teachers - 

9. Number of years you have been a principal ----- 

10. Number of years you have been principal of a French immersion school 

- - 

1 1. Number of years you have been principal of this school 

12. Do you have a teaching assignment? 

If so, what percentage of time do you teach? - 
What subject/grade level do you teach? 

13. Please give your self-rating on the following statements, (Circle the most appropriate 

answer.) 

I speak French: 

not at all a little reasonably well very well fluently 

J understand French: 

not at all a little reasonably well very well fluently 
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14, Describe briefly your experience as a principal. Include assignments in all types of 

schoolsfprograms and in ail geographic regions. 

15. Describe below any specific training which prepared you for the role of principzl 

(include a Master's degree, PhD, summer courses, etc.). 

16. Describe my special training you may have received which prepared you specifically for 

f principal of a dual-track school (include university courses, district workshops, 

17. Describe any courses, workshops, exchanges etc. which you may have attended with the 

purpose of improving your French language skills or of gaining a better understanding of 

the French culture. 



Appendix E 

1. How many years have you been a teacher? 

2. How many years have you been a teacher in a French immersion school? 

3. How many years have you been a teacher in this schml? --- 

4. Please give your seE-rating for each of the following statements. (Circle the most 

appropriate answer.) 

I speak French: 

not at al l  a little reasonably well very well fluently 

I understand French: 

not at all a little reasonably well very well fluentiy 

My principal speaks French: 

not at all a little reasonably well very well fluently 

My principal understands French 

not at all a little reasonably well very well fluently 

5. Please briefly describe your experience as a teacher. Include grades taught, specific 

programs taught (F.S.L., E.S.L., early immersion, etc.) and geographical regions in 

which you have taught. 



6. Please describe the education you received which prepared you to be a teacher. Inciude the 

csIf ege/university and province/country where you received your teacher training, as well 

as any summer programs or courses you may have attended. 

7. Describe any specific training you received which prepared you to be a French immersion 

teacher. IncIude college/university courses, summer programs, workshops, etc. 

(if applicable) 



Appendix F 

TEACHER SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 

1. Please describe your policy regarding teacher supervision. How do you communicate this 
policy to your staff? 
Probe: How was this policy developed? 

2. Please describe the teacher supervision process in your school. Is a different process 
necessary for French immersion and English program teachers? If so, why*? 
Probes: Does anyone assist you with the teacher supervision process? 

Do you have different procedures for teachers at risk? 
Is there any oth~r  form of teacher supervision in your school? 

3. How do you think teachers feel about the teacher supervision process? Do you think the 
opinions of English and French immersion teachers differ on this subject? If so, why do 
you think this difference exists? 
Robes: Do you think Freneh immersion teachers feel your language proficiency is a factor 

in teacher supervision? 
4. Describe any problems associated with teacher supervision? Why do you feel these problems 

exist? Do you see any solutions to these problems? 
Probes: How critical a factor is tbm in teacher supervision? 

How do teacherskttitudes affect teacher supervision? 
5. What is your role in classroom instruction? 

Probes: What percentage of your time is spent discussing instruction with teachers? 
How do you assist teachers with insmction? 
Does anyone ebe assist teachers with instruction? 
How are teachers' questions/concerns about instruction handled? 

6. How do you think teachers feel about your role in the instructional process? What makes you 
tIrink this? 

7- What is your role in the monitoring of student progress? 
Probes: What percentage of your t h e  is spent discussing student progress with teachers? 

How are teachers' concemsiquestions handled? 
8. What is your role in student evaluation? Does this role differ at all for English and k n c  h 

immersion students? How? 
Probes: What is done about ~ s u l t s  on standardized tests? 

What percentage of your rime is spent discussing student evAuationldchievement with 
teachers, either as a staff or individady? 
Does anyone assist either or both groups with evaluation? 

9. Do you have a school policy or set of gods on student evaluation? If so, how was this policy 
developed? 
Probes: How are teachers made aware of this policy? 

How often is this policy revised? 
f 0. Do you feel that your level of bilingualism has an effect on teacher su_pemisianr? 
1 1. Do you h v e  any further comments on lacher supervision? 



1. Piease describe the reiationship 'between staff members in general and between English and 
French immersion teachers in particular. 
Robes: Do French immersion teachers speak Erench in the staffroom? 

Now do English teachers fix1 about this? 
Do English teachers help French teachers with their English skills? With report 
cards? 
Do French teachers help English teachers with French skills? 
Woufd you say that English teachers or French immersion teachers make more of an 
effort to work collaboratively wirh the other group? 

2. What strategies do you use, if my, to promote staff collaboration? 
Robes: Sow do you b d l e  staff conflict? 

3, Could you describe the process used in developing school policies? In solving school 
proMems? 
Robes: What strategies do you use to assist reachers in attaining consensus on professional 

issues? 
Which group of teachers, English or French, give more input into the decision- 
making process in the school? Why do you think this is so? 

4, Are English and French imersiun classrooms mixed throughout the school or are they 
housed in separate areas of the schml? What: is your philosophy on this issue? 

5. Do you have a policy on staff development? 
Probes: How are teachers made aware of this policy? 

6. How do you perceive your mle in staff development? 
Probes: How are decisions about staff development made? 

What percentage of your time is spent discussing staff development with teachers? 
Is there a schml-based pmfessionaf deveiopment committee? 
Are you a rnenlber of this cornmi ttee? 

7- How do you think teachers feel about staff development? 
Prab-es: HOW do you think teachers perceive your role in staff development? 

8. M a t  oppxnities exist for teachers to exchange ideas on professional matters? 
Pfulses: Do English and French teachers tend to discuss educational questions/concerns 

sepsatety or jointly? M y  do you think this is so? 
Do they sit togehr in the staffroom? 
What provisions ax made for those teachers who wish 10 engage in professional 
de;velopment activities? 

9. What camminees exist in your school? How do they function? 
Probes: Do English and French teachers sit on the same committees? 

Do they work hmoniausly? 
thre you a mrnk of my of these connnittms? 

10. How imponant is the question of your bifingtlatism on your relationship with French 
inm'iersion teachers? 

f L . Do you have any other comments on rhe relationship among staff members or on staff 



Appendix G 

TEACHER INTERVIEW 

TEACHER SUPERVISXON OF INSTRUCTlON 

I. Describe the process of teacher supervision in your school, the definition of teacher 
srrpervision being the non-evaluative process by which the principal and other personnel 
assist you with instructional improvement What do you think of this process? 
Probes: Who assists you in improving your instruction? 

What do you do if you have problems/questions concerning instruction? 
How often during the school year does the principal visit your cfassroon~ or discirss 
instruction with you? 
What steps precede and/or follow such a visit? 
DO p u  see supenrision practices fulfi1Eng school goals? 

2. 'What role does the principal play in classroom instruction? 
Probes: How does the principal monitor your instruction? 

Does the principal assist you with instruction? How? 1s this assistance beneficial? 
Does anyone eke  assist you with instruction? How? Is this assistance beneficial? 
Do you have confidence in your principal's assessment of your instruction? 

3. Do you think teacher supervision is a priority for your principal? What makes you think this? 
4. Is there a policy or set of goals about teacher supervision in your school? 

Probe: How was this policy developed? 
5. Do you see any problems associated with teacher supervision? What do you think causes 

these problems? Do you see my solutions to them? 
6. What role does the principal play in monitoring student progress? 

Probes: How often does the principd discuss student progress with you? 
What do you do when you have concerns about a student's progress? 

7. What role does the principal play in student evaluation? 
Probes: What does the pxincipal do with standardized test results? 

Do you approach the principal with concernslquestion~ regarding student 
evaluation/achievement? When? 
How often is evaluadodachievement discussed as a staff? 
Does anyone assist you with evaluation? Who? 
What do you think should be the principal's role in student evaluation? 

8. Do you think the principal's level of French proficiency is a factor in teacher supervision? 
9. Do you have any other comments on teacher supervision? 

STAFF' COLLEGIALITY 

1. Please comment on the retationship between staff members generally and between French 
immersion and English program teachers in particular. 
Probes: Do the two groups intermingle in the staffioom regularly? 

Do Erench immersion teachers speak French in the staffroom? 
How do the English staff feel about this? 
f>o E~~glish teachas help French teachers with their English? - -- w1thTeport cards? 
f)o Erench teachers help English teachers with French skills? 



2.. What strategies does the principal use to promote staff colhboration? 
Probes: Does the principal exhibit equality in decision-making? 

What strategies does the principal use to attain staff consensus on professional 
issues? 
Do you feel that the principal is supporfive of and sensitive to individual differences 
among staff members? 
How does the principal handle staff conflict? 
Does the principal promote risk- taking among staff members?How? 

3. What role do staff members play in developing school policies and in solving school 
problems? 
Probes: Which group of teachers, English or French, give more input into the decision- 

making process? Why do you think this is so? 
4. Could you describe the process of staff development in your school? 

Probes: How are decisions about staff development reached? 
Is there a school-based professional development committee? 
Is the principal a member of this committee? 
HOW often do you discuss staff development at staff meetings? 

5. What do you think is the principal's role in staff development? 
Probes: Does the principal encourage you to participate in staff development? How? 

- How often does the principal discuss staff development with you, either individually 
or as a staff? 

6. How do you feel about staff development in your school? 
7. What opportunities exist for teachers to exchange ideas on professional issues? How is this 

process facilitated? 
Probes: Do Enghsh and French teachers tend to discuss educational questions/concerns 

separately or jointly? Why do you think this is so? 
Do they sit together in the staffroom? 
What provisions are made for teachers who wish to engage in professional 
development activities? 
How does the principal facilitate the professional development process? 

8. What committees exist in your school? How do they function? 
Probes: Do French immersion and English teachers sit on the same committees? 

Do they work harmoniously together? 
Does the principaf sit on any of these committees? 

9. How important a factor is the p ~ c $ a l ' s  French language proficiency on staff collegiality? 
10. Do you have any other comments on the relationship among; staff members. on the 

darionship of the principal and staff, or on staff cofiabora&n? 



Appendix H 

PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW 

TEACHER SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 

1. Please describe your policy regarding teacher supervision. How do you communicate this 
policy to your staff? 
Probes: Does your school or district have a written policy on teacher supervision? 

How was this policy developed? 
2. Please describe the teacher supervision process in your school. Is a different process 

necessary for French immersion and English progam teachers? ff so, why? 
Probes: Does anyone assist you with the teacher supervision process? 

What role does this person(s) play in the process? Why was this person(s) 
chosen for this role? 
What percentage of your time do you spend on teacher supervision? 
Do you have different procedures for teachers at risk? 
Is there any other form of teacher supervision in your school? 

3. How do you think teachers feel about the teacher supervision process? 
Do you think the opinions of English and French immersion teachers differ on this subject? 
If so, why do you think this difference exists? 
Probes: Can you describe any incidents involving teachers which clarify your beliefs? 

Do you think French immersion teachers feel your language proficiency is a factor 
in teacher supervision? 

4. Describe any problems associated with teacher supervision? Why do you feel these problems 
exist? Do you see any solutions to these problems? 
Probes: How critical a factor is time in teacher supervision? 

How do teachers' attitudes affect teacher supervision? 
5. Do you feel that your level of bilingualism has an effect on teacher supervision? 
6. Do you have any further comments on teacher supervision? 

STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

1. Do you have a policy for staff development? 
Probes: How are teachers made aware of this policy? 

2. How do you perceive your role in staff development? 
Probes: How are decisions about staff development made? 

Who makes these decisions and by what process? 
What percentage of your time is spent discussing staff development with teachers'! 
Is there a school-based professional development committee? 
Are you a member of this committee? 

3- How do you think teachers feel about staff development? 
Probes: What motivates teachers to participate in staff development? 

Do you think teachers' beiiefs about staff development can be modified? How? 
How do you think teachers perceive your role in staff development? 

4. What is your role in classroom instruction? 
Probes: W'hat percentage of your time is spent discussing instruction with teachers? 

How do you assist teachers with instruction? 
Does anyone else assist teachers with instruction? 
How are teachers' questions/concerns about instruction handled? 

5. How are teachers' instructional objectives developed? 
Probes: Who assists teachers with the develoumnt of these obiectives? 



How are school curricular changes in t rd~ced to stit% 
Probes: How are decisions made about what new curriculum is to be implemented? 
How is the implementation of school curricular changes monitored? 
Robes: Who monitors these changes? 

What do you think motivates teachers to make curricular changes? 
How is the implementation of school curricular changes evaluated? 
Probes: When and how do you evaluate curricula. changes? 

How do you determine when these changes have been institutionalized? 
Who participates in the evaluation? 

How do you think teachers feel about your role in the instructional process? What makes you 
think this? 
Do you feel that your level of French proficiency has an effect on staff development or on the 
instructional process in your school? Do you think that French immersion teachers believe 
that it has an effect? 
Do you have any other comments on staff development or on the instructional process? 

STAFF COLLEGIALITY 

I .  Please describe the relationship between staff members in general and between English and 
French immersion teachers in particular. 
Probes: Do French immersion teachers speak French in the staffroom? 

How do English teachers feel about this? 
Do ~n~lishieachers help French teachers with their English skills? With report 
cards? 
Do French teachers help English teachers with French skills? 
Would you describe the majority of your teachers as classroom-oriented or 
sc hool-oriented? 
Do you notice any difference between French and English teachers on this question? 
If so, why do you think there is a difference? 
Would you say that English teachers or French immersion teachers make more of an 
effort to work collaboratively with the other group? 

2. What strategies do you use, if any, to promote staff collaboration? 
Probes: How do you handle staff conflict? 

3. Could you describe the process used in developing school policies? In solving school 
problems? 
Probes: What strategies do you use to assist teachers in attaining consensus on professional 

issues? 
Which group of teachers, English or French, give more input into the decision- 
making process in the school? Why do you think this is so? 

4. Are English and French immersioa classrooms mixed throughout the school or are they 
housed in separate areas of the school? What is your philosophy on this issue? 

5- What opportunities exist for teachers to exchange ideas on professional matters? 
Probes: Do English and French teachers tend to discuss educational questions/concerns 

separately or jointly? Why do you think this is so? 
Llo they sit together in the staffroom? 
How much time do teachers spend on recess and lunch hour supervision? 
Hovv long is the lunch hour? Do most staff members spend that time in the 
staffroom? f s there any discrepancy between English and French immersion 
teachers on this question? 
What provisions are made for those teachers who wish to engage in professional 
development activities? 



6. What committees exist in your school? How do they function? 
ProSes: Are there any gradefsubject con~&tees? 

Do English and French teachers sit on the same committees? 
How often do they meet? 
Are you a member of any of these committees? 

7. How important is the question of your bilingualism on your relationship with French 
immersion teachers? 

8. Do you have any other comments on the relationship among staff members or on staff 
collaboration? 

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION FOR INSTRUCTION 

1, How are teachers assigned to classes? 
Probes: What input do teachers have in determining their assignment? 

2. How are students assigned to classes? 
Probes: Who makes the final decision about where students are assigned? 

3. How are teachers assisted with class organization? 
Probes: How are groupings within each classroom determined? 

4. What is your role in the monitoring of student progress? 
Probes: What percentage of your time is spent discussing student progress with teachers? 

How are teachers' concerns handled? 
5. What is your role in student evaluation? Does this role differ at ali for English and French 

immersion students? How? 
Probes: Can you compare the standardized evaluative materials which exist for English and 

French immersion program students? 
Are you involved in the selection of evaluative material? For which grade levels? 
For French immersion, English materials or both? 
What is done about poor results/concerns? 
%%at percentage of your time is spent discussing student evaluation/achievemen t 
with teachers, either as a staff or individually? 
Do you see any differences between French immersion and English teachers in their 
classroom evaluation of their students? 
Does anyone assist either or both groups with evaluation? 

6, Do you have a school policy or set of goals on student evaluation? If so, how was this policy 
developed? 
Probes: HOW are teachers made aware of this policy? 

How often is this policy revised? 
7. Can you please comment on your expectations of the students in this school? 

Probes: What percentage of the students do you feel will complete high school? 
Do you have any djfferent expectations for French immersion and English students? 
Do you notice any difference in expectations of students between French immersion 
and English program teachers? 

8- Can you briefly describe your policy on student discipline? Do you have a written policy o n  
discipline? 
Probes: How was this policy de~elo~ped? 

How do teachers, s ~ d e n ~  and parents respond to the procedures dealing with 
discipline? 

9. DO you feel that your level of F ~ n c h  proficiency has any effect on the organization of the 
school for instruction? Do you think that French immersion teachers believe that it has an 
effect? Why do you think this? 

10. Do you have any other co1111llf:nts on the organization of the school for instruction ? 



PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE SCHOOL 

I ,  Please briefly &scribe the role parents play in the school? 
Probes: How do you encourage parent participation in the school? 

What kinds of activities do parents participate in? 
Do parents assist in the classroom? 
Do you notice any differences between English and French immersion teachers as 
to how they involve parents in the classroom or in school activities? 
Is there a school-based Parent Advisory Committee? 
What kinds of decisions do parent committee members make? 
What percentage of parents on the committee are from the immersion program? 
How are parents made to feel that they can be meaningful participants on these 
school committees? 
Is there a school or district policy on Parent Advisory Committees? 

2. What do you feel is your role in school-community relations? 
Probes: What percentage of the day do you spend talking to parents? 

Does this differ for French immersion and English parents? 
What strategies do you use to gain parental support? Which are most successful? 

3. By what means, in order of frequency, do you communicate with parents? 
Probes: Which means do you feel are most successful in promoting good school-community 

relations? U7hy? 
What means do you feel parents prefer in learning about their child's progress and 
about the school? 

4. Please comment on the relationship between the English program parents and French 
immersion parents. 
Probes: What factors do you think contribute to this situation? 

How do you promote good relations between the two groups? 
How do you dissipate conflict between the two groups? 
Can you compare school and community goals concerning instruction? 

5. Do you see your level of bilingualism as a factor in your relationship with either group of 
parents? 
Probes: Do you think French immersion parents feel that you are supportive of the program? 

Do you think English program parents feel that you sympathize \-ith their concerns? 
6. Do you have any further comments on your relationship with parents on the role of parents in 

the school? 
7. Considering the five categories of questions on which you have just commented, could you 

describe what you perceive to be your priorities in your role as principal. 



Appendix I 

TEACHER INTERVIEW 

TEACHER SUPERVISION 

1. Describe the process of teacher supervision in your school, the definition of teacher 
supervision being the non-evaluative process by which the principal and other personnel 
assist you with instructional improvement? What do you think of this p r ~ e s s ?  
Probes: Who assists you in improving your instruction? 

What do you do if you have problems/questions concerning instruction'? 
How does the principal monitor your instruction? 
How often during the school year does the principal visit your classroom or 
discuss instruction with you? 
What steps precede and follow such a visit? 
Do you receive any assistance in developing instructional objectives generally and 
for specific subjects? 

2. Do you think teacher supervision is a priority for your principal? What makes you think this? 
Probes: Do you have confidence in your principal's assessment of your instructional 

techniques? 
Do you take measures to implement changes suggested by your principal? 

3. Is there a policy about teacher supervision in your school? 
Probes: Who developed this policy? 

How were you informed of it? 
What do you think of it? 
Do you see teacher supervision practices as fulfilling school goals? 

4. Do you see any problems associated with teacher supervision? What do you think causes 
these problems? Do you see any solutions to them? 

5. Do you think the principal's level of French proficiency is a factor in teacher supervision'? 
6. Do you have any other comments on teacher supervision? 

STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

1. Could you describe the process of staff development in your school? 
Probes: How are decisions about staff development reached? 

Who makes these decisions? 
Is there a school-based professional development committee? 
Does the principal attend meetings? 
How effective is this committee? 

2. What do you think is the principal's role in staff development? 
Probes: Does the principal encourage you to participate in staff development? Howr? 

What are your principal's goals about staff development? 
Is there a school policy on staff development? 
Did you have any input into the formation of this policy? 
How often does the principal discuss staff development with you, either individually 
or as a staff! 

3. How do you feel about staff development in your school? 
Probes: 'What motivates you to participate in staff development? 

Have your beliefs about staff developmeat changed during your career as a teacher? 
If so,why? 

4. What role does the principal play in classroom instruction? 
Probes: How often does the principal discuss instruction with you? 
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Does the principal assist you with instruction? How? How beneficial is this 
assistance? 
Does anyone else assist you with instruction? If so, how beneficial is this assistance? 
How are your zmcerns/ques:ions about instruction handed? 

5. How are your instructional objectives developed? 
Probes: Who assists you with the development of these objectives? 

6, How are proposed curricular changes introduced to staff? 
Probes: Mow are decisions made about what new curriculum is to be implemented? 

Do you feel that you have enough input into decisions about what is implemented? 
What motivates you to make curricular changes? 
What role does the principal play in your implementation of new curriculum? 
How often does the principal discuss curricular changes with you? 

7. How is the implementation of curriculum changes monitored? 
Probes: Who monitors these changes? 

What role does the principal have in monitoring curricular changes in your 
classroom? 

8. How are curricular changes evaluated? 
Probes: Who evaluates the implementation of curricular changes in your classroom? 

When and how are curricular changes evaluated? 
What role does the principal play in the evaluation? 

9. Briefly describe any in-service for implementing curricular changes which you have received 
in the past year. 
Probes: Do you feel the support you receive for curriculum implementation is adequate? 

Who gives you this support? 
How often do you seek the principal's opinion on curricular matters? 

10. Do you feel that the principal's level of bilingualism has an effect on staff development or on 
hisher role in assisting you with classroom instruction? 

1 1. Da you have any other comments about staff development or about the principal's role in the 
instructional process? 

STAFF COLLEGIALITY 

1. Please comment on the relationship between staff members generally and between French 
immersion and English program teachers in particular. 
Robes: Do the two groups intermingle in the staffroom regularly? 

Do French immersion teachers speak French in the staffroom? 
How do the English staff feel about this? 
Do English teachers help French teachers with their English? 
With report cards? 
Do French teachers help English teachers with French skills? 

2. What strategies does the principal use to promote staff collaboration? 
Probes: Does the principal exhibit equality in hisher decision-making? 

What strategies does the principal use in attaining staff consensus on professional 
issues? 
Do you feel that the principal is supportive of and sensitive to individual differences 
among staff members? 
How does the principal handle staff conflict? 
Does the principal promote risk-taking among staff members? How? 

3. ?mat role do staff members play in developing school policies and in solving school 
pro bIems? 
Probes: Which p u p  of teachers, English or French, give more input into the decision- 

making process in the school? Why do you think this is so? 
What strategies does the principal use to assist teachers in attaining consensus on 
professional issues? 
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4. What opportmities exist for teachers to exchange ideas on professional issues? How is this 

process facilitated? 
Probes: How often do you discuss staff development at staff meetings? '. 

Do English and French teachers tend t discuss ducation& quesdons/ccncerrts 
separately or jointly? Why do you think this is so? 
Do they sit together in the staffr-oom? 
How much time do teachers spend on recess and lunch hour supervision? 
How long is the lunch hour? Do most staff members spend that time in the 
staffroom? Is there any discrepancy between English and French immersion teachers 
on this question? 
What provisions are made for those teachers who wish to engage in professional 
development activities? 
How does the principal facilitate the professional development process? 

5. What committees exist in your school? How do they function? 
Probes: Are there gradehubject committees? 

Do French immersion and English teachers sit on the same committees? 
Do they work harmoniously together? 
Does the principal sit on any of these committees? 
How often do they meet? 
How involved is the principal in the staffs professional development? Does he/she 
attend professional development sessions with teachers? 

6. How important a factor is the principal's French language proficiency on hisher relationship 
with you? 

7. Do you have any other comments on the relationship among staff members, on the 
relationship of the principal and staff, or on staff collaboration? 

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION FOR INSTRUCTION 

1. How are teachers assigned to classes? 
Probes: What input do you have in determining your assignment? 

2, How are students assigned to classes? 
Robes: Who makes the final decisions about which classes students are assigned to? 

3, How are teachers assisted with class organization? 
Probes: How are groupings within each classroom determined? 

What role does the principal play in organizing your classroom? 
4. What role does the principal play in monitoring student progress? 

Robes: How often does the principal discuss student progress with you? 
What do you do when you have concerns about a student's progress? 

5. What role does the principal play in student evaluation? 
Robes: Is the principal involved in the sekction of standardized tests? 

What does the principd do with the evaluation results? 
Do you approach the principal with concerns/questions regarding student 
evaluation or achievement? When? 
What is done about these concerns and about poor results on evaluative materials? 
How often is evaluation/achievement discussed as a staff? 
Does anyone else assist you with evaluation? Who? 
What do you think should be the principal's role in the student evaluation process? 

6- Is there a schml pEcy addressing student evaluation? 
Prubes: How was this policy developed? 

Did you have input h to  the formation of the policy? How? 
Are you in agreement with the policy? 
Is the policy revised as new teachers join the staff? 

7. Please comment on your expectations of your students? 
Probes: HOW do you comunicae these expectations to your students? 



What percentage of your students do you feel will complete high school? 
8, Can you comment on the principal's expectations of the students in the school. 

Probe: What does the principal do to make you think this? 
9. Wow is student discipline handed LEI the school? Is there a po!icy on student discipline? 

Probes: How was this policy developed? 
1s the policy king implemented successfully? 
Do students and parents respond well to the procedures dealing with discipline? 
Is the policy revised as new staff members join the staff? 

10. Do you feel that the principal's level of French proficiency has an effect on the organization of 
the school for instruction? How? 

I 1. Do you have any further comments on the principal's role in the organization of the school for 
instruction? 

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE SCHOOL 

1. Please briefly describe the role parents play in your classroom? 
Probes: Do they observe? How often? 

Do they assist you with preparation of materials? How often? 
Do they assist students? How often? 
How do you feel about parental participation in the classroom? 
Does the principal encourage you to involve parents in your classroom? How? 

2. What role do parents play in the school as a whole? 
Probe: Name some activities in which parents are involved. 

3, How do you see the principal's role in school-community relations? 
Please comment on the principal's relationship with the parents in the school. 
Probes: How much time does he/she seem to spend talking to parents? 

Does hefshe make parents feel welcome in the school? How? 
Nave you noticed any strategies which the principal uses to gain parental support? 
Do vou think thev are successful? 
Do $ou think hehhe spends more time dealing with English program or French 
immersion parents? Why do you think this is so? How does this make you feel? 

By what means, in order of frequency, do you communicate with parents? 
Probes: Which means do you fee1 are most successful for explaining your opinions to 

parents? 
Which means do you think parents prefer for learning about their child's progress? 

By what means, in order of frequency, do you think the principal communicates with parents? 
Do you feel the principal is successful in communicating the school's policies to parents and in 
promoting good school-community relations? What makes you think so? 
How do you think parents view school-community relations? What makes you think this? 
Please comment on the relationship between English program parents and French immersion 
parents. 
Robes: What factors do you think contribute to this situation? 

What strategies, if any, does the principal use to gain parental support? 
How does the principal dissipate conflict between the two groups? 

Do you think the principal's level of French proficiency is a factor in hisher relationship with 
parents? What makes you think this? 
Do you have any additional comments on the principal's relationship with parents or on the 
rdeof parents in the school? 
Considering the five categories of questions on which you have just commented, could you 
describe what you perceive to be your principal's priorities for hisher job? 
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